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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Jan. 6---"Despite losing two games, we pla y ed w ell

•

both nights a nd had good chances t o win each time. "
Mo rehead State University Head Basketball Coach Bill D. Ifa n · ell w;:i

•

P.

assess ing the Eagles' two-game weeke nd road tr i p which r esulted in Ohio Valley
Confe r ence losses to Murray State and Aus t in Peay.

The d efea t s , 7 9 -7 2 at

Murr ay Saturday and 100 -95 in overtime at Clarksvill e, T e nn., M onday, ran

•

MSU' s losing streak to four games and dropped the season r ecord to 3-5 and

0-3 in the OVC.
11

•

Vv e moved the ball much better on offense in b o th games and were clos e

to winn ing each night until either ou r o wn fl oo r errors of th e other team's hot
shootin g made the difference,

11

Harrell added.

The first-year coach was pl eased with the play of 6-8 fo r ward Jim Day
who piled up 60 points and 30 r e b o unds o n the trip and with co-captain Bobby
Hiles w h o a dde d 32 points and 15 ass i s t s t o r a i se his scor in g average to 10 . 1.
"Day showed more agg r essiveness on th e boards and his shooting slump
ended , " Ha rr e ll said .
m o re sco rin g .

"Hil es aga in displayed grea t leadership and be g an to d o

11

Harrell also was impressed with res e r ve performances turn ed i n by
Jerry Huesernan, a 6 - 6 junio r fo rward, who hit eight of l 0 shots from the flo o r
and grabbed 13 rebounds in the two games.
" Iluf'sc:-111an is

r 0g::li ni ng hici r: hC'ngth

to pay off ," Harrell sa id .

and the added expe rience is sta rtin g

"He is very importa nt to o ur pl ;:ins f o r thP r es t of the

s e as o n. "

(more)

•
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Co-captain Ron Gathright started one game at guard and the other at

•

fo rward and notched 25 points.

Harrell wants the 6-3 senior t o do m o re

rebounding and continue to improve his scoring.

Gathright is averaging 10. 2

points per game as the team's second leading scorer.

•

Day lParl.~ th P F':-rg1 °n

''"ith

22 . 7 points and in rebounding with 11. 5 per game .
The Eagles return to friendly Laughlin Fieldhouse Thursday night at

7:30 p. m. t o open a four-game home stand with Cleveland State University's

•

Vikings.

Middle Tennessee c omes in Saturday nig ht with Western K e ntucky

following Jan. 12 and Tennessee Tech Jan. 17.

•

Cleveland State, 3-7 after taking third place in its own t o urnament la st
week, is in a rebuilding year following the loss of five letterm en by graduati on.
The Vikings are paced by La Moyne Porter, a 6-3 sophomo re ave ra ging 14. 7

•

a nd Eddie Trice, a 6-1 freshman guard scoring 11. 8 points per game.

The

Vikings' tallest man is 6-5 Ron Winbush.
The Eagles hold a hei ght a dvantage and \,·ill be favored fo r only the

•

second time in nine games this seas on.
"They' r e small but our scouts s ay they hustle and shoot well, " Harrell

•

repo rted .
Morehead State's freshmen, 2-2 on the year, return t o acti on in th e
5 :1 5 p. m . pr e lltuin:u · y

•
•

•

ga n 1c :l g:iini::t Mo ~.i-i s I la .r vey

######

C0lle ge 1s j uni o r varsity .

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Cumulative Basketball Stati stics for 11 Games
RECORD: (5-6) (1-4 in OVC )
PLAYER, POS .

G

FG

PCT

FT

PCT REB

AVG

PF-DQ

TP

AVG

HIGH

11.2

33-1

256

23 . 3

39

Jim Day, F

11 93-194

.479

70-93

.753 123

Bobby Hiles, G

11 46-102

.451

33-46

.717

51

4.6

24-1

125

11.4

19

Ron Gathright, G-F 11 44-98

. 449

29- 35

.829

82

7.5

31-0

117

10.6

20

Lavon Mann, C

11 34-75

.453

23- 35

. 657

84

7.6

47-6

91

8.3

19

Don Byars, F

11 33- 66

. 500

16-22

.727

52

4.7

30-0

82

7.5

25

J erry Huesema n, F 11 24-46

.522

25-32

.781

49

4.4

19-0

73

6.6

14

Jerry King, G

8 20-54

.370

10-13

.7 69

23

2.9

14-0

50

6. 3

8

Terry Sandfoss , G 10 20-58

.345

13-15

.867

18

1.8

1 7-0

53

5.3

18

Eddie Conl ey , G

8 12-35

.342

6- 7

.857

6

0.8

6-0

30

3.8

8

J erry Umberger, F

7

3-10

.300

2-2

1.000

9

l. 3

5-0

8

1. 2

2

Mike Guiler, F

2

0- 0

.000

1-2

.500

2

l. 0

0-0

l

0.5

1

Alan Harney, F

5

1-6

.166

0-2

.000

l

0.2

2-0

2

0.4

2

John Sewell, G

5

1-3

.333

0-2

.ooo

2

0.4

2-0

2

0.4

2

MOREHEA D ST.TOTALS 11 331-750

.441

228-3 05 .748

548* 49.8

230-8

890

80 . 9

95

OPPONENT TOTALS
11 337-772
*Includes 54 Team Rebounds

.437

201-313 . 642

495

221-6

875

79.5

117

SCORES:

Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead
Morehead

Next Game:

State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State
State

MSU vs.

82'
63'
84'
77'

79,

77'

72,
95,
90,
88,

83'

45.0

73
Florida
Jacksonv ille
117
So. Miss.
55
58
Campbellsv ille
Eastern Ky.
87
Marshall
85
Murray State
79
Austin Peay
100 (OT)
68
Cleveland St.
Middle Tenn.
67
86
Western Ky.

Tenn. Tech - 7:30 p . m., Jan. 17 - Morehead, Ky .
INDIVIDU~L

ONE-GAME HIGHS

Total Points:

39 Jim Day

vs .

Florida,

FG Scored:

13 Jim Day

vs.

Florida, 12-1-69

Rebounds:

16 Lavon Mann

FT Scored:

13 Jim Day

Assists:

10 Bobby Hiles vs. Aus ti n Peay, 1-5-70
(65 for season, 6. 5 per game)

vs.

vs .

13 FG, 13 FT, 12-1-69

Eastern Kentucky, 12-15-69

Florida, 19 Att empts, 12-1-69

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

·FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Jan. 13- - -Mixed feelings of pride and annoyanc e

engulfed the Morehead State University basketball team Tuesday as the Eagles
nursed their injuries from the Western game and looked toward Saturday ' s
meeting with Tennessee Tech.
The pride came from a heart-and-hustle performance Monday ni ght
which took the underdog Eagles within nine seconds of pulling the upset of the
year in the Ohio Valley Conference basketball race.
Western Kentucky's Hilltoppers, pre-season co-favorite to cop the
OVC title, recovered on a questionable call to squeak past MSU, 86-83, in a
rough-and-tumble game which produced injuries to three Eagle players.
Head Coach Bill D . Harrell was hopeful two of the walking wounded,
senior guard Bobby Hiles and junior forward Jerry Hueseman, would be healed
in time for the home court clash with Tech's Golden Eagles.

Jerry King, the

hard luck sophomore guard who had been improving rapidly in recent weeks,
damaged his battered left knee again and may be out for several days.
Morehead State coaches, fans and players were distressed at the
critical decision near the end of the game which turned the tide and help ed th e
rugged Hill toppers salvage the victory.
The Eagles were leading 83-81 with 15 seconds to play when MSU
forward Ron Gathright pulled down a rebound and was surrounded by Western
defenders.

The Louisville senior suffered <'ln eye injury but n o foul was calle d

and the officials signaled a jump ball.

(more)

•
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Gathright and WKU guard Gary Sundmacker jumped and the ball went

•

out of bounds and was awarded to Western.

Jim McDaniels, the Hill toppers 1

seven-footer, tied the score and Morehead State had possession with the
score

e

tied at 83 and nine seconds left.
Hiles drove for the basket but his shot was blocked amid a sea of

flailing arms and Western scored on a fast break and the Eagle dream was gone.
Harrell told sports writers afterward that he thought the Eagles had won
when Gathright came down with the rebound.
"we would have won it, I felt.

"If that had been a foul,

11

he said,

Ron was hurt on the play and there was no way he

could be hurt if there wasn't a foul.

11

The bitter loss dropped MSU's record to 5-6 overall and 1-4 in the
OVC.

Some observers had touted WKU as a 20-point favorite over the Eagles,

the rebuilding team picked for seventh place in the eight-team loop.
11

We may not win another game but we have played each of the three

leaders a heck of a game,

11

Harrell said.

He was referring to the Eagles'

79-72 loss to Murray, 87-79 to Eastern Kentucky and the three-point Western
decision which snapped a two-game winning streak.
Monday night marked the third straight home game for the Eagles and
the third straight game for newly-found starter Terry Sandfoss, a 5-9 senior
guard who sparked the MSU offense with 14 points in the 90-68 win over Cleveland
State and 18 in the 88-67 conquest of Middle Tennessee.
Junior forward Jim Day continues to lead the Eagl es in scoring and
rebounding with averages of 23. 3 points and 11. 2 rebounds.
Morehead State's talented freshman team will play a preliminary
Saturday night at 5: 15, opposing Xavier University's frosh.

####

••

FROM:

•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Jan. 15- - -Morehead State University H e ad

Basketball Coach Bill Harrell is tired of watching seven-footers.

•

His Eagles must contend with another of the giants this Saturday
night for the third straight game as Tennessee Tech travels to Morehead for
an Ohio Valley Conference encounter at 7: 30 p. m. in Laughlin Fieldhouse.

•

This time it will be Tech 1 s Art Bosnak, a 7 -foot senior from
Barberton, Ohio, who notched 24 points in the Golden Eagles' Monday night
win over Austi n Peay, 90-88 .

•

11

We 1 ve seen enough seven-footers to last us for a year,

11

Harrell

said.

•

Earlier, Morehead State 1 s rebuilding Eagles faced the tallest major
college basketball player in the nation, 7 -3 Artis Gilmore of sixth-ranked
Jacksonville.

•

But the prospect of facing taller men is not entirely distasteful to
Harrell.

•

His sophomore center, 6-9 Lavon Mann, has had his best nights

this season against big men .
"Lavon did a real fine job against Jim McDaniels Monday night and
we expect another good effort in the Tech game,

•

11

the first-year coach added.

M ann had 13 points, nine rebounds and blocked f o ur shots in the Eagles'
86 -83 loss to Western Kentucky.
A side from the height situation, Harrell is con<'Prned about his

•

injury pro blems.

Four key players

h a vp

may keep them out of a c tion this week.

•

(more)

Pither injuries or illnesses that

••

msu vs . tech 2222222
Senior guard Bobby Hiles suffered a torn shoulder muscle and has his

•

shoo ting arm in a sling.

Juni o r forward Jerry Hu e seman was poked in th e

eye and is wearing a patch.

•

Sophomore g uard Jerry King injured his knee

for the third time this season and senior forward Ron Gathright has a
kidney ailment .
The team physician has n ot said who, if anyone, on the inj ury list

•

may play against Tennessee Te ch , Harr e ll reported .
Coach Connie Inman's G o ld e n Eagles are 6-5 on the season and 2-2
in the OVC.

They are paced by B o snak,

senior forward Ron Sutton and

senior guard Bill Bland.
Mo r ehead State's Eagles are 5-6 after having a two- ga me winning
streak stopped by Western.

Their conference mark is 1-4.

The Tech clash wraps up a four-game home stand and th e Eagles
hit the r oad for a Monday night g ame at East Tenn e ss e e before taking a
nine -day break for semester exams .

They return t o action at home Wednesday,

Jan. 28, against Ma r shall's Thundering Herd.
Saturday night's preliminary at 5: 15 p. m. pits the Baby Eagles of
MS U, now 3-3 on the yf'a r, against thP Xavier frosh.

######

•
FROM :

•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD S".'PTE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEA U, l~ENTUCKY 403 51
MOREHEPD,

•

~'.y.,

Jan. 16 --- The Morehead State University swim team meets

West Virginia Tec:1 Saturday at 2 p.m. in Montgomery, hi . Va .
A win for t he swimming Eagles would be the third straight for Coach Bill

Ma ck ' s squ ad, now 3-4 on the year .
The meet offers another chance for Jim Geiman ana Bob Abell to move ahead
in their race for team records.

The two I ndiana swimmers, Geiman from Speedway

and Abell from New Albany, each have set five individual team records this season .
Geiman has the best time in the SO-yard freestyle, 200-yard and 240-yard
individual medley and the 100-yard and 200-yard butterfly .
Abell is the re cord holder in the 60 , 100, 200 ana 500-yard freestyle
ev ents and the 100-yard breaststroke.
After Saturday, the Eagles have five meets remaining before the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Swimming Championships Feb. 27 and 28 at Richmond, Ky .

.

- .
FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA'IE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Jan. 19 --- Barry A. Stafford, a Florida All-State

•

<]• iai-t-Pr-

back who passed for 47 touchdowns in two high school seasons, has accepted a
football grant-in-aid at Morehead State University .

•

MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum announced the signing of the 17-year-old honor
student from Plant City, Fla . , who led his team to a 10-1 mark this season and
an 8-2 record in 1968 .

•

The 5-11, 175-pound signal caller passed for 2,879 yards in his two varsity
seasons and kicked 40 extra points out of 49 attempts.

He is the son of Mr. and

Mrs . J . H. Stafford, 306 Eunice Drive, Plant City .
11

Barry is one of the finest passing quarterbacks we've scouted," Hallum

said of his first 1970 signee .

11

He definitely has a bright football future at

Morehead State. 11
The highly-rated Floridian was signed by MSU assistant coaches Larry
Marmie and Wayne Chapman .
Named Plant City's most valuable player for two seasons, Stafford also
was picked for all-state, all-confere nce, all-area and all-county honors .

He is

a member of the National Honor Society and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
The prep star will rejoin two old teammates when he reports to MSU next
summer.

EdJie O'Steen, a wide receiver, and Ray Newsome, a linebacker, signed

with the Eagles in 1969 after playing for Plant Ci t.r Senior Ili.gh.
expected to

l'lPf> hPavy c:H.:t.ion this: <'oming

.seaRon.

¥##

Both are

•

FROM:

8

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Jan. 20---The Morehead State University

basketball team began an eight-day layoff Tuesday after a weekend of victory

•

and defeat.
The Eagles, now 6-7 overall and 2-5 in the Ohio Valley Conference,
grabbed their second OVC win Saturday night by stopping Tennessee Tech,

•

81-75, but lost Monday night to surprising East Tennessee,75-63 .
"The weekend was typical of our season, " said Head Coach Bill D.
Harrell.

11

We shot well and played good defense against Tech but our shooting

fell down against East Tennessee even though we outrebounded them.

11

Poor shooting made the difference at Johnson City, Tenn. as the
shorthanded Eagles, playing without senior guard Bobby Hiles for all but
three minutes and without top scorer Jim Day for the last 11 minutes, hit
only 34 per cent of their field goals.

The Eagles won the battle of the

boards, 68-66.
Sophomore guard Jerry King turned in his best effort of the year with
16 points.

Senior forward Ron Gathright also had 16 and Day pitched in 12

before fouling out.

Sophomore center Lavon Mann had another strong

defensive effort, grabbing 12 rebounds and blocking four shots.
Hiles, the team's co-captain and floor leader, played only briefly
when a week-old shoulder injury flared up and his shooting was hampered.
"We definitely missed Bobby but I didn't want to take a chance on
seriously damaging that shoulder, " Harrell said .

(more)

•
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Hiles, Day and new re g ular Terry Sandfoss, a 5-9 senior and t he

•

smalles t player in the OVC, l e d the way a gainst a determined Tenn essee Tech
squad .

•

Day reached his seas o n ave r age with 22 .

added 13.

Hiles had 15 and Sandfoss,

Day also nail ed 13 r ebound s .

"We 'r e still making a l ot of mistakes but there definit ely ha s been
impr ovement in our o verall play, " Harrell said.

•

His Eagles return to action a t home Wedn esday , Jan. 28 , against
Ma r shall's Thundering Herd in a rematch.

The Herd won the Dec. 27 meeting

at Huntington , 85-77.
"Both team s are playing considerably be tt e r than when we faced
th e m last month so this next game should be real interesting, " the f ir st-year
Eagle mentor added.

"W e hope t o have our peopl e healthy and r eady to play.

The MS U fr os h are o n the r oad this weekend to test the C incinnati
freshmen Saturday night.

They return to Laughlin Fieldhouse Jan . 28 to pla y

Some rset Community Coll ege in th e More h ead State-Marshall p r elimina r y.

##### #

11

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMJ\TION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky ., Jan. 20 --- The Morehead State University swimming t e<1m ,

winless at home in two meets this season, will be out to change thingR this
weekend in meets with Eastern Kentucky University on Friday and Centre College
on Saturday.
The Eagles upped their record to 4-4 by sweeping a road trip last we eke nd
over Morris Harvey Coll ege and West Virginia Tech .

All of Morehead State's

wins have been in foreign water.
Coach Bill Mack's swimmers took an easy 58-46 win over Morris Harvey on
Friday by taking first place in 9 of 12 events and setting new Morris Harvey
pool records in all nine.

At West Virginia Tech, MSU was a 58-36 victor and set one team record.
Three team marks fell against Morris Harvey.
Steve Wiseman, L-0uisville freshman, picked up his fourth team record by
bettering the mark in the 500-yard freestyle and he lowered his 1000-yard fre estyle record by 14 seconds to 11:39.2.
Jim Geiman, Speedway , Ind. freshman , continued his onslaught on Eagle
team records by dropping his ex i sting record in the 200-yard individual medley
to 2:19 . 6.

Geiman is the leading record breaker this season with five individual

marks and membership on three record breaking relay teams.
After this weekend, the Eagles have three meets remaining before the
Kentucky Inter col] egiate Swimming Championships in February at EKU.

Morehead

State travels to Nas hvnJe, Tenn. to test Tennessee A & I Feb . 13 and to
Kentucky on Feb. 14.

Wes tC"'~· n

They retun1 to home waters Feb. 21 to entertain Cincinn,1t i.

####

FROtt :

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMJI TION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Jan. 19 --- Morehead State University Wrestling Coach

Dan Walker hopes the Eagles' wrestling program has finally rounded into shape
as his matmen prepare for meets this Saturday against Centre College and Case
Tech.
Walker, the 1967-68 Kentucky high school wrestling "coach of the year, "
was worried about the program when he left his duties as an assistant coach for
the football Eagles , and started working with what r emained of the 1968- 69 team
that had a 1-7 record and five freshmen signees.
The Eagles lost to Eastern Kentucky Univers ity and finished sixth in th e
seven-team Ashland Invitational but things began to look up when the MSU matmen
won two of three in a Three-way meet at Cincinnati and evened their seas on dual
meet rec ord at 2-2.
The Eagles avenged an earlier season loss to Eastern Kentu cky then suffer f.' d
a 19-14 setback to Cincinnati a f ter forfeiting the heavyweight mat ch .

Walker 's

char ges finished strong by pinning three Dayton wrestlers and slapped a 30-8
loss on the Flyers.
Following the home matches this weekend, the Eagles go on the road
agains t Ohio Northern and

D;:iyt-nn hr,-1-n'-e f ;w ing M.·n:~hci ll

Kentucky on thej r l1omP mats.

###

T'n.iY PrRity and Eas t ern

fRON:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMPTION

MOREHEAD STATE VNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Jan. 22 --- Dave Schaetzke, an Ohio All-Stat·e

(111.:11:1

Prlir1<'k

\·1ho passed for 26 touchdowns and amassed more than 3 ,100 yards in 22 hi gh R<'linnl
games, has accepted a football grant-in-aid at Morehead State University .
Head Football Coach Jake Hallum said the 18-year-old standout from
Toledo Bowsher High School will enroll at MSU to study industrial education.
An All-Ohio, All-Toledo, All-District selection under Coach George
Machoukas, Schaetzke directed the Bowsher Rebels to a 9-1 record and scored the
winning touchdown in the city championship game.

He was named the game's most

valuable player and also chosen as Northwest Ohio's back of the year.
Schaetzke, a 6-1, 180-pound scrambler who became a regular in his
sophomore season, is the son of Mr. ana Mrs . James Schaetzke, 1294 Glenview
Road, Toledo .
He was signed by MSU Offensive Line Coach John Behling.
11

We feel Dave is one of the best high school quarterbacks in Ohio ana

we 1 re deJ i ghtAd that he choRe Morehead Stc'.lte, 11 Hallum Raid of his second 1970
signee .

11He

hrtR

impl:nRc::c fi 11!': w.it-11

hi .c: l(>;irtf'r.c: hi[' _,

###
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and character. "

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Jan . 29

Morehead State Uni\'ers ity Head Bv.c:ketbCll l Co.Jch

Bill D. Harrell hopes to be a fast gunslinger in Texas this weekend.
His Eagles are flying into the Lone Star State with a 7-7 record to face
two potent teams, Pan American's Broncs at Euinburg Saturday night and Lamar
Tech's Cardinals at Beaumont Monday night.
"We've scouted both clubs on Eastern road trips and they have good personnel
who can shoot, rebound and handle the ball well, " Harrell said of his two high-

•

scoring opponents.

"Pan American's (Fred) Taylor is one of the best offensive

players in the nation. 11
The first- year Eagle coach was pleased with Monday ni ght's 88-78 win over

•

Marshall which avenged an earlier defeat .

He called it " a real team victory "

and had praise for the defensive work of Jerry King ana Ron Gathri ght and the
offensive performance of Jim Day who pumped in 28 points .
Pan American ana Morehead State have met two commo n opponents - Austin
Peay and Tennessee Tech .

The Broncs defeated both and MSU also dropped Tech but

lost to Austin Peay in overtime .
Lamar Tech returned four veterans from last year's 20-4 club.
and MSU's Eagles each have played Southern Mississippi .

The Cardinals

Lamar Tech lost by four

points while Morehead State racked up a 29-point victory margin.
';We' 11 be underdogs in both games but our kids are going out there with
the idea of making a good showing, especiall y against Pan American where last
year's team did so well in winning their Christmas tournament," Harrell said .
The Eagles remained injury free in the Marshall game except for a bruised
foot suffered by 6- 9 sophomore center Lavon Mann .

Harrell expects his big pi\'ot

man to be ready Saturday night .
'Ihe Eagle traveling squ;id

dPp<11. 1.R

I'ri d;:iy mor11i ng

night.

####

Clt1d

xeturn~

next Tuesday

~
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Jan . 30- - -Morehead State University's freshman

basketball team carried a 5-4 record into the semester break which ends
Feb. 5 with a road game against Prestonsburg Community College.
The Little Eagles dropped Sullivan Business College, 88-69, in their
last outing to edge above the . 500 mark.
Coach Jack Black is philosophical a bout the yearlings' showing with
the season more than half gone.
"They ' re a typical freshman team great some nights and terrible
some others.

They had their best game against Sullivan and I'm hopeful of

even more improvement. "
This is the fir st crop of recruits signed by MSU ' s new coaching staff
and some must graduate to the varsity if Head Coach Bill D. Harrell's
rebuilding plans are to stay on schedule.
Three Kentucky high school products and three more from Michigan
make up the nucleus of the Eagle frosh.
Gary Mize, a 6-9 center from Lake Orion, Mich., is leading the
Little Eagles in scoring with 163 points in nine games for an average of 18. 1.
Alonzo Cole, a 6-7 forward from Flint, Mich., has dumped in 157 for a 17. 4
clip and Vic Wharton, a 6-1 guard from River Rouge, Mich. , has 138 markers
and an average of 15.3.
Also in double figures is Ike Unseld, a 6-3 forward from Louisville
and the baby brother of NBA star Wes Unseld.
of 13. 1.

(more)

He has 1 18 points for an average

~-·

msu frosh 2222222
Mike Popp, a 6-8 forward from Shelbyville, has an average of 8. 5 on
/

/

60 points in seven games.
ailment.

He has been slowed most of the year by a back

George (Bubba) A bell, a 6-1 guard from Lebanon, has 68 points in

nine games for 7 . 5.
"All of the top six will get a good shot at the varsity next year," Black
said.

"Cole and Wharton show exceptional promise. "
The Little Eagles have seven games remaining.

After PCC on Feb. 5,

they travel to Louisville for a return match with Sullivan on Feb. 12.
court play resumes Feb. 14 against Somerset Community College.

Home

Marshall's

frosh travel to Morehead Feb. 16,and Feb. 19 will find the MSU rookies in
Charleston, W. Va. to face Morris Harvey's junior varsity.

They move to

Richmond Feb. 23 for a second meeting with Eastern before winding up the
season :Nlarch 2 at home against East Tennessee.
All freshman home games start at 5: 15 p. m. in Laughlin Fieldhouse.

####

,
J
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS I NFORMATION

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEA D, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Feb . 4 --- Morehead State University Head Basketball C0ac+
Bill D. Harrell has worked all season to teach his team poise and discipline.
He learned last weekend that the l essons had been effective .
The surprising Eagles stayed cool in pressure situations to sweep a twogame Texas road trip, 79 -67 over Pan American Saturday night and 68-66 over
Lamar Tech Monday night.
The wins pushed MSU 's record to 9- 7 and the current winning streak to
three games .

In Ohio Valley Conference play, the Eagles are 2-5 before Saturday

night's visit to Eastern Kentucky Univers ity.
"In each game on the trip our kieis kept their cool and handled the ball
well in situations that really mattered, 11 Harrell said .

"Our discipline finally

paid off and the boys learned their hard work had not been wasted. "
Against Pan Am in Edinburg, Tex . , the Eagles held a scant two-point lead
when their ball control tactics forcea the Broncs to go after the ball .

The r e-

sulting fouls allowed Morehead State to take a 13-2 scoring bul ge in three minutes
and put the game out of reach .
'!he Eagles rallied from a nine-point deficit at Lamar Tech to edge aheaa
by one point after trailing for 37 minutes .

The score was tied three times in

the last three minutes and MSU had the ball for one shot with 33 seconds left.
Ron Gathri ght tried a short jumper with six seconds to play but it was wide and
Jim Day rebounded .

The 6- 8 .Ashlander turned and fired the winning basket as the

f inal buzzer sounded.
"We had a bad first half against Lamar Tech but our ball handling improved
in the second half and we stayed close enough to make a comeback," Harrell said .
The first-year head coach was all smiles as he taJked of the two-game sweep
over favored teams on their home courts .

"I was hopeful of at least a 1-1 split

but our kids went out there to win th Pm l..,oth, 11 hP. ;idded .
(more)
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The five- day, 2400-mile trip prouuced a new offensive threat f or the

E? ~les

as Jerry Hueseman, a 6-6 junior forward, came off the bench to scor e 15 aga inst
Pan Am and add 11 more as a starter against Lamar.

He grabbed 18 rebounds on

the trip.
"Jerry has had health problems all season but he is now r eady to play full
time, " Harrell said.

Hueseman filled in for the injured Lavon Mann .

Day, the team's l eading scorer and rebounder, again carried the bul k of
the load as the sharpshooting junior notched 44 points and 24 rebounds.

His

last-second shot against Lamar was "the prettiest thing I've seen all year, "
according to Harrell.
Jerry King gave two more strong performances as the 6-2 Maysville

soph o~ore

solidified his starting position at guard opposite co-captain Bobby Hiles .
tallied 24 points and marked up 1 0 assists .

King

Hiles, the team's assist leader,

was the floor leader in both games .
Gathright continued his steady contributions of 17· poi nts against Pan Am
and 13 against Lamar Tech .

Harrell said the 6-3 Louisville senior's defensive

play was ''outstanding . 11
Reserves Don Byars, Eddie Conley and Terry Sandfoss also drew praise from
Harrell.
The Eagles return to OVC action Saturday night in a game to be televis ed
live f rom EKU's Alumni Coliseum.

Morehead State will be seeking revenge for an

eight- point loss earlier in the campaign.
"Our kids believe in themselves now and we're not going to be the doormat
that some people

exp~ctPd,"

ll<1rrPll <"'011c luded .

###
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MO REHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky. , Feb. 6---Morehead State Uni versity Head Football

Coach Jake Hallum has announced the signing of two more high school playe rs t o
football grants at MSU .
The latest signees are Bob Cooper , a 6-1, 200-pound running ba ck £:..·om
Bourne ville, Ohio, and Curtis Thompson, a 6-0, 17 0 -pound quarterback fr om
Oneida, Tenn .
Cooper, a four-year letterma n at P a int V a lley Hig h School, ru shed fo r
more than 1, 000 yards last season and paced his team to a 9-1 record.

He was

an A ll-C o unty selection.
"Bob has good size and the potential to be an excellent college running
back,

11

Hallum said of his third sig nee.
Cooper is the s on of Mr . and Mrs. Samuel Cooper of Bourneville .

He

also stars in basketball and track .
Thompson, a two-year starter f o r Oneida High, led his team t o th e
state playoffs and a 9 - 2 season mark.

He piled up more than l, 000 yards of

tota l offense while completing 60 per cent of his passes.
"Curtis is a fine young man who impressed us with hi s leadership and
de si r e ,

11

Hallum s a id of his fourth signee for 1970.

"We like his hi g h c haracter .

Thompson, who also can play as a i·unning back, is the son of M r. and
Mrs . Harold Th omps on of O n e ida.

########
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS I TY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Feb. 11---Morehead State University's basketball Eagles

retur n to home court action Saturday night in hopes of ending a two-game l osing
streak which developed last weekend.
Coach Bill D. Harrell's cagers saw their three-game winning streak e nd
in bitter defeat as Eastern grabbed a 70-69 Ohio Valley Conference victory in
overtime at Richmond .

Two nights later, the Eagles turned in one of their

poorest performances of the year as Miudle Tennessee avenged an earl i er loss
and raced to a 80-64 win at Murfreesboro, Tenn.
The weekend losses dropped MSU's season record to 9-9 and the OVC mark
to 2-7, good for seventh place.
"We had some t ough l uck at Eastern but there is no alibi for our bad
sh owing against Middle," Harrell said.

"Sloppy ball handling, poor defense

and careless free throw shooting don't win basketball games."
The Eagles will be seeking revenge themselves Saturday night when
Aus tin Peay's Governors come to town.

The OVC cellar team stopped Morehea d

St ate in overtime last month at Clarksville, Tenn . , 100-95.
Following Austin Peay , the Eagles entertain Murray State Monday night.
The Racers own a scary 79-72 win over Morehead State on the Murray hardwood.
"Our aim is to get back on the beam against Austin Peay, " Harrell s aiti .
"We plan to work real hard this week. ·'
Junior forward Jim Day continues to lead the Eagles in scoring with an
average of 22.6.

He tallied 27 against EKU and 18 against MTSU.

As hlander also is the top rebounder with 11 . 1 per game.

The 6-8

Senior guard Terry

Sandf oss i s the leading free throw shooter with 87 per cent success and
Day 1 s .490 is the best field goal percentage.
l e ader with 126 for the

~ e cisou

Bohby Hiles is the as s ist

and seven per game.

######

I
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(EDITOR'S NOTE- - -D ennis Doyle, a graduate of Morehead State University ,
will b e playing maj o r league baseball t his season .

Dr . Rex Chaney, MSU's

director of programs in re creation and forme r Eagle baseball coach, was aske d
b y The Mor ehead News t o give his r ecollections of Doy l e's college baseba ll caree r . )

By REX CHANEY

Denni s Doyle, Class of 1965 at Mor ehead State University , will be at second
base when the Philadelphia Phillies open th eir National Leagu e baseball season
this spring.
The r ealization of his l ifelong dream to become a major lea g u e r has not b een
easy but he succeeded because of hard work, d ete rmination, confidence a nd d edica tion.
The first cont act I h a d w i th D enny was during the 1 96 1 baseball season whil e he

.

was pitching and bat t in g Caverna High to t he s t a t e baseba ll championship.

It was my

first y ear as MSU's baseball coach and I was trying to recruit some players.
Denny came to play baseball and basketball after turning down offers from
professional baseball t eams and almost every majo r uni versity in the country.

Th e

deciding factor which influ enced his selection of Morehead State was his respect for
Dr. Adron D o ran as a n educator a nd gentl eman .

The p r esident had given me some

much-n eeded assist a nc e in talki ng with him.
Aft e r pitching in thr ee games for us in 1962, D enny made one of the most
significant d ecisions i n his baseba ll career.

We asked him t o give up pitching and

play the outfield because his bat and speed were needed in the lineup every day.
D enny r esponded by hitting . 390 as one of the OVC leaders and he became one of
the nation's leading base thiefs with 24, an Ohio Valley Confe r ence r ecord .

( more )
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As a sophomore, he was asked to move again- -this ti me to second base.

We

hope d the transition woul d not onl y strengthen our infield but , if D enny c o uld master
the p osit ion, his chances for pro ball would be greatly enhanced.
\

During the wint er months , Denny met us in the gym each morning at 6 a . m. to
t ake hitting practice and to fie l d 200 ground balls daily.

His s u ccess at second base

allowed us to set a new record for doubl e plays at MSU in 19 63 and he pushed the
stolen bas e r eco rd up to 27.
D enny batted . 420 during his senior year
run re cord with nine.

in

1 965 and ti ed the conference h ome

His c oll ege career batting average was . 387 .

Because of his l ack of size, t he 5 - 9 scrapper was not immediately drafted by
th e professionals.
fr ee agent.

But the Phillies gave him a b onus when th ey signed him as a

He was the most valuable pla y e r in th e Pacific Coast L eague l ast

s eason and th e Phillies' manager has been quoted in "The Sporting News" as
saying Denny will be his regular second baseman thi s season.
It couldn't h appen to a finer young man .

####

FROM:

OF.•ICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
~ 'S HEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
M O U LJEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
1vi 0

l.10~ .HEA D, Ky., Feb. 17---"It was a great win for o ur kids.

11

Mc r 1,,head State University Head Basketball Coach Bill D. Harrell
spoke prou.ily of his team's 97-93 upset of highly-favored Murray State
Monday night at home.

The win lifted the Eagles to an 11-9 season record

and 4-? in the Ohio V a lley Conference .
Two nights earlier, MSU avenged another loss by dropping Austin
Peay, 84-?7, als o at Laughlin Fieldhouse.

Murray's Racers were repaid for

a 79-?2 loss at Murray last month.
" Remember, they lost the playoff to Murray last year for a berth in
the NCAA tournament," Harrell said in the l o cker r oom.

"But they made up

for it t onight. "
The win may prove to be Harrell ' s most important in his fir s t year
because it puts his rebuilding quintet within range of a winning season, som e thing the preseason pollsters said could not happen.

The Eagles were picked

for seventh place in the OVC and were expected in some quarters to win as
f e w as seven games.
Three of the remaining four games are on the road but t wo are with
Tennessee Tech and Cleveland State - -teams already victimized this season
by the scrappy E agles.
Harrell's hustlers take a two -game winning streak and a spoiler
attitude to Bowling Green this weekend to test Western Kentucky's
unblemished 11-0 OVC worksheet.

The Hi1lt 0ppers defeatf'd Mo r ehead State,

86 - 83 , last month with a rally in the last 30 seconds of play.

(more)

,
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The Eag les face two road opponents next week.

They will be in

Cleveland, O h io, Tuesday night for a rematch with Cleveland State 1 s
Vikings.

Tennessee Tech plays host to MSU Saturday, Feb. 28, at

Cookeville, Tenn.
The final game will bring East Tennessee's surprising Buccaneers
to Laughlin Fieldhouse Monday, March 2.
Morehead State's unpredictable season also has been o ne of unlikely
heroes.

The Murray game was a classic example of sudden heroics when

senior forward Don Byars came off the bench to score nine points in the
last three minutes.

Byars , who was a starter earlier this season, had

been held out of the game because of a curfew violation.
came after the two starting forwards had fouled out.

# # ####

His quick parole

•
FROM:

•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Feb . 18 --- Alex Brawner, acclaimed as one of the best high

school quarterbacks in the South, has signed a letter- of-intent to play football
at Morehead State University .

•

In his last two seasons, the 6-2, 170-pound triple threat signal caller from
Hialeah, Fla. passed for 20 touchdowns and al most 1,700 yards, ran for another 14
touchaowns and nearly 1,000 yards, punted for an average of almost 40 yards and

•

booted 19 extra points .
He leJ Hialeah High to a 19-1 mark over two seasons and was named to AllCity teams of both the Miami News and Miami Herald .

The 18-year-old Floridian

also is a basketball standout.
He is the son of Mr . and Mrs . Roy A. Brawner of 11242 N. W. 59th Place,
Hialeah .

His father and mother are natives of Olive Hill, Ky . , 20 miles from

Morehead, where Mr . Brawner became one of the finest basketball players in Eastern
Kentucky .

The Brawners located in Florida after his graduation from college.

"Alex is the most talented option quarterback we have scouted in three
years," said MSU Head Football Coach Jake Hallum .
character and great leadership .

"He is a young man of high

We are elatea with his decision to att end Morehead

State . "
Brawner twice was chosen player of t he week in the Metropolitan Miami area
last season.

He started for two years under Head Coach Jim Powell at Hialeah High .

Based on his impressive high school record, Brawner is certain to get a
shot at the starting varsity position vacated last season by another outstanding
Florida proauct, Bill Marston of Lake Wales, who shattered 11 school records in
his senior season and led the Eagles to a 6-4 mark .
"He has the tools to become one of the most outstanding quarterbacks in
the history of the Ohio Valley Confpn>11cP," rc>p(lrled FagJe assistants Larry Narmie
and Wayne Chapman, who

Ri

gneci Rrawuf'r.

He is the fifth MSU signee of 1970.

###
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD > Ky., Feb. 18 --- "Watch that guy throw the ball.

e

He i:: houl.l be

i 1 the major leagues . 11
The Morehead State University student was watching the Eagle bnseball team
in indoor workouts and a bi g lefthanded pitcher was loosening up in front of a

e

clus ter of spectators.
11

Don 't you know who that fellow is?" asked another, older onlooker .

"That's

Steve Hamilton of the Yankees."

•

It was a familiar exchange at HSU where Hamilton serves as a physical education instructor during t he off season and assists Coach John (Sonny) Allen with
the Eagle baseball squad .

The southpaw relief pitcher left MSU this week to report to spring training
at Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
~:s

He is starting his ninth year in the big leagues ar.d

eighth campaign with the New York Yankees.
Hamilton, an All-OVC selection in basketball and baseball at Morehead .:t:i-:e

before g:raduating in 1958, h as been returning to his alma mat er each winter c ine =
1960 when he decided to give up professional basketball and concentrate on hi8

bas eball career.
The lanky curveballer's dedicat i on has paid off handsomely .

He is the

to~

reliever on the Yankee staff, has a career major league :record of 34-20, h c:s f.- .:cl-.c·i
i11

1:•.io different World Series and is among the highes t paid players on the te .;;m,
Hamilton, who al so has a master ' s degree from MSU, is a popular fig11re , ..~

the Morehead State campus .
:or being the oldest Yankee .
Ste~e's

n~~c i\e.:;

He turned 35 this winter .

maturity as a major leaguer has long been recognized hy his t eem-

mates and opponents .
t:.~r.:-::e

His personality lends well to the ribb:.ng h2

f~r

He has been the American League player representat ive

y'2a".'s and has representea his Yankee teammates in club matters sirlr:e

c

;r. ') .

His college sweetheart and now Mrs. Hamilton, the former Shirley Potter cf
Raceland , is given credit for naming Steve's new slow pitch which proved
last season.
he says .

Tne

11

e ffec·~ivP

folly floater" is a combination of a blooper with a hes i t ab on,
(more)
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" I plan to use it a lot more this season, " he added .

"llitter!'l

d011

1

t know

how to handle it yet and I'm hoping they never learn . "
Hamilton, who works mainly with the MSU pitching staff , i s co nfident the
Eagles will have another fine baseball season this spring .
"Sonny has several good boys returning and he brought in thre e topnotch
kids," Hamil ton said.

"They will be a good bet to repent as OVC cha mps.

11

Morehead State captured the Ohio Valley Conference titlE' l a~t season by
sweeping two playoff games from Western Kentucky .
"We have a fine basehaJJ prngr;im here , 11 Ste,·e added .
Pnd he should know.

####

FROM:

OFFI CE OF SPOR T S INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS I TY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky., Feb. 20 - --Tommy Bryant, a 6- 1, 210-pound tackle
from Lexington Henry Clay High School, has become the sixth player t o accept
a 1970 football gra n t-in-aid at Morehead S tate University.
MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum announced the signing of the three- yea r
starter and All-City selectio n under Coach Bob Bell at Henry Clay.

Bryant

also received hono r able men tion in All-Stat e balloting.
"We feel Tommy can play offensive guard for us,
11

11

Hallum said.

His desire, attitude and strength are impressive and we are confident he

is the type of young m a n we want in o ur program.

11

The newest MSU signee is the son of Mrs. Mary J. Bryant of
534 Euclid Ave., Lexington.
Bryant, a "B" student, also is a kicking specialist, Hallum repo rted.
He plans to study business at Morehead State.

#####
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Feb. 24 --- Morehead State University's swimming Eagles

wrap up their season this weekend in the Kentucky Intercollegiate

Champion~hips

at Richmond.
Coach Bill Mack's aquamen hit the water against seven other Kentucky college

•

squads in the Friday and Saturday eliminations.
The Eagles lost to Cincinnati in their final home appearance last weekend

•

but take a 7-6 record for dual competition into the championships.

The season

mark was an improvement over 1968-69's 4-4 worksheet.
Two freshmen and a sophomore are being counted on to keep MSU in the running this we<i!kend .

All were members. of the 400-yard freestyle relpy t eam whi.ch

broke a school record last Saturday in the UC meet .
Two Indiana swimmers, Jim Geiman, Speedway freshman, and Bob Abell, New
Albany sophomore, will be contending for top honors in the sprint events while
Steve Wiseman, Louisv ille freshman, is the team's best distance man.
Geiman swims the 100-yard butterfly, 200-yard butterfly and the 200-yard
individual medley.
yard freestyle .

Abell's best events are the 100-yard freestyle and the 200-

Wiseman usually is strong in the 1,650-yard freestyle.

The Eagles will be without distance swimmer Bob Burke, Louisville freshman,
who injured a shoulder last Saturday, according to Assistant Coach Bruce Boyer.
Team captain Dave Crawford , McKeesport, Pa . senior, will be competing for
the last time in his MSU care@r this weekend.
the squad's only senior.

###

He has earned four letters and is
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORM/ITION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Feb. 25 --- Morehead State's basketball Eagles have qunli-

•

fied as the Cinaerella team of the Ohio Valley Conference and are hot on the
heels of Prince Charming--a winning season .
Fresh from a hard-fought 70-68 win over vastly improved CleYeland State,
Coach Bill Harrell's charges take a 12-10 overall record and 4-8 OVC mark to
Cookeville, Tenn. Saturday night to face Tennessee Tech in the last road game of
the campaign .
They close the season Monday night at home agains t East Tennessee's
Buccaneers .
Taking either or both games would give the Eagles a winning season and
put Harrell in strong position for OVC "coach of the year" honors.
is assured of a break- even season.

He already

" If you don't lose more than you win, then

it's a winning season in my book," Harrell says .
The first-year mentor knew when he took over that the Eagles were facing
a "major" r ebuilding year with five of the top seven players missing from last
season's championship team.

His cagers were picked for seventh in the OVC and

some pollsters said MSU would win only about seven games .
However, the well-disciplined, hustling Eagles have won 12 of 22 games,
including four major upsets.

Jim Day, the Eagles' 6- 8 sharpshooter from Ashland

Fairview, has blossomed into a standout scorer and rebounder as a result of
Harrell 1 s individual attention .
11

Considering they had to learn an entirely new system, I think our kids

generally have had a good year, 11 Harrell said Wednesday .

'\,e have made a lot

of mistakes but most were due to inexperience . 11
The Saturday night game involves a rematch with Tech' s Golden Eagles.
Morehead State won the first game, 81-75, in Morehead last month .

Two nights

later, MSU will be seeking revenge against East Tennessee for the Bucs ' 75-63
win in Johnson City, Tenn .
"Both games will be rough but we' 11 be ready, 11 Harrell aaded.
who we're going up against and that always helps . 11

#

"We know

- ~
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FROM:

•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky., Feb. 25 --- Earle Combs, the only Kentuckian in the
Baseball Hall of Fame, will be principal speaker Monday, March 9, for the annual

•

basketball banquet at Morehead State University .
Combs, a resident of Richmond and vice chairman of the Board of Regents
at Eastern Kentucky University, was le ado ff hitter for the New York Yankees 1
famous

11

Murderers Row" which included Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig.

He was voted

into the Cooperstown, N. Y. shrine this year .
Billy Joe Hall, president of the Mount Sterling National Bank and an

•

alumnus of MSU, will be mas t er of ceremonies for the 7 p.m. dinner session at
Alumni Tower .
Coaches, players, cheerleaders and managers of the Eagle varsity and
freshman teams will be guests for the banquet .

Individual awards are to be

presented by Head Coach Bill D. Harrell and Freshman Coach Jack Black.
Tickets are $3 and may be purchased at the MSU Business Office or at
the door.

####
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Feb. 27 - - -Morehead State University Wrestling

Coach Dan Walker is proud as a peac oc k.
His young team just wrapped up its season with a 34-0 rout of
Eastern K entucky University to finish the season with a 6 - 4 record.
"It's great to bounce back from a 1-9 season (1968-69) with young
men who will be around for a few years, " Walker said.

Eleven of his top

13 grapplers were first-year men.
Walker gave most of the credit for MSU's mat resurgence to
Assistant Coach Dick Roche, a former Eagle great who was undefeated in
his collegiate wrestling career.
"Dick spent hours and hours on individual instruction while I was
busy with football, " said Walker, who also coaches the offensive backfield
in football.

" He made the big difference in our program this year. "

The Eagle wrestlers were paced by Bob Warren, T oledo freshman,
who compiled an individual season mark of 11-2 in the 167-pound class.
The season-ending victory over EKU involved a sweep of all 10
individual matches.
" I can't think of a better way to end the season, " Walker quipped.

####
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035 1

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

Morehead State hurlers gave up only seven hits in two games Saturday as the
Eagles opened the 1970 ba seball season with a double shutout of Taylor University,

•

2-0 a nd 3 -0.
Centerfielder Val Falcone powered a two-run homer in the f irst game as

•

reliever Dave Stultz picked up the win.

Falcone' s roundtripper followed a double by

f irst baseman Reese Stephenson.
Stultz, starter Dan Dennis and Glen M c Danie l limited the Trojans to four

e

hits.

Shortstop Sam Daugherty h ad two singles fo r Coach Sonny Allen's Eagles,

defending champions of the Ohio Valley Conference.

Pinch hitter Bobby Ison added

a single.
MSU sc ored a single run in the third inning and two in the sixth to win the
second game behind the three-hit pitching of starter Mike Hasselbach and relievers
Tom Miller and Butch Dunaway.

Miller was the winner.

Rightfielder Tim Dawson had doubl e s in each game fo r MSU, including a
run-sc o rin g wallop in the nightcap.
a nd a single by Dunaway.

Other tallies c ame in on a groundout by Stephenson

Second bas eman Bruce Gentry and third sacker Gary Cress

a ls o had singles fo r th e Eagles.
Stephenson, MSU's only returning regular, suffered a knee cut in the second
game but is not expected to miss any action.

He practiced Sunday and Coach Allen

report ed the muscular junior from South Portsmouth went full speed.

####
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORNATION
MOREHEAD STATE.UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTU CKY 40351

SPECIAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEWS:

16th Regional

Rowan County's Vikings met favored Ashland Paul Blazer last night
( Wednesd ay ) as the 16th Regional Tourname nt opened at Laughlin Fieldhouse
on the' campus of Morehead State University .
The tourney 1 s opening game sent Sandy Hook, winner of the 62nd District,
against Wurtland, runner-up in the 631·d.

Both games were in the upper b1·acket .

Tonight (Thursday) will find Morgan County, winner of the 6lst, tangling
with Olive Hill, runner-up in the 62nd, at 7 p.m.

Gree nup, winner of the 63rd,

and Ashland Holy Family, runner-up in the 64th, collide in the 8 :45 p.m. nightcap.
The upper bracket semi-final is set for 7 p . m. Friday and the lower
bracke t winners a1·e matched at 8: 45 p . m.
Saturday .

The championship game will be 7: 30 p. m.

No consolation game is scheduled .

Tickets are $1. 50 for general admission and $2 for reserved seats .
MSU Athletic Director Bobby Laughlin is tournament manager .
is official timer and Randall Miller is official scorer.

George Sadler

Officials are Walter

Johnson, Nelson Allen, Bob Kouns and Bill Ring.
Rowan County's cagers fell to Morgan County_, 70-65, in the 6lst District
finals Saturday night at Laughlin Fieldhouse .

The Blue Dev ils from West Liberty

rallied in the final period to overcome a three-point deficit and grab the title .
One night earlier in the semi-finals, Rowan County dropped University Breckinridge,
73-63, in the two schools' first basketball meeting since 1965.
Mike Abner, the Vikings' 6-5 senior center, led the RCHS offense both
nights with 21 against Breck and 25 in the championship game .
(More)

Bill Fouch pitched

.... . . .
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in with 21 in the Breck game and 24 against Morgan County .

Steve Martin h ad 13

and 11, respectively .
Morgan County, the tourney favorite and eventual champ, demol ishe d Ezel,
\

86-43, i n the only first round game .
The Rowan County-Breckinridge scrape was decided on th e backboards and
on the free throw line wher e the Vikings piled up strong margins .
the Rowan rebounders with 26 a nd Fouch added 14.

Abner l e d

I n foul s hooting, the Vikings

sank 23 of 34 to 15 of 21 for the Eaglets who fin ished the season at 20-12 and
as ch ampions of the East ern Kentucky Confere nce .
Jim Tom Holbrook closed out his UBS career with 27 points and J ackie
Adams, anothe r sen i or, added 17.
After the district

finals , Rowan County's s e ason r ecord stood at 11-12 .

####
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky., March 3 - - "We wanted to win the last one but it still was a great
season."
Morehead State University Head Basketball Coach Bill D. Harrell made the understatement
of the season when he described his first-year record of 13-11 as only a "great" season.
For a team picked to win as few as seven games, the 1969-70 edition of the Eagles perhaps
qualified as "fantastic" or " unbelievable."
The Eagles lost t o East Tennessee, 80-76, Monday night in the final game of the campaign
to finish with a 5-9 record in the Ohio Valley Conference, good for sixth place. Bobby Hiles paced
MSU's offense with 20 points. Jim Day had 19 and Ron Gathright added 13.
None but t he most devoted fan had hopes of a winning season when Harrell started practice
last fall with just two seasoned players back from the championship team of 1968-69.
But Harrell, a two-time high school " coach of the year" in Kentucky during his tenure
at Shelby County, built his team around co-captains Hiles and Gathright, t he returnees, and
developed former reserve Day, a 6-8 sharpshooter, into a high-scoring, strong-rebounding forward.
Newcomer Lavon Mann, a 6-9 sophomore, and Jerry Hueseman, a 6-6 junior who played
little in his first varsity season, shared t he center position. Hueseman won the starting job for the
last 10 games and finished with a respectable 8.8 points per game scoring average. Mann, troubled
by a foot injury and lack of offensive punch, grabbed 130 rebounds and was effective on defense
against good, big men.
The guard spot opposite playmaker Hiles saw four different faces during the season with
senior Terry Sandfoss, at 5-9 the smallest man in the OVC, and injury-plagued Jerry King, a 6-2
sophomore veteran of service basketball, seeing most of the action. Both had key roles in several
victories.
Don Byars, a 6-3 senior forward, was the best of the bench with numerous sharp reserve
performances. Eddie Conley, a 6-2 sophomore guard, saw considerable duty late in the season as
his ball handling im proved.
Day emerged as the conference's third leading scorer with an average of 22 points per
game. He also led the team in rebounding with an average of 10.5. The Ashland Fairview product
scored only 20 points in his sophomore season in 10 games. The leaping forward hit 194 of 387
field goal attempts for an average of 50.1 per cent and 141 of 188 free throws for 75 per cent.
His scoring high was 39 in the season-opening victory over Florida.
(MORE

•
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Hiles, the scrappy playmaker who set up many more baskets than he scored, was the team's
floor general. He notched 162 assists, including highs of 10 in two games. Also, the Maysville
senior scored 11 points per game.
Gathright, an all-conference performer in football, scored 12.7 points per game in his
final basketball campaign and snared 7.5 rebounds per tilt. Hueseman, who overcame a series
of injuries and illnesses early in the season, was the team's top shooter with a field goal percentage
of 52.2. Sandfoss had the best free t hrow percentage with 89.5.
As a team, the Eagles scored 78.6 points per game and the opposition tallied 78.4. The
team free t hrow percentage of 71 .7 was the best in t he OVC and one of the highest among major
basketball colleges in the NCAA.
This year's freshmen closed their season Monday night with a 101 -73 revenge victory over
East Tennessee's yearlings for a 13-5 record . At least five of the frosh are expected to move up to
the varsity next year.
"We'll get some help from this year's freshmen and from outside," Harrell said Monday
night. "But we'll still be rebuilding. However, our outlook is definitely improving."
And then the first-year coach took off for Florida to scout a junior college tournament.
After all, he has only 274 days to get ready for his second season.

- 30 -
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, .KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., March 5---Walt Steppenbacker, a 6-4, 240-po und

defensive tackle from Brook F ark, Ohio, is the seventh high school football
standout to sign a 1970 letter-of-intent with Morehead State University.
The 18-year -old lineman from Midpark High School in Middleburg,
a suburb of Cleveland, was an all-conference and player of the week selection
while lettering two years under Coach Dick Lowery at lV1HS.
MSU Head Football Coach Jake Hallum described his signing of
Steppenbacker as "a real bonus for our football program at Morehead State.

11

"Walt is an outstanding young man with the size, speed and determinatio n
to become a great college lineman,

11

H a llum added.

" We expect him to help

fill the hole left by Dave Haverdick, our All-American from last season.

11

The latest Eagle signee is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wa lter Steppenbacker
of 5761 Van 'Wert Drive, Brook Park.

He also competes in track and basketball

at M idpark High.

####

•
FROM:

•

OFFICE OF . SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., March 5 --- The name of Morehead State's Jim Day is pr om i nent

in final basketball statistics released this week by the Ohio Valley Conference.

•

The 6-8 junior forward from Ashland Fairview High School was the OVC's third
highest scorer with an average of 22 . 0 while leading the MSU Eagles to a 13-11
overall mark and sixth place finish with a 5-9 conference record .

•

Coach Bill D. Harrell's cagers were preseason choices for the loop's seventh
spot.

Some pollsters also predicted they would not win more than seven games on

the year .

•

Day, who played in only 10 games and scored only 20 points as a sophomore,
was the OVC's fourth most accurate field goal shooter with 50 .1 per cent success .
He sank 194 of 387 attempts from the floor.
The lanky sharpshooter finish ea sixth in free throwing with 141 of 188 for
75 per cent.

He was eighth in r ebounding with 251 in 24 games for an average of

10.5 .
Senior s Bobby Hiles and Ron Gathright also were named in the field goal
percentage leaders .

Gathright was eighth with 122 of 255 for 47.8 per cent and

Hiles fin ished 11th with 106 of 228 for 46.5 per cent.

As a team, the Eagles had the OVC's best free throw percentage, 71 . 7, making
480 of 669 attempts .
Day, already named to the OVC Pll- Star squad picked by the Louisville
Courier-Journal, is expected to finish high in coaches' balloting for Pll-OVC
honors.

Harrell is considered a threat for OVC "coach of the year" because of

his surprising f irst-year record.

####
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•

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., March 10- - -Baseball Hall of Farner Earle Combs

has advised Morehead State University basketball players to " live clean, work
hard and follow the Golden Rule. "

•

Appearing as guest speaker at the annual MSU cage banquet, the leadoff hitter for the 1927 New York Yankees' famed "Murderers' Row" assured the
varsity and freshman Eagles they would be better citizens because of the

•

discipline, teamwo rk and physical demands of athletic competition.
The 71-year-old "Silver Fox" from Richmond is the only Kentuckian
elected to the baseball shrine at Cooperstown, N. Y.

•

He was introduced by

MSU President Adron Doran.
Jim Day, Morehead State's sharpshooting 6-8 junior fo rward from

•

Ashland, walked off with three trophies - -most valuable player, most improved
player and best rebounder.

He led the Eagles to a 13 -11 season record with

averages of 22 points and 10. 5 reb ounds .

•

Co-captain Ron Gathright, a 6-3 senior forward from Louisville,
received the best defensive player and 110 per ce nt awa rds from Head Coach
Bill D. Harrell.

•

Co-captain Bobby Hiles, a 6-2 senior guard from Maysville, was
presented the coach's award for playmaking.

He has been selected to play

March 23 and Ma rch 30 with the Kentucky C ollege All-Stars against the

•

Tennessee College A ll-Stars.
Terry Sandfoss , a 5-9 senior guard from Silver Gr ove , won the best

•

free throw shooter award and Don Byars, a 6-3 senior forward from Millersburg,
received the best r eserve trophy.
{more)

•

••

•

•

•

•
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Freshman Coach Jack Black, whose Little Eagles finished 13-5,
presented the best freshman rebounder award to Alonzo Cole, a 6-8 forward
from Flint, Mich., and the top freshman scorer trophy to Gary Mize, a 6-10
center from Lake Orion, Niich .
Billy Joe Hall, president of the Mount Sterling National Bank, was
master of ceremonies .

######

•

•
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky. , March l 0- - -Hard hitting Mike Funko, a standout on

last year's Morehead State University championship baseball team, has signed
a contract with the New York Yankees and reports to spring training this weekend.

•

The 22-year-old outfielder batted . 355 and craeked seven home runs to
help MSU 1 s Eagles capture the Ohio Valley Conference title with a 22-6 record
and a sweep of the playoffs over Weste rn Kentucky University.

•

•

An All-OVC selection twice at Morehead State, the Rahway, N. J .
slugger earlier won All-State, All-County and All-Conf erence honors in baseball at Rahway High School.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Punko,

398 Washington Street, Rahway.
11

I 1 m still finding it hard to believe that I have signed a major league

contract, '' said the 5-10, 180-pound standout who has been playing baseball
since he was eight.
Punko, who bats and throws righthanded, became a third baseman last
season when Coach John (Sonny) Allen ran short of infielders.
change was only temporary.

However, the

The Yankees want Mike back in the outfield, his

natural position.
''For a guy who grew up just 30 minutes from Yankee Stadium, signing
with the Yankees is a dream come true,
the beginning.

11

Punko said.

I still have to prove myself.

"But the contract is just

11

The Yankees learned of Punko 1 s exploits from their own bullpen.

Star

reliever Steve Hamilton is an MSU instructor in the off season.
"I met Steve in our winter conditioning program, " Punko added.
a great player and a fine gentleman.
my ability.

"He's

I hope someday to justify his confidence in

11

Althoug h Mike has used up his college eligibility, he's not finished with
Morehead State.

He'll be back this fall to finish a bachelor 1 s degree in physica l

education.

####
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· FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHE~D

•
I

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., March 11 --- A new and respected opponent appears on Morehead
State University's 1970 football schedule released today.
The 10-game card drops Youngstown State and adds Fai rmont State College of

•

West Virginia.

The Falcons were national small college champs two years ago and

are perennial contenders in t he West Virginia Conference.
"Fairmont State has a good football tradition and we're anticipating that

•

•

Coach Harold Duvall will come up with another strong club," MSU Head Coach Jake
Hallum said of his Oct. 17 opposition.
The new schedule lists seven games with Ohio Valley Conference foes-Western Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, Murray State, East Tennessee, Middle Tennessee ,
Tennessee Tech and Austin Peay .

Non-league opponents are Fairmont State, Kentucky

State and Marshall .
Five games are scheduled on the road and five are booked for 10,000-seat
Breathitt Sports Center Stadium on the MSU campus, including two night games .
Hallum ' s Eagles, expected to be improved over last year's team which
finished 6-4 overall and 3-4 in the OVC, travel to Huntington, W. Va . on Sept. 19
at 1:30 p.m . for the traditional opener with regional rival Marshall in the first
of two straight road games.

The Thundering Herd will be out to avenge last year's

27-14 loss at Morehead.
Ohio Valley Conference action starts Sept. 26 at 7:30 p . m. when the Eagles
tangle with Middle Tennessee's Blue Raiders in their enlarged, 16,500-seat stadium
at Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Morehead State won last year's meeting, 35-9.

Home fans see the MSU gridders for the first time on Oct. 3 when Murray
State's Racers journey to Morehead for an 8 p.m. clash.

Murray won last year,

13-7 .
The Eagles hit the road Oct . 10 for Clarksville, Tenn. and a 7:30 p . m. date
with .Austin Peay 's Governors.

MSU won the 1969 meeting, 29-18.
( more )

••
,
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•

Fairmont State's Falcons make their Morehead debut Oct. 17 at 8 p.m. in the
final home night game of the season and the first of three straight home encounters.
Tennessee Tech provides the Homecoming Day opposition Oct . 24 at 2:30 p.m.

•

with Morehead State seeking to repay last year's 21-6 loss at Cookeville, Tenn .
Western Kentucky's rugged Hilltoppers travel to Morehead Oct. 31 for a
2 p.m. battle at BSC Stadium .

•

WKU won last season, 27-2,

Nov. 7 will find the Eagles on the road again to test defending OVC and
Grantland Rice Bowl champ East Tennessee at 2 p.m. in Johnson City, Tenn.

The

Buccaneers grabbed a 27-7 win at Morehead last season.

•

Kentucky State's Thorobreds come to town at 2 p.m. Nov. 14 for the last
home game of the campaign.

The Eagles won the 1969 tussle, 13-0.

Hallum's entourage makes its first appearance in Eastern Kentucky's new

•

stadium at 2 p.m. on Nov. 21 for the season finale with the Colonels.
State whipped its arch rival last year, 23-11.
The complete schedule:

•

•

•

•

Sept . 19

at Marshall (1:30 p.m.)

Sept. 26

at Middle Tenn. (7:30 p.m.)

Oct.

3

Oct.

10

at Austin Peay (7 :30 p.m.)

Oct.

17

FAIRMONT STATE (8 p.m.)

Oct,

24

TENNESSEE TECH (2:30 p.m. )
(Homecoming)

Oct.

31

WESTERN KENTUCKY (2 p.m.)

Nov.

7

Nov.

14

KENTUCKY STATE (2 p.m.)

Nov.

21

at Eastern Kentucky

MURRAY STATE (8 p.m.)

at East

T~ nnessee

####
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., March 16 --- High scoring Howard Wallen of Johnson Central
High School has signed a letter-of-intent to play his college basketball at
Morehead State University.
MSU Head Coach Bill D. Harrell described the 6-1, 170-pound guard as "one
of the finest players ever to come out out of Eastern Kentucky" and said his
signing was "a great moment for the rebuilding basketball program at Morehead
State."
The first MSU cage signee of 1970 is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Wallen
of Williamsport.

His father is the athletic director at Johnson Central and

formerly coached at Meade Memorial •
Wallen scored 1,700 points in his three-year varsity career at Meade and
Johnson Central.

He averaged 20.2 as a junior and 26.8 as a senior.

In his two seasons at JCHS, Wallen was an All-State, All-Regional and
All-District selection.
Wallen qualifies as a double threat because of his playmaking abilities,
according to Harrell.

He led Johnson Central's Golden Eagles in assists both

seasons and holds the school single game record of 13 assists.
He played in the state tournament for Meade Memorial as a sophomore and
led Johnson Central to the 15th Regional Tournament each year under Coach Paul
Williams after four schools merged to form JCHS near Paintsville.

The Golden

Eagles finished 27-5 this year and lost in the final game of the regional tournament after Wallen became ill.
Besides his athletic prowess, Wallen also qualifies as a standout in
academic circles.

He has a grade point average of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale and ranks

ninth in his class of 213.
"Howard has a vital role in our plans for the next four years, 11 Harrell
added.

"We 're delighted with his decisfon to attend Morehead State University. "
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3 32 5

MOREHEAD, Ky., March 19---Chuck Steiner, a first team All-Ohi.J
offensive tackle from Springfield South High School, has signed a l e tt e r-of-intent

•

to play his college football at Morehead State University .
The 6-3, 220-pound standout earned three letters and started for two
years under Coach Lowell Storm and helped the South High Wildcats post a
9-1 record last season.
The Eagles' eighth grid signee of 1970 is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Adam
Steiner, 1605 Rutland Ave., Springfield .

•

"Chuck is the best high school pass blocker we've seen this year, "
said MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum.

"He had great high school coaching and

should mature as a first rate college lineman. "
Steiner was an honorable mention All-Stater in his junior season as a
defensive tackle.

His senior year brought A ll-State, All-District, All-Conference

and All-City honors after he switched to the offensive unit.
"We're really excited about Chuck' s decision," said Offensive Line Coach
John Behling, who signed him.

"He may help us this coming season as a fre s h-

man."
Steiner plans to study physical education and social studies at Morehead
State.
He was named captain of last season's All-Greater Ohio League aft e r
South High captured the GOL title.

####

•

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., March 23- - -Morehead State University Tennis Coach
George Sadler probably won't win the Ohio Valley Conference championship this
year but he's learned a good lesson in recruiting .

•

The Eagle netters have been picked by the Ohio Valley Conferences coache
to repeat last year's seventh place finish.

•

The signing of only one new player this season capped a trying experience
for Sadler, starting his second year at the MSU helm.
"We had 25 prospects last year and almost all of them decided to stay in
the South where they have better tennis weather, " he said.

"This time our

recruiting will be concentrated in the North where the kids are used to our
weather. "
Despite the dreary predictions this year, Sadler can see a ray of hope
for the future.

"Our program is improving slowly but we 're still at least three

years away from an OVC contender,

11

he added.

Sadler lo st his best player, Jim Miller, from last season's 8-7 team
and also the fifth member, Rick Eisert, both through graduation.

He hopes to

replace them with a promising freshman, Kenny Hiser, of Piqua, Ohio and
junior Mel Pleasant of Louisville, who saw limited action last year.
Captain Jim Lopez of Ho Ho Kus, N. J., the squad's only senior, heads
the four returning lettermen.

His individual mark was 8-7 in 1969 despite knee

and foot injuries .
Junior J ohn Schwan of Villa Park, Ill. has the best record of the
returnees.

He was 10-5 and effective against OVC opponents .

Louisville junior George Buck was 9-6 as the team's sixth man.
greatly improved over la st year, according t o S a dler.
(more)

He is

••
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Junior Steve Wright, also of Piqua, is an excellent baseline stroker and

•

was 8-7 as the second man most of the time.
Hiser, the team's only freshman, was a standout performer in high

•

school tournaments.

Pleasant, the tallest Eagle at 6-2, has been impressive in

intramural competition and is thought to be a "sleeper.

11

The OVC championships will be determined May 15-16 at Middle
•

Tennessee.
The MSU "racquet squad" was to open the 1970 season Monday against

•

•
•
•

Morris Harvey College at Charleston, W. Va .
The remaining schedule:
March 30
April 2
April 7
April 9
April 17-18
April 21
April 24-25
May 1-2
May 4
May 5
May 9
May 12
May 15-16

MARSHALL
at Marshall
MORRIS HARVEY
at Dayton
Austin Peay, Middle Tenn. (at EKU)
CUMBERLAND COLLEGE
Western Ky., Murray (at WKU)
Tenn. Tech, East Tenn. (at ETSU)
at Centre College
at Berea College
Eastern Ky. (at Lexington)
at Xavier
OVC Championships (at MTSU)
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., March 23 --- Morehead State University Golf Coach Ed Bignon
is a dissident.
He disagrees with the other Ohio Valley Conference coaches who have picked

•

his Eagles for fifth place this year .

The 1969 MSU linksmen placed third in the

OVC and were undefeated in dual competition.
"We've lost three good kids from last year and I know that's what the other

•

coaches are looking at," Bignon said, "but we also have most of our squad returning plus some sharp freshmen."
Bignon, a 26-year-old golf professional, directed the Eagles to their highest

•

golf finish in the OVC last season as a rookie coach.

Previously, MSU had never

been out of the second division.
Five places are set on this season's six-man starting team with captain

•

Gary Arnold of Clearwater, Fla., a f ormer junior college All-American and the only
senior, dominating the returning lettermen.

However, the lanky Floridian has been

troubled by hand injuries ana his status is uncertain.

•

Bill Spannuth, a flashy sophomore f rom Anderson, Ind., may emerge as the
top Eagle golfer .

He finished eighth out of a field of 240 in the prestigious

Cape Coral L ivitational last season and went on to capture medalist honors in the

•

Indiana Amateur .

He also won the MSU Invitational last summer on the Eagles'

home course.
Pound for pound, sophomore Ron Graham stacks up as one of the most promis ing

•

golfers in the OVC.

The 250-pound clouter from Hopkinsville was the surprise of

last season and is continuing to improve.
Juniors Bill Buckner of Cedartown, Ga. and Butch VanBeversluys of Mount

•

Clemens , Mich., are back f or their third campaigns.

Flemingsburg and sophomore John Spannuth, Bill's older brother, saw light duty
last year.

•

Junior Jim Solter of

( more )
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•
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Bignon had been expecting to retu1·n seven lettermen but two of them-soph Bobby Williams and junior Bill Phelps--turned professional during the offseason.

Bruce Walters of Pikeville, last year's MSU medalist in the OVC tourney,

was graduated .
Six freshmen are trying to make the starting group.

Considered most likely

to make the switch from high school to college competition this year are Junior
Falls City champ Jim Edmonson of Louisville, Pete VonAlmen, also of Louisville,
and Joe Nash of New Lexington, Ohio.

Expected to provide help in the future are

Charles Doran of Central Square, N. Y., Jim Goodwin of Mount Clemens, Mich. and
Tom Crance of Ironton, Ohio .
11

I'm pleased with our freshmen," Bignon said.

"They're highly competitive

and that's what it takes to be a winner."

As for the 1970 season, the second-year coach thinks his Eagles will be in
the thick of the OVC tournament, scheduled May 15-16 at Middle Tennessee.
The schedule includes a return trip to Cape Coral where MSU finished 10th
out of 44 schools last spring .
Classic at Fort Campbell, Ky.

The Eagles also will compete in the Mid-South
Dual match opponents include West Virginia State,

Marshall, Dayton, Eastern and Austin Peay.
The complete schedule:
March 24
April 1-4
April 10-11
April 23
April 25
April 27
April 30
May 1
May 6
May 15-16

#####

WEST VA. STATE
Cape Coral Invitational
Mid-South Classic
at Marshall
at Dayton
EA.STERN KY •
DAYTON
at Austin Peay
MARSHA.LL
OVC Tournament

FROM:

•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., March 23

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/n3-3325
Danville High School's top two basketball

standouts--Leonard Coulter and Joe Stallworth--have signed letters-of-intent to
play their college basketball at Morehead State University.

•

Coulter, an All-State, All-Region, All-District, All-Conference and honorable
mention All-America selection, and Stallworth, a two-time All-Regional performer,
led Danville High's Admirals to a 78-17 record over the last three seasons, in-

•

eluding a trip to the state tournament .
Coulter, a 6-5 forward, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Moses Coulter .

Stallworth,

a 6-1 guard, is the son of James L. Stallworth.

•

MSU Head Coach Bill D. Harrell said both players are trblue chip 11 prospects .
" Leonard not only is a great basketball player, he also possesses outstanding
leadership qualities and is definitely the type of young man we wish to build our

•

program around at Morehead State," the first-year coach said .
"He can do it all on the basketball court," Harrell added.

"He has tre-

mendous speed and quickness, amazing jumping ability, a fine touch and is a splendid

•

outside shooter."
"We're very happy to have Joe in our program," Harrell said of Stallworth.
nHe is an excellent outside shooter and can play either forward or guard."
Coulter, rated as one of the finest college prospects in Kentucky, averaged
15 points as a sophomore, 19.5 as a junior and 22 this year.

coach, David (Stick) Cottrell, described him as

•

•

the finest all around basketball

player I've ever seen in high school."
Stallworth averaged 14 points and eight rebounds per game.
sought by several colleges .

•

11

His high school

####

He also was

·•

FROM:

OFFI CE OF SPORTS I NFORMA TION
MOREHEAD STPTE UN IVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky . , March 24 --- P fourth outstanding Kentucky high school cager
has signea a basketball letter-of-intent with Morehead State University .
Bill Dotson, a 6- 3 guard from Hazel Green Hi gh School, i s the l at es t to

•

be recruited by MSU He ad Basketball Coach Bill D. Harrell.
"Bill i s an outstanding player and an exceptional young man," Harrell sai d .
"We are confident he will devel op as a fine major college guard. "

•

Dotson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Orie R. Dotson of Rt. 3, London.

He

has been selected for Who 1 s Who in Pmerica 's High Schools and was named Kentucky's
Outstanding Future Farmer last year .

•

P straight 11 A11 s tudent wh o plans to major in agriculture at Morehead St ate,
Dotson will be graduated from Hazel Gre en High in June with very high honors.

As captain of Coach Raymond Reed's cagers at HGHS, Dotson l ed them to a

•

58-6 record in his last two varsity seasons and averaged 14 . 5 points per game .
He was named the team's best defens ive player ano won All-Region, AllDistrict and All-Conference honors .

•

11

Bill can do ever ything you expect of a guard, 11 Harrell said .

"He shoots

well, handles the ball expertly, sets up plays and is a strong rebounder.

•

are delighted with his decision to attend Moreheaa State University . 11
.Already signed this spring have been Howard Wallen of ,Johnson Central
and Leonard Coulter and

•
•
f)

We

Joe

Sta]]worth of Danville.

####

••

•

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE :
Area Code 6 06 /7 83 -3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., March 27 - - -Mark V{enning, a 6-7 standout fr om
Greensburg, Ind., has signed a basketball letter-of-intent with Morehead State
Unive rsity .

•

H e became the fifth player recruited this spring by MSU Head C oach
Bill D. Harrell.

•

"Ma rk is an excellent college prospect, " Harrell said.

11

He is a fin e

outside shooter, has good speed and thr ee years of experience as a hi gh school
regular. ! 1
The latest MSU signee is the son of Mr. and Mrs . Leo J. Wenning of
Greensburg.
He had a scoring average of 16. 5 points this season for North Decatur
High School as Coach Dave Horn's cagers finished 17-7 and won their secti onal.
Wenning, who can play forward o r center, was a n All-Sectional,
Regional and A ll-Conference selection.

All-

He averaged 13. 1 rebo und s per game in

his last campaign and grabbed more than l, 000 in his varsity career at North
Decatur High.
Now a member of Student Counc il a nd vice president of his high s chool
class , Wenning plans to s tudy agriculture a t Morehead State.
Al r eady signed by MSU this year a re H oward Wallen of Johnson Central,
Leonard Coulte r and Joe Stallwor th of Danville and Bill Dotson of Hazel Gr een .

####

'

.

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. , March 30-·--Breathitt County's J ohn Stacy has become th e
third Kentucky All- Stater to sign a basketball l etter-of-intent with Morehead
St ate University this spring.
The 6-8 center le u BCHS to the quart er-finals of the s tate tournament and
a se ason record of 32- 5 under Coach Jack Standford .
He scored 18 points per game and grabted an average of 15 r ebounds.

In

shoot i ng , the three -year re gular connected on 52 per ce nt of his field goal
attempts and 74 per cent of his f ree throws.
Th e lates t Eagle signee is the son of Mr. and Mis. Floyd Stacy of J ackson.
"J ohn is an outstanding prospect and a most welcome addition to our program .
s aid MSU Heaa Coach Bill D. Harrell.

;iHe has the potential to become a tremendous

college per farmer . '
Stacy ' s high school coach described h im as "a fine young man with gooa speea
and quickne ss and a great attitude.
Other All -Stat ers signing with MSU t hus far have been Howard Wallen of
Johnson Central and 6- 5 Leo nard Coulter of Danville.

Al so inki ng grants with

Morehead have been J oe Stallworth of Danville , 6- 7 Mark We nning of Greens burg ,
I ndiana ) and 6- 3 Bill Dotson of Hazel Green.

####

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., March 30- - -Morehead State University Baseball
Coach John (Sonny) Allen will be l ooking for answers when his 1970 squad opens
the season Friday at home in a doubleheader with West Virginia State.
The Eagles are d efending Ohio Valley Conference champions and have
been picked by the loop's coaches to repeat as Eastern Division winners.
Last year's hard-hitting team compiled a 22-6 record and swept the
conference playoffs from Vv estern Kentucky.
However, this year's team lacks the hitters who drove in most of the
runs and clubbed almost all of the extra - base hits.

But the pitching is strong er

than ever.
Gone are All-OVC performers Eddie Wallingford from center field,
Steve Dunker from behind the plate , Jim Martin from the pitcher's mound,
John Keiffner from left field, Al Frazier from second base and Mike Punko
from the third sack.
All-OVC first baseman Reese Stephenson, a muscular junior who batted
. 382 and drove in 15 runs, is the only returning regular.

However, the South

Portsmouth slugger has been tr oubled by a back ailment and i s not at full strength.
"Reese is vital to our plans this season," A llen said.
will be out there to help these younger players along.

"We're hoping he

11

Five proven lefthanders are the pride of the Eagle mound staff.
a combined record of 12-2 last spring.
with a 5-1 mark.

They had

Junior John Lysien was the top hurler

Also returning are sophomore Mike Hasselback (3-0), junior

Dave Stultz (2-0), junior Dan Dennis (1-0) and sophomore Tom Miller (1-1) .
new faces comprise the righthanded platoon with fireballing freshman Glen
McDaniel considered the best prospect.
(more)

A ll
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Two freshme n catchers - Bob Richards and John MarsiHo - are battling
for Dunker's ol d spot.

Last year's part-time junior shortst6p Sam Daugherty

and reserve second sacker Bruce Gentry, the nation 1 s most successful college
base thief last year, will handle the middle of the infield.

Sophomore Gary Cress,

a highly-regarded transfer, will open at third base but may wind up behind the
plate, his strongest position.
The outfield is Allen's uncertainty.

He had counted on two more years

from Wallingford but the OVC "Player of the Year" in 196 9 was killed in a summer
hunting accident.
Contending for outfield berths are returnees Tim Dawson and Steve
Gerrard plus freshmen Val Falcone, Mark Dille and Danny Hull. Falcone and
Hull have been impressive i n the batting cage.
Allen expects to use several lineups in the first two weeks of his
32-game schedule.
11

The card includes 14 doubleheaders.
11

We 'll be taking a long look at all of our kids,

Allen reported.

"With

so many spots unsettled, finding the right combination is a must before the
conference games start.

11

Allen returned to baseball coaching last spring and was named the
OVC 1 s "Coach of the Year" for his title -winning effort.
MSU 1 s other OVC championship squad in 1957.

He also coached

His career record for seven

seasons is 134-55 .
"This team should develop with experience,
be a very interesting team to watch.

11

(more)

11

Allen added.

"They will

.... .
FROM:

•
•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/7 8 3- 3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. , March 31 - - -Morehead State University's tennis squad
upped its record to 2-2 Monda y with a 5-4 conquest of Marshall but the West
Virginians have a chance for revenge Thursday when they play host to the Eagles

•

in Huntington .
Freshman Kenny Hiser paced Coach George Sadler' s netter s t o the home
court win with a singles win and a doubles victory teamed with captain Jim Lopez.
Other Eagles winning singles over MU were Steve Wright, John Schwan
and George Buck.

Marshall captured two of the singles matches and two d ou b l es.

The victory snapped a two-match losin g streak which developed last
weekend in Lexington.

The Eagles were blanked by MAC champ Toledo and SEC

favorite Kentucky.
Morehead State opened the tennis season with a 7 -2 win ove r Morris
Harvey College.
Thursday's invasion of Marshall starts at 1:30 p. m.

####

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783- 3325

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEA D, Ky . , April 3 --- Joe Bill Henry, an All- State guard from
Louisville Seneca High School, has signed a football letter-of-intent with
Morehead State University.
The 6-0, 215- pound lineman, who al so can play linebacker, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry, 3033 Talisman Road, Louisville .

He was a regular

for three yea rs.
11

J oe Bill is strong and quick and has the potential to become an out-

s tanding college lineman," MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum sa i d of his 10th signee
of 1970 .

"We plan to use him as an offens ive guard."

Henry also won All-County, All-Region, and All-District honors under
Coach Al Zampino at Seneca High.
He was signed by Eagle Assistant Coach Larry Marmie.
The 18-year-old standout pJ anc:: t o

At udy

at Morehead State .

#####
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~OREHEAD,

K;y., April 3 --- Eugene Lyons, 6-4 scoring whiz from Johns Creek

High School, has become the fourth Kentucky All-Stater to sign a basketball
letter-of-intent with Morehead State

•

~::_re

e

very happy to have Eugene in our program," said MSU Head Coe.ch

Bill D. Harrell.
~ven

Universit~.

"He is a.n excellent basketball player a.nd has the tools to

better in college."

l;_he seventh Eagle signee of the year is the son of Mr . a.nd Mrs. Elater Lyons
of Rt . l, Pikeville.

~led Johns Creek to a 23-6 record this year under Coach St eve Deskins b!!l while

e

scoring 28.5 points per game and hauling down an average of almost 23 rebounds .

~An Al.l-Regi~-District selection twice, the 195-pound tl..... ace
scored almost 2,000 points in his three- year varsity career.

tiiiiiiiiiiiit :ilis

point average cli!llbed steadily through 21, 24 and 28.5,in his final campaign.
IT··--

~s,

~alueyhigh school cagers in Eastern Kentucky,

one of the most highly -

chose Morehead State over several other schools.

~er . . . . . All-State pla,yers signed previously

. . . . . were 6-l Howard

Wallen of Johnson Central, 6-5 Leonard Coulter of Danville and 6-7 John Stacy of
Breathitt County.

Harrell also ha.a recruited a.n Indiana All-Stater, 6-8 Mark
......J2Tt>..fv- ~rt v5 ___,,,,,.
Wenning of Greensburg.
signing were 6-3 Bill Dotson of Hazel Green a.nd 6-1

e'

Joe Stallworth of Danville.

A'##JW##A'

FROM:

•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area C ode 606/7 8 3- 3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., April 6---Lowell Ashby, 6-2 jumping jack from
Shelby County High School, has signed a basketball letter -of-intent with Morehead

•

State University .
He was recruited by MSU Head Basketball Coach Bill D. Harrell, a former
mentor of the SCHS Rockets.

•

"Lowell is an excellent player and a fine student,
the cools t o fit perfectly into our program.

11

Harrell said.

"He has

11

The eighth Eagle signee of 1970 is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Ashby

•

of Rt. 1, Bagdad.
He led Shelby County High to the state tournament with averages of almost
17 points and 14 rebounds.

Coach Mitchell Bailey's cagers finished with a 25-4

rec o rd.
Ashby, the squad 's tallest player, was a two-time All-Region, All-District
and honorable mention All-State selection.

He hit on 44 per cent of his field goal

attempts and 83 per cent from the free throw line.
"We are delighted with Lowell's decision to attend Morehead State
University,

11

Harrell added.

"He has the potential to be a great college player.

A sh by will major in mathematics at MSU.
Previously announced signees include 6-1 Howard Wallen of Johnson
Central, 6-5 Leonard Coulter of Danville, 6-8 John Stacy of Breathitt County,
6-4 Eugene Lyons of Johns Creek, 6-3 Bill Dotson of Hazel Green, 6-7 Mark
Wenning of Greensburg, Ind . , and 6-1 Joe Stallworth of Danville.

####

11

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Ap:ril 7

TELEPHONE:

Area Code 606/783-3325

For someone who grew up within sight of the

Professional Football Hall of Fame in Canton, Ohio, a pro contract has special
meaning.

•

So says first team All-American defensive tackle Dave Haverdick of
Morehead State University who recently came to terms with the Detroit Lions.
Terms of the bonus pact were not released but the 6-5, 250-pound standout from
Canton said he was 11 well pleased 11 with the arrangements.
Haverdick, a three-time All-Ohio Valley Conference selection at Morehead
State, reports to the Lions training camp this summer.

He was picked by Detroit

in the 13th round of the college draft in January.
0

I 1m anxious to start training with the Lions , 11 Have.r dick said.

11 Playi ng

pro ball has been my lifelong dream and it 1s hard to believe I actually have
the opportunity. 11
The road to a pro contract has not been an easy one for Haverdi ck who was
a better-than-average lineman at Canton Glenwood High School but blossomed in
college to become the scourge of opposing quarterbacks.
He missed a scholarship to Morehead State after high school because he
couldn't make up his mind which school to attend .

However, the rugged de f ender

came to MSU and won a grant as a walk-on candidate in his freshman year.

He

broke into the starting lineup during his first season and never l eft.
11

Besides being a dedicated, outstanding player, Dave also i s a gentleman

and a young man of great character, 11 sa id MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum whose Eagles
finished 6-4 last season with HaYerdi<'k .1 11<·ltm: ing the defensi,·e line.
The 22-yP;:ir - olrl.

re<'1.·Pni-i011

major is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Nick Haverdick

of 3401 25th St. NW, Canton.

#####

•

•

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area C o de 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., April 21---Morehead State University Head Baseball
Coach John (Sonny) Allen is perplexed but pleased.
His Eagles have a 9-1 record with a team batting average of. 369.

•

The

MSU batsmen have slammed 37 extra base hits, including 15 home runs, and have
scored an average of 8 . 3 runs per game.

•

Pitching, however, has been a different matter.

Only three hurlers,

including two seldom-used relievers, have earned run averages below 3. 00.
Allen's puzzlement is understandable in the light of pres ea son forecasts
of a green, light-hitting squad expected to be carried along to the Ohio Valle y
Conference playoffs on the arms of a veteran mound staff.
In short, the Eagle hitters have been out-slugging the opposition while
waiting for the pitchers to get ready.
"The bad weather early in the season put our pitching behind schedule
and we haven't caught up yet," said Allen, last year's OVC "coach of the year "
when the Eagles won their first baseball title since 1963.
"But the pitchers are starting to look better and I'm confident they'll
come along, " he added .
Allen, a former professio nal baseball player, cannot conceal his gl ee
at the work of his batsmen, particularly newcomers Val Falcone and Gary Cress .
Falcone, a red shirt freshman 0utfielder, is hitting . 500 with five d o ubles
and five home runs with 15 runs batted in for 10 games .
transfer, has a . 484 average and 13 RBI.

( mo re)

Cress, a junior colle g e

msu baseball 2222222
Junior shortstop Sam Daugherty, a part-time performer last season,
is hitting . 486 with 11 RBI.

Junior first baseman Reese Stephenson, the only

returning regular, has crashed six doubles and driven home 11 runs.
Veteran southpaw Dave Stultz and rookie righthander Glen McDaniel
have been the pitching standouts.

Both have 2-0 records and Stultz has an ERA

of 2. 25.
The Eagles carry a six-game winning streak into Wednesday's doubleheader with Kentucky State at Frankfort.
MSU hosts East Tennessee for a twin bill.
Saturday for two games.

####

Conference action starts Friday when
Tennessee Tech travels to Morehead

•

•

FROM :

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KE NTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE :
Area Code 606/783- 3325

MOREHEPD, K_r., April 21 --- Morehead State University Head Football Coach
Jake Hallum couldn 't stay away from the offensive unit Monday when spring practice
opened.

•

The t hird- year Eagl ementor is prospecting for a starting qua.rterback to
succeed record-breaking Bill Marston who directed last year's squad to a 6- 4
overall mark and 3- 4 slate in the Ohio valley Conference .

•

Seven quarterbacks are listed on the spring roster and , if the needed
passer doesn't emerge irom that group, Hallum will take a long look at three
outstanding freshmen due to report this summer .
Besides a strong- armed quarterback, the 31- year- old Hallum and his staff
are hoping to find linemen to replace the likes of All-American defensive tackle
Dave Haverdick, All- OVC defensive end Gar} Listerman, and honorable mention AllAmerican offensive tackle Darrel Sadowski .

Also missing are offensive guard Earl

McCormick, linebacker and defensive captain Bill Wams l ey and defensive back Buddy
Castle.
More than 80 players reported Monday, including 32 returning lettermen.
Two otheY ve ter3ns will be

bac~

in time for the seas on opener in Sept ember .

'' We hope to find a dependable quarterback bef ore spring practice ends, "
Hallum said.

"Everyone here knows our season hinges on the individual we pick

to replace Bill Marston . 11
Of th e quarterback hopefuls now in camp, Hallum has indi cated j unior Buck
Donley, red shirt freshman Lou Mains and sophomore Ed Helline will have the first
chances at the job .

Donley was pushing Marston for the starter's slot last

season be f ore injury and illness knocked him out of action .
off- season knee operation .

He is ready after an

HeJline was Marston 1 s backup man most of l ast season .

Mains impressed the coaches with his spir Hed leadership of the scout unit last
year .
(more)

.

.
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The quarterback search is crit ical if Hallum is to take advantage of what
may be the best group of receivers in the conference.

All-OVC split end John

High snared 54 passes Eor 857 yards and five touchdowns in 1969 .
Crowley grabbed 31 more for 307 ya rds and three TD's.

Wingback Dennis

Tight end Gary Shirk,

fullback John Coning and wide receivers Jeff Perkins, Eddie O'Steen and Mo
Hollingsworth also can handle the aerials.
Hallum expects his secondary to be the pride of the Eagle de fense .

Senior

cornerback Ron Gathright, an All- America can didate, and senior safety Larry
Baldridge are the cream of a veteran pass defense corps.
Offensive tackle Ed Mignery, center Steve Ward and running back Bill Cason
return to the offensive unit .

Tackle John Slaughter has moved over from defense

on a trial basis to help shore up the pass blo cking .

Tackle Mark Sheehan, middle

guard Jerome Howard, linebacker Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles and end Jim Edwards are
defensive mainstays.
11

Some of our reserves and a few o.f these new kids will have to come thr ough

for us," Hallum said.

"We have big holes t o fill and the job won't be easy."

He hopes to complete the allotted 20 days of workouts by mid-May.

No date

has been set fo r the annual Blue-Gold intrasquad game .
Morehead State opens the 1970 football campaign Sept . 19 at Marshall.

####

•

- ,FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/7 83-3325

•
MOREHEAD, Ky., April 28---With a fourth of spring practice behind him,
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum hasn't found all the
answers to his offense problems but things are improving.
"Some of our experiments are starting to work but it is still far too early
to tell if we can fill the holes, " the third-year coach said after the first five days
of spring drills.
The Eagles hope to finish the 20 practice sessions in time to stage the
annual Blue-Gold intrasquad game Tuesday, May 19.
Hallum's main headaches on offense are quarterback and interior linemen.
He also worries about running backs.

II

The search for a quarterback has narrowed to four candidates with junior
Buck Donley in front.

The lanky Ohioan has recovered from off-season knee

surgery and is throwing the ball with zip and accuracy.
Alternating with Donley are sophomore Ed Helline, last year's chief
sub; freshman Lou Mains, a promising red shirt; and sophomore Steve Hale,
who has returned to school after sitting out a year for academic reasons.
Hallum is looking primarily for a passer to put the ball into the hands of
his experienced receivers, the strongest part of the returning offensive unit.

Back

from 1969's 6-4 season are flankers John High, Dennis Crowley, Jim Gardner
and Mo Hollingsworth plus ends Gary Shirk and Doug Henwood.
Hallum's major experiment in the offensive line has John Slaughter, a
250-pound tackle, converting from defense, and Tom Lehman, a former linebacker,
working as a guard for the second spring.

Slaughter has been impressive thus far

and Lehman is fighting an ankle injury.
(m ore}

•

•
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Veterans in the interior line are center Steve Ward, tackle Ed Mignery
and guard Buddy Harrison.
The Eagle running attack is down to five men after the switch of fullback
Clint Walker back to defensive end and the spring suspension of two-time All-OVC
tailback Louis Rogan for disciplinary reasons.
First string performers at present are fullback Doug Moore and tailback
John Coning.

Also competing are Bill Cason, last season's No. 2 runner behind

Rogan; Mike Martin, a strong sophomore; and swift Jeff Perkins, the team's
return specialist.
Rogan' s status for the fall is uncertain, Hallum reported.

The power

running senior has rushed for 15 touchdowns and more than 1, 800 yards in less
than two seasons.

..

I

"Overall, we have more offensive depth than last year," Hallum added.
"But we 're thin in some vital areas. "

####
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

...

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., April 28 --- If the wet weather continues, Morehead State
University Baseball Coach Sonny Allen may have to dress his players in boots and
raincoats to finish the season.
The hard-hitting Eagles are 11-1 on the year but have been rained out of
14 games, including all eight scheduled thus far in the Ohio \alley Conference's

•

Eastern Division.

•

As defending OVC champs and pre-season choice to repeat as division winners,
the Eagles unwillingly face the prospect of being eliminated from the title race
because they will not play the required 10 games in their division.
11

This weather is really frustrating," said Allen.

11

0ur kids have been

ready for conference games on four days and each date became a disappointment because of the rain."
Besides muddy diamonds at OVC schools, the Eagles also have been washed
out of three non-conference doubleheaders.
The latest rainout occurred Tuesday when Eastern was supposed to visit MSU's
Breathitt Sports Center.

The twinbill has been reset for Tuesday, May 5.

Morehead

State was leading Centre 6-0 in the third inning Monday when rain aborted that
doubleheader in Danville.
Allen is taking his Eagles south this weekena in hopes of staying in the
OVC fight and getting out of the rain.

Doubleheaders are scheduled Friday and

Saturday at Johnson City, Tenn . against East Tennessee.

Following next Tuesday's

twinbill with EKU, the Eagles return the visit Wednesday for two games in Richmond.
MSU Athletic Director Robert G. Laughlin is trying to rescheaule the two
Tennessee Tech doubleheaders for the second time.
11

We'll play ten in a row i f we have to, 11 Allen said .

"It will take a lot

more rain to get us out of this thing. 11
The OVC's Eastern and Western division winners meet May 15 ana 16 f or th e
conference title in a best-of-three playoff.

####
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFOR1'1ATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TEL.E.FHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., April 2.9- - -A high school swim star fr om Indiana has
become the first per son to accept a 197 0 swimming grant-in-aid at Morehead State
University.
Kenny \\atkins of Warren Central High School, Indianapolis, placed fifth
in the 100-yard breaststroke and sixth in the 100-yard butterfly during the Indiana
High School State Swim Meet this year.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Watkins of 2.859 S. Kenmore Road,
Indianapolis.
"Kenny is very versatile and will swim several events for us next year,
said MSU Swim Coach Bill Mack .
school records .

11

"He has the capability to rewrite several of our

11

The Hoosier standout was signed by Bruce Boyer, assistant swim coach.

####

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

SPECIAL TO THE MOREHEAD NEWS, WMOR
The Blue-Gold Scholarship Game, concluding spring football drills at
Morehead State University, will be held on Tuesday, May 19, at 8:00 p. m.
Sponsored by fraternities and sororities on the Morehead campus, proceeds
from the game will be applied toward academic scholarships to MSU.
Tickets are priced at $1. 00 for non-students and fifty cents for students by
showing their ID cards.
Members of MSU fraternities and sororities will be selling tickets throughout
Morehead prior to the game and various businesses will be asked to purchase blocks
of tickets.
The Blue-Gold Scholarship Game will conclude spring drills which have
proved very revealing to Jake Hallum and his young coaching staff.

"We have had a

meaningful series of practices," said Hallum, "and we sincerely feel that the intrasquad Blue-Gold game will be an exciting one.''
"We sincerely hope that a large number of people will turn out, " Hallum
added, "as the fraternities and sororities are working hard and the money will be
used for a good cause. "
The game will be held in the Breathitt Sports Center stadium with Hallum ' s
60-member squad divided into two equal teams.

One of the highlights of the encounter

will be the previewing of the quarterback hopefuls who will attempt to fill the gap left
by the departure of graduating Bill Marston.

####

•

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
Final Baseball Statistics for 27 Games
W-18 L-9 (OVC: 5-7)
BATTING

•

•

•

•

•

Gentry, 2B
Daugherty, SS-IF
Stephenson , IB
Falcone, CF
Dawson, RF
Cress, 3B-C
Ison, SS-:2B
Hull, LF
R·,_chards, C
Marsilio, C
Dille, LF
Gerrard, LF
Fiebiger, P
Dennis, P
Lysien, P
McDaniel , P
Crush om , P
Dunaway, P
Hasselbach, p
Weir, P
Stultz , p
Miller, P

AB

R

H

2B

3B

HR

RBI

AVE

91
109
103
97
83
89

28
20
22
30
30
25
19
4

33
40
37
36
24
39
22
2
14
13

2
6
9
8
2
6
5
0
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
43

1
1
0
1
1
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
4

13
27
24
33
11
33
17
3
9
14
7
0
1
:1
0
0
2
3

.363
.367
.359
.371
. 289
.438
. 286
.087
,412
.295
,333

77

•

•
•

•

8

0
0
0
198

H

R

ER

so

BB

25 1/3 31
34. 2/3 39
31
35
26
23
13 1/3 16
18 1/3 15
16. 1/3 15
17
16
8 f./3 3
7
11
197 2/3 204

27
24
19
17
9
21
5
9
0
10
141

19
19
17
10
9
19
4
8
0
10
115

23
31
16
16
9
17
8
14
7
2
143

18
10
14
17
7
16
6
9
2
6
105

23
34
44
24
1
4
8
10
10
4
3
2

3
12
15
0
2
0
1
0
1
0

4

0

8'

10
0
6
0
836 220

8

0
2
2
3
1
2
1
0
0
3
1
283

0

.ooo

.500
.250
,300
.100

.soo
,333

.ooo
.ooo
.300
.167
.339

PITCHING

w

•

6

8
1
5
1
1
, 1
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
32

Dennis
Lysien
Stultz
McDaniel
Hassel bach
Miller
Fiebiger
Dunaway
Weir
Crush am

1
2
3
3
1
3
1
2
1
1
18

L

2
3
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

9

IP

ERA
6.80
4.93
4.94
3.46
6.08
9.33
2.20
4.2 4
0,00
12.86
5.24

•

~

•

. .
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INrORMJ\TION
MOREIJ.EAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHE/\D, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPIIONE:
Arca Cod<' 606/783-3325

SPECii\.L TO TIIE MOREHEAD NEWS
Both victory and defeat came to Morehecld State U11iversity last weel-. as spring
athletes won nine cont ests and lost eight in four spring sports .

•

In tennis, Conch GC'orgc Sadh'r's nctnwn were undcft'atcd, capturing wins ove1
Eastern Kentucky , Marshall, Centre and Berea .

•

In golf , i t was n week of surprises .

Butch Van Beversluys, a junior from

Mount Clemens, Mich . , sparked the Engle linksmcn l o a 13 1 /2 - 4 1/2 conquest of
l\1arsball as he scored a hole-in-one on the 6th bole of the MSU Course .

e

It was tbe

th ird ace of his career and his first in college .
Bill Spannuth, a sophomore golicr iron• An<lcrson, Ind. , scorched the
fairways and greens t o hrccik th e l\iISU Course record of 65 with a ninc-undcr-p:ir 61.

•

Spannuth, who held the ear l ier record, tied it during a morning inalch and broke i t the
s a m e afLcrnoon .

•

His new mark included rounds of 29 and 32 .

I n baseball, th e hard-hilting Eagles had m ore pi tchi ng tr oubles and won four of
10 games with '.V es t Virgini a Stat e , E astern Kentucky, and Tennes see T ech .

T hey also

l ost to M a rs ha ll Monday and ended t he season with an overall record of 18-9 and an Ohi o

•

V alley Conference s l a te of 5 - 7.
In tr ack, Dave Neely t ook first place in th e high jump a nd Terry Beckham gave MS U

•

a fir st in t he tripl e jump as the Eagles finished th ird in a triangul a r meet w ith Ea stern
Kentucky and Kentucky State .
Mor ehead State ' s golf , tra ck and tennis teams are con1peting this Thursday and

e

Friday in th e OVC Sprin g Championships at Middle T ennessee State University , Murfreesboro ,
T enn .

•

1/#llff

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE :
Area Code 606/7 8 3- 3 325

MOREHEAD, Ky., May 4---Three spring sports standouts at Morehe ad
State University have been selected for inclusion in the 1970 volume of "Outstanding
College Athletes of America.

11

The MSU honorees are Reese Stephenson, South Portsmouth junio r and
a first baseman for the baseball Eagles; Dave Neely, Dayton, Ohio, sophomore
and high jumper for the Eagle trackmen; and Bill Spa nnuth, And e rson, Ind.

•

sophomore and the top Eagle golfer .
"Outstanding College Athletes of America " is sponsored by the Outsta nd ing
A mericans Foundation, a non-profit organization dedicated to honoring

A m ~ ricans

of a c hievement.
The annual publication features biographicals and accomplishment s of
a b o ut 5, 000 young athletes who have proven themselves outstanding in sports,
c amr;us activities and curriculum.
l

••

•

The 1970 volume will appear in July.

Stephenson, a powerful slugg er who also hits for hi g h a vera g e , i s th e
son of Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Stephenso n of South Fortsmouth.

H e is maj o ring i n

I

political science.

Neely, who currently holds the MSU high jum p record of 6 f eet, 8 inche s,
i s the son of Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Neely, 2732 Cor o nette

Ave., Dayt on, Ohi o .

H e is majoring in business administration.
Spannuth, India na State A mateur champion and the M S U c o ur s e champ, is the
s on of M r. and Mrs. · John Spannuth, 1607 S. Winning Way, Ande rs on, Ind.

...

majoring in h e alth, physical education and recreation.

#ff##

•

He is

:f~OM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/7 b3 -3325

/

MOREHEAD, Ky., May 4---Morehead State University Graduate A ssistant
Coach Jim Voight has been named head basketball coach at Lindsey Wilson Junior
College.
The 34-year-old Paducah native succeeds Don Green at the Columbia, h.y .
school.

His appointment is effective Sept. 1.
Voight, who is receiving his master's degree from MSU this summer, had

two years as head coach at Bryan College, Dayton, Tenn.

He came to More head

la st summer from Hickman County High School.
11

I 've had a profitable year at Morehead State and this opportunity to

r e turn as a head coach is a wonderful opportunity, " said Voight, who served as a
graduate assistant to MSU Head Coach Bill D. Harrell.
"Coach Voight is a fine basketball man," Harrell said.

"We wish hirr.

success at Lindsey Wilson. "
Voight is married to the former Keitha Burgess of Arlington, Ky.

####
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEPD, Ky., May 4 --- It was a good weekend for Morehead State University
Baseball Coach Sonny Allen and Track Coach Ted Newcomb.

Tennis Coach George

Sadler and Golf Coach Ed Bignon had other thoughts.
The Eagle baseball squad won three of four games from East Tennessee State
in two doubleheaders at Johnson City, Tenn.
meet over Marshall and Cumberland .

The MSU thinclads won a triangular

However, the Eagle netters dropped road

matches to East Tennessee and Tennessee Tech.
Strong pitching made the difference in baseball as Allen's defending Ohio
Valley Conference champs built their season record to 14-2 and OVC mark to 3-1.
Southpaw John Lysien fanned 12 Buccaneers and allowed only fiv e hjts as
MRU grabbed Friday's first game, 4-2.
4 with a double.

Third baseman

First baseman Reese Stephenson :-1as 2-for-

Gary Cress also added a two-bagger.

Lefthander Dan Dennis, now 0-1, was the victim of eight unearned runs via
five Eagle errors and ETSU won Friday's nightcap, 8-5.

-

?.-for-3 with a home run.

Catcher Bob Richards

..

w;,s

Cress and leftfielder Sam Daugherty slugged triples .

Portsider Dave Stultz polished his record to 3-0 Saturday as the EagleP
r ollied for a run in the bottom of the seventh for a 4-3 win.
Ison had a 2-for-3 day at the plate ana scored the winning run.

Shortstop Bobby
Second baseman

Bruce Gentry powered a home run and Richards added a triple.

•

Rookie righthander Glen McDaniel recovered from a sore arm and fired a
three-hitter as MSU took the second game, 7-1.
his record to 3-0.

...

The freshman fireballer U?ped

,...

Four Eagles had two hits each with Daugherty crashing a

' ••

double and Gentry a three-bagger.
Saturday's rain-soaked track meet ended with Morehead State on to? with
8~

L

points.

Cumberland finished with 67 and Marshall, 28.

The victory eased

•

th~

sting of a triangular meet loss last week to Ohio University and Cincinnati.
Jim Bayes and Terry Beckham each captured two firsts for Newcomb's
(more)

r.

tr.a c~men.

I

spring sports 2222222

•
Bayes won the high hurdles and 220 and added a second pJace i n the high

•

j ump.

Beckham copped the triple anC! broad jumps and took second in t he 100.
Both were members of the 440 relay team which also won a first place.

Others were Eddie Kesling and Jack Kazee.
Dave Neely of HSU won the high jump .
victory and finished second in the discus.

Tom Lehman grabbed the shot put
Hcsea J vhnson streaked to the 880

crown ana Don Cain, another Eagle, captured the intermediate hurdles.

Bill

Hudnall gave HSU first place in the pole vault.
Kesling, Cain, Johnson and Kazee teamed to win the mile relay .
Sadler's tennis squad had rough going in Johnson City, losing to
Tennessee and Tennessee Tech by 8-1 tallies.
Bi gnon's linksmen traveled to Clarksville, Tenn., and dropped a dual
match to Austin Peay, 10-8.

Bill Spannuth shot an even par 72 to pace the

•

fagles.
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FROM:

•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
ftrea Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Kj . , May 4 --- Alan L. (Chip) Parker II of Lexington , one of

•

Kentucky ' s top sprint swimmers, has signed a letter-of-intent to attend Morehead
State University.
A senior at Lafayette High School, he is the son of Mi. and Mrs. Alan L.

•

Parker, 218 Reed Lane, Lexington .
Morehead State's second swim signee of 1970 competes primarily for Coach
Rick Hill and the Greater Lexington Swimming Association.

•

swimmer in AAU meets, Parker is considered an excellent college prospect .
" Chip is one of the top sprinters in Kentucky," said MSU Swim Coach Bill
Mack.

•

•
•

•
•
•

Already an outstanding

11

He is a welcome addition to our program. "

Parker was signed by Assistant Swim Coach Bruce Boyer .

######

FROM:

•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE :
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., May 5 --- Another standout swimmer from Indianapolis
Warren Central High School has signed a letter-of-intent with Morehead State
Ui1 iversity.
Larry J . RLdgeway, who finished fift h in the 400 freestyle at the Indian a
State Swim Meet this year, has decided to join high school teammate Kenny lvatkins
at MSU.

Watkins was the firs t Eagle swim signee of 1970 .
Ridgeway , Warren Central's co-captain, i s the son of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley

J. Ridgeway, 9034 She nandoah Drive, Indianapolis, I nd .
"Larry is a good middle distance and dista nce freestyler, 11 said MSU Swim
Coach Bill Mack.

11

We have great hopes for him. "

He was signed by Assistant Swim Coach Bruce Boyer.

####

- .... . .
FROM:

I

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

t

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

•
MOREHEAD, Ky., May 6---Steve Milleson of Ironton, Ohio, a topnotch
performer for the Greater Ashland Swim Association, has signed a letter -of-intent
with Morehead State University.

If

A senior at Ironton High School, he swims for Coach Ed Poort and the

•

Ashland team in AAU competition .
The fourth Eagle swim signee of 1970 is the son of Dr. and Mrs . Philip
M. Milleson, 2.016 N. 2nd St., Ironton.

I

"Steve can be a tremendous asset to our program, " said MSU Swim Coach
Bill Mack.

"He has the ability to be a record breaking college swimmer."

Milleson was signed by Assistant Swim Coach Bruce Boyer.
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FROM :

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky., May 15- - -Spring practice is almost over and Mo r e h e>e1 d
State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum still can't list his entire
defensive unit.
He is trying to find replacements for an P ll-American tackle, an I ll-Ohio
Valley Conference end and an A ll-OVC linebacker who doubled as defensive captain.
Last year's Eagles finished 6-4 and Hallum knows the defense saved the day more
than once.
"We've had some injuries and it's hard to tell who is first string," said
the third-year head coach.

"The defensive unit has been working hard and several

new men are doing us a good job.

11

R a y Mulroy, a 210-pound sophomore transfer from Wyoming, apparently
will inherit the tackle spot vacated by All-American Dave Haverdick, now a Detroit
Junior Ron Little (190) and sophomore Bob Lynch (210) have been battling
for captain Bill Wamsley' s old linebacker slot.
is out with a knee injury.

But Little, last year's top sub,

Senior Clint Walker (205), an

end converted to fullback

who is switching back to defense, is first in line for Gary Listerman's empty
position at end.

Soph Dave Bostelman (190) also wants the position.

Pushing Mulroy are sophomore Hoss Rhodes (230), injured Junior Dave
Delabar (230) and transfer Mike Lewis (230 ).

Also looking for a linebacker's job

is sophomore Ray Newsome (180), now on the sidelines with a shoulder injury.

(more)

•

I

football 2222222
Hallum figures his secondary will be set this fall when seni o r Ron
Gat hright (195) returns to the squad.

Gathright, a two-sport star, is sitting out

spring practice to work on his studies.
honors as a cornerback.

He is expected to contend for A ll-America

Other returning veterans in the defensive backfield are

senior Larry Baldridge (195) at free safety, junior Mike Rucker (185) at the other
corner back with junior Jim Bayes ( 190) or soph Ken Hass ( 195) at strong safety.
Backing up the secondary are sophomores Don Brindle ( 185), Ernie
Triplett (165), Gary Clutter (165) and junior Chuck Moore (160) .
Seasoned performers returning to the line are junior ends Jim Edwards
(205) and Jerome Howard (205), sophomore tackle Mark Sheehan (220) and junior
middle guard Charlie Arline (205).

Nearby will be junior linebacker Harry (Sugar

Bear) Lyles (215) •

•

"We're hoping to develop a leader to replace Wamsley and a bruiser to

take Haverdick's place," Hallum said.

"Our defense will be smaller than most

but we have fair speed and our kids know how to hit. "
Also missin g from the defensive unit this spring are junior tackle John
Slaughter (260) and defensive back Buddy Castle.

Slaughter is with the offense

and Castle graduates next month.
"Injuries will keep some of our people out of the spring game, " Hallum
added.

"So we'll just have tow ait until this fall to see what they look like under

pressure."

I

Morehead State's spring drills conclude Tuesday,
Blue-Gold Scholarship Game at 8 p. m. in Breathitt Sports Center Stadium.
Admission receipts are used to finance scholarships.

-
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FROM : OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 60 6/783-3325

•
MOREHEAD, Ky ., May 28

Ohio Valley Conference golf champ

of Mor ehead State University has accepted an invitation to play in the NCAA
national tournament next month.
Spannuth, a sophomore from Anderson, Ind., will participate in the individual eliminations June 24-27 at Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
"We' re thrilled at the news of Bill's invitation," said MSU Gol f Coach
Ed Bignon.

11

He's a f ine young man and has a great future in golf. "

A long driver despite his size (5-7, 160), Spannuth recently rewrote the

•

MSU course record with a nine under par 61.

He is defending champ of the MSU

•
Invitational and was medalist in last year's Indiana Pmateur.
Spannuth is the first Eagle golfer to win the OVC title and also the firs t
to represent MSU in the NCAA tournament.
"I ' ve been playing well recently and I hope to stay sharp for the NCAA, "

... Ii

said Spannuth, a physical education major.
Coach Bignon will ac company him to Columbus.

...
..

•
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORNATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:

Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky., May 28 --- Morehead State University's Gary Cress and Val
Falcone captured double honors recently when the Ohio Valley Conference
baseball awards and statistics.
Cress, a sophomore third baseman from Salisbury, N. C., was named to the
All-OVC team and led the loop in hitting with an average of .438.

Falcone, a

freshman outfielder from Bethesda, Md. , also received All-OVC honors and was the
league's home run king with eight roundtrippers.
Also named to the all-conference squad was first baseman Reese Stephenson,
a junior from South Portsmouth, Ky.

Receiving Pll-OVC

hono~able

mention were

outfielder Sam Daugherty, a junior from Greenfield, Ohio; second baseman Bruce
Gentry, a junior from Cave City; shortstop Bobby Ison, a freshman from Ashland;
and lefthanded pitcher John Lysien, a junior from Powhatan Point, Ohio .
Coach Sonny Allen's Eagles finished third in the OVC's Eastern Division
with a 5-7 mark but were 18-9 overall.

•

The entire squad returns next season .

Also batting above .400 this season was freshman catcher Bobby Richards
from Kensington, Ma., who hit .412 as a part-time regular.
and Daugherty, .367.

Falcone batted .371

Ciess and Falcone tied for the RBI lead with 33 .

who batted .359, led the team in doubles with nine .
F1eshman righthander Glen McDan iel from Vanceburg led the starting pitchers

•

in earned run average with 3.46.

Lysien finished with 4.93 and junior southpaw

Dave Stultz from Greenup had 4.94.
McDaniel, Stultz and soph Tom Miller from Monroeville, Ohio, each finis hed
with 3-1 records.

•
•

Freshman Butch Dunaway from Cincinnati was 2-0 for the season .

Lysien led the staff in strikeouts with 31 in 35 innings.

•
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFO~TION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- How does it feel to be one of the top collegiate golfers in the country while only a sophomore?
"It feels good.

But I'd rather have finished first," was the

reply of Morehead state University's Bill Spannuth.
The Anderson, Ind. standout and individual champ of the Ohio
Valley Conference finished 12th in the NCAA national tournament last
week at Ohio State but his final round 76 was a source of personal
irritation.
MI had a chance for the championship if I hadn't slipped up
on the final 18," said Spannuth whose three-under-par 69 had been
the tourney's best the day before.

"It wasn't the pressure.

didn't play well."
The 20-year-old physical education major had tasted national
competition earlier and was anxious to appear as one of the youngest
collegians invited to the NCAA finals.
"There will be two more opportunities and I'm going to be in
there pushing hard," said the 5-7, 160-pound belter who drives consistently over 250 yards and putts deadly under fire.
Spannuth finished in the top four of the Western Junior
Amateur when he was just 16 and was medalist of the Indiana State
Amateur as an 18-year-old.

He is the current champion of the Morehea<'

State University Invitational and club champ at his home course,
Edgewood Country Club in Anderson.
•

(more)

-

spannuth 2222222

.

'

The young Hoosier was the first MSU golf er to compete in the
NCAA tourney.

His invitation followed the ovc championship and some

sensational practice rounds, including a blistering nine-under-par 61
which rewrote the MSU course record.
He broke his own record of 65 during a morning round and then
came back in the afternoon with the 61.
Spannuth's friends and relatives in Anderson know about his
record-breaking habits.

He scorched the Edgewood course two years

ago for a 10-under-par 60 which still stands.
"Bill is a dedicated young man with the tools for greatness,"
said MSU Golf Coach Ed Bignon.

"You'll be hearing a lot about him

in the future."
Spannuth, whose self confidence stops short of cockiness,
with his coach.
"That's S-P-A-N-N-U-T-H,

•

he added.

11
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FROM:OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

•

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky.---A standout distance runner from Covington Catholic
High School has accepted a track grant-in-aid at Morehead State University.

-

Paul Gregory, who won regional titles in cross country and the
two-mile run, will compete in cross country and distance runs at
Morehead State .

He placed third in the state AA two-mile champion-

ships.
The newest MSU trackman is the son of Mrs. Norbert Gregory,
2441 Warren St., Covington.
He performed for Coach Jack Kaelin at Covington Catholic.
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FROM :

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325
t

;

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Homer G. Cablish III, a five-year letterman at
Maysville High School, has accepted a baseball grant-in-aid at Morehead State University.
The standout first baseman is the son of Mr. and Mrs. H. G.

•

Cablish Jr., 1046 East Second St . , Maysville.

He is a 1970 graduate

of Maysville High.
"We're very pleased with Homer's decision to attend Morehead
State," said MSU Baseball Coach Sonny Allen.

"He is an outstanding

defensive player with great desire, a love for the game and the
potential to be a .300 hitter in college."
Cablish, who also played basketball and performed in the
MHS band, is a member of the Morehead American Legion baseball team
and has been the squad's leading home run hitter for the past two
seasons.
He will become a pre-veterinary student at MSU.

####

•

•• . ..
FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

•

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky.---An outstanding hurdler from Louisville Thomas
Jefferson High School has accepted a track grant-in-aid at Morehead

-

•

State University.

Joe Garr, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Garr, 4131 East Indian
Trail, finished third in the state AAA championships in the high

•

low hurdles.

I

His times included 14.3 seconds in the 120 high hurdles and
20.1 in the 180 low hurdles.

Both were among the state's best this

spring.
Garr, who ran for Coach Ken Combs at TJ, will compete in
high end intermediate hurdles for Morehead State.
I
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

•

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky.---Two more state AAA track champions from Louisville
have accepted grants-in-aid at Morehead State University.
Jack Sivori and Ron Pontrich, both of Louisville DeSales High
School, will compete for MSU in cross country and track.
Sivori, the state two-mile champ with a time of 9:40, is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Sivori, 6105 Lazy Run Road, Louisville.

He won

the mile in the Mason-Dixon Games with a time of 4:29 .
Pontrich, the state's top miler, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
W.E . Pontrich, 5411 Bruce Ave . , Louisville.

He won the AAA state

mile crown with a time of 4:20.
Both trackmen performed for Coach Jim Cahill at DeSales.
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky. --- Bill Spannuth is heading into the toughest
golf tournament of his collegiate career but the Morehead State
University junior is keeping his cool.
I

./!:

•

•

"I'm trying to think of it as just another tournament," says

the 20-year-old Anderson, Ind. standout and individual champion of
•

the Ohio Valley conference.

"I hope to stay loose and be competitive .

•

He was referring to next week's NCAA national tournament at
Ohio State University.

The 72-hole test of individuals and teams

starts Wednesday on OSU's Scarlett Course.
"My game is the best it has ever been and I feel I'm ready, "
Spannuth said Friday.

Besides winning the OVC crown this spring,

the 5-7, 160-pound physical education student rewrote the MSU cours e
record with a blistering, nine-under-par 61.
He is defending champion of the Morehead State University
..

j

Invitational, the Edgewood country Club Championship in Anderson
I

and is a former medalist of the Indiana State Amateur.
"Bill is a dedicated young man with the tools for greatness,"

t

•

said MSU Golf Coach Ed Bignon, who will accompany him to Columbus.

e

"He is in excellent physical condition and has loads of self confidence."
Bignon says Spannuth's drive is the strongest part of his

•

game.

He hits the ball 250 yards consistently.
Spannuth is the first MSU golf er to compete in the NCAA

•

tourney. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John Spannuth, 1607 South
Winding Way, Anderson, Ind.
###
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FROM :

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-33 25

MOREHEAD, Ky . ---Entries are being accepted through Thursday for
the third annual Morehead State University Invitational Golf Tournament
which opens Friday morning.
The field includes the tourney's first two champs , Jody Evans
of Mount Sterling and Bill Spannuth of Anderson, Ind., an MSU sophomore
who recently finished 12th in the NCAA national tournament after winning
the Ohio Valley Conference crown .
Qualifications began June 22 and end late Thursday , according
to Tournament Director Ed Bignon .
Flight play begins Friday on the nine-hole, 3,000-yard MSU
course four miles east of Morehead on

u.s .

60 .

Championship play involves 54 holes of medal competition with
18 hole s Saturday and 36 on Sunday.
Saturday and Sunday .

Lower flights play 18 holes Friday ,

Friday's losers move to consolation flights on

-

Saturday .

Awa rds include trophies and merchandise certificates.
tournament is open only to ama teurs .

####
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•
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•

.. FROM :

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

MOREHEAD, Ky.---John F . Rodgers of Louisville, Kentucky's AAA
cross country champion, has accepted a grant-in-aid at Morehead State

•

..

r

University .

The 17-year-old Thomas Jefferson High School standout is the
son of Bud Rodgers, 5501 Robinwood Road, Louisville .
Rodgers , who will run cross country for MSU plus distance events
in track , performed for Coach Ken Combs at TJ .

His best times of the

year included 9:51 . 0 for two miles .
Rodgers plans to study industrial education at MSU.

####
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

TELEPHONE:
Area Code 606/783-3325

•
MOREHEAD, Ky., June 3- - -Robert J. (Bobby) Hiles of Maysville, a
1970 graduate of Morehead State University, has been appointed graduate
assistant to MSU Head Basketball Coach Bill D. Harrell.

f

Hiles was co-captain of the 1969-70 Eagles and led the teams in assists.

A three-year letterman at Morehead State after winning All-State honors at
Maysville High School, the playmaking guard performed in this year's Kentucky Tennessee College All-Star games and was named to the All-OVC honorable
mention list.
"We're very happy to have Bobby stay in our program as a graduate

•

assistant coach, " Harrell said.
gentleman.

"He was an excellent player and a fine

I am confident he will make a real contribution this coming

II

season.

11

Hiles is the son of Mr . and Mrs. Donald Hiles, 419 Wood St., Maysville.

t

He is married to the former Elizabeth Kirk of Maysville.
The new Eagle assistant will pursue a master's degree in education
while helping with the varsity and freshman teams plus scouting duties.
"I hope to become a full-time coach eventually and this is a wonderful
opportunity to get started, " Hiles said of his appointment.

'
####

sports info
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opponents, regional rival Marshall and Southern Mississippi .

The Eagles again play

home-and-home dates with the other seven members of the Ohio Valley Conference;
Western Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, Murray State, Austin Peay, East Tennessee,

.

Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech.

~quirk in scheduling could work to Morehead State's advantage if the

Eagles

The last five games of the season are booked at home
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and an early February
with Miami a nd Southern Mississippi.

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD , KENTUCKY 40351

Special to t he Crossroad s Chronicle
MOREHEAD , Ky., June 11 -- - Fred Fiebiger, Dayton, Ohio, freshman
at Morehead State University, turned in a surprising season as a "wal k on"
baseball player for the Eagles this y ea r.
The 6-1, 155-pound freshman southpaw had a 1-0 r ec.ord as a r e liever
and produced t he staff 1 s best earned r un average , 2. 20.

He struck out e i gh t

batsmen in 16 innings .
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs . Frederick Fiebiger , 4866 Nelapark Dr ive ,
Dayton, and i s a 1969 graduate of Dayton Wayne High School.
" Fred is a p r omising youngster who made our squad without scholarship
aid,

11

said MSU Baseball Coach Sonny Allen whose E agles fini shed 18-9 and

third in t he Ohio V a lley Confer ence Eastern Divisi on.
possibility for a starting berth on next year 1 s staff."

##########

·"

"We think he i s a d efinite

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
M O REHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

S pecial to The Ashland Dail y Independent
MOREH EAD , Ky., June 11 -- - Morehead State Unive rsity Baseball Coach
Sonny A llen h ad confidence in freshman shortstop Bobby Ison of Ashland and the
f ormer Ashla nd High School AU-Stater didn't let him down.
The 6 -0, 170 - pound r ookie broke i nto the E agle starting lineup early in
t he season and batted • 286 with 17 runs b a tted in.

He was named to the honorable

mention list in balloting for All-Ohio Valley Conference honors.
I son is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ison, 3030 Simpson R oad ,
Ashland.

He played on t wo state championship tea ms at AHS.

" We wer e extremely pleased with the way Bobby played in his first college
season, " said Allen whose Eagles finished 18-9 and third in th e OVC 's Eastern
Division.

"He has good hands , a good thr owing a rm and h as good control a t

t he pla te. "
Bobby had a homer and five doubles among his 22 hits in 77 at bats.
"This young man has a great future in baseball,." Allen added.
·'

l ooking forward to his next three years at Mor ehea d State."

#####4f##

"We ' re

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEA D, Ky. , June 11 - - - Glen McDani el of Vanceburg became the
righthanded a c e of the Morehead State University baseball pitching staff thi s
year in only his first colleg e sea son.
The 6-1, 155-pound hurl er turned in a 3-1 r ecord with a 3. 46 ea rned run
average , best for the starters, and stru ck out 16 batsmen in 26 innings.
He is t he son of Mr. and Mrs. O mar B. McDaniel of Rt. 7, Vanceburg,
and is a graduate of L ewis County High School.
"Glen did not waste any time getting into our starting rotation this year,
said MSU Baseball Coach Sonny Allen whose Eagl es finished 18-9 and third in'
the Ohio Valley Conference E aste rn Division.
rooki e.

11

He did a fine job for u s as a

11

M cDaniel bas a good fast ball, an excellent curve and a sound knowledge
of pitching, Allen said.

He is expected to do even b e tter in bis next three

varsity seasons.
.•

########
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD , Ky . , June 11 --- Dave Stultz, Morehead State University ' s
stylish southpaw pitcher from Greenup , turned in anothe r good season this
yea r for the Eagles.
The 6-0, 170-pound junior chalked up a 3-1 record w i th an earned run
average of 4. 94.

He struck out 16 batsmen in 31 inni ngs.

The l efthander is the son of Mr. and Mrs. F red Stultz, 1400 Riverside
Drive, Greenup.

He is a graduate of Greenup High School.

'Dave was one of our leading pitchers this yea r , " said MSU Baseball
Coach Sonny A ll en whose E agles finished 18 - 9 and third in the Ohio Valley
Conference Eastern Division 0
a good knowledge of pitching.
11

added.

"He is a very dedicated young man and has
11

We 1 re lo oking forward to having Dave back with us next season,
11

He 1 s a fine youngster with a deep desire for imp r ovement. "

########
.•

11

A llen

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky. , June 11 --- Gary Cress, Morehead State University's
star third basema n from Salisbury, N. C., didn't waste any time getting used
to the Ohio V a lley Conference this year.
The 6-3, 185-pound transfer from Gaston Junior College batted. 438 to
l ead the league, was na1ned to the a ll-confer ence team and drove home 33 runs
to t i ed for the club l eadership.
He is the son of Mr . and Mrs . D. F. Cress , Rt. 2, Salisbury.
"We were pleasantly surprised at Gary's progress," said MSU Baseball
Coach Sonny Allen whose Eagle s finished 18-9 and third in the OVC' s Eastern
Division.

"He had an excell ent season and made the switch from catcher to

t hird base extremely well.

We expect even better

thing~

in his next two

seasons. "
At l ast account, Cres s ' batting ave r age place d him 12th in the nation for
colleg e division baseball players, according to the NCAA.
The rangy, strong-armed third sacker came to Morehead State with
limited infield experience but developed as a solid fiel der and topnotch hitter .
Cress had 39 hits in 89 at bats , including five homers, two triples
and six doubles.

He scored 25 runs.

#########

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky. , June 11 - - - Sam Daugherty, a standout junior from
Gr eenfield, Ohio, became the most versatile bas eball player on campus this
y ear at Morehead State University.
The 6-1 , 185-pounder batted • 367 , drove home 27 runs, led the team in
bits with 40 and won honorable mention for All-Ohio Valley Conference while
playing three different positions.
He i s the son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Daugherty, 628 1/2 J effer son,
Greenfield , and is a 1967 graduate of McClain High School.
"Sam did a fine j ob for us this year, " said MSU Baseball Coach Sonny
Allen whose E agles finished 18-9 and third in the OVC ' s Eastern Division.
" He has the ability to play several positions and always gives 100 per c ent
effort. !'
Daugh erty, who saw acti on at shortstop , first base and in the outfield,
r aised his batting average 167 points over the previous year's . 200 .
,.

His 40

hits included four homers, a triple and six doubles .
"We 'r e look ing fo r ward to having Sam back with us next season, " Allen
added.

"He ' s a fine young man and a great l eader .

#########
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORlv1A TION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky. , June 11 - - - Until this season, Bruce Gentry of
C ave City was known only for his base s t ealing at Morehead State University
but he became the complete baseball player as a regular second baseman.
The 5 -10, 170 -pound junior batted. 363, scored 28 run s and received
honorable mention in b a lloting for AU -Ohio Valley Conference honors.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie B. Gentry, Gre enview Drive,
C ave City.
"Bruce did a fine j ob in taking over the second ba se spot,

11

said MSU

Ba seball Coach Sonny Allen whose Eagles finished 18-9 and third in the
OVC 1 s Eastern Division.

"He i s fast and hits the ball with more power

than ever before. "
Gentry had 33 hits in 91 at bats, including two homers , a triple and
two doubles.

He had 13 runs batted in.

In the 1969 season, G entry was the l eading college base thief in the

.•

n ation •

#######

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MORE HEA D STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEA D, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD , Ky., Jun e 11 --- R ee se Stephenson, Morehead State
University's slug ging first baseman from South Portsmouth, has been named
t o the All-Ohio Valley Conference b aseball team for the second straight
s eason.
Th e 6-0, 220-pound junior batted. 359 this season, crashed six homers ,
dr ove h ome 24 r uns and l ed the team in doubles with nine.

He scored 22

runs and had 37 hits in 103 at bats.
Ree se is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Dee Stephenson, 403 Court Street,
S outh Portsmouth.

He is a product of South Portsmouth and Greenup high

school s o
"Reese had another fin e yea r for u s in spite of his back problems, " said
MSU Baseball Coach Sonny Allen whose Eagl es finished 18 - 9 and third in the
O VC's Eastern Division.

"He did an outstanding j ob at first base and his

b at was always a threat. "
" We 'r e l ooking fo r ward t o having him back with us next season," A llen
added.

"Reese is a fine young man with real dedication to baseball. "

###########
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MOREHEAD, Ky., June 12---Ray D. Cobb of Hopkinsville, Ky. has
been named a full-time assistant to Morehead State University Head
Football Coach Jake Hallum.

sio. ff~The

•

24-year-old Cobb presently is a graduate ass

~e

istan~t-1.;_ ((\)"" 1f

will complete a master's degree at MSU in August.

Replac-

ing him as graduate assistant is Bill Marston, the Eagle quarterback for
the last two years.
"We're very pleased to have Coach Cobb joining us on a full-time
'Ii

basis," Hallum said.

"He is an enthusiastic young man with great

potential as a football coach."
Cobb, a product of Hopkinsville High where he played under

~:fl& q
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Austin

Pea~

He has been an assistant coach at Hopkinsville

\

high schools .

The new Eagle assistant will work with linebackers and defensive
ends and direct the scouting operation, Hallum said.
Cobb is married to the former Carolyn King, also of Hopkinsville.

..

His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Cobb of Hopkinsville .
Marston, a Lake Wales, Fla. native,set 11 new marks while
directing the Eagles to a 6-4 record in 1969.

He is pursuing a

master's degree in business education .
"Bill is a quiet, dedicated leader and a definite asset to our
program," Hallum added.

"His "main responsibilities will be coaching

our wide receivers and punters."
J

Thomas.

Marston is married to the former Charmayne Turner of Fort
His parents are Mr. and Mrs. R.F. Marston of St. Paul, Minn .,

formerly of Lake Wales.

I
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
TELEPHONE :
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
Area Code 606/783-3325
I!

MOREHEAD, Ky., June 16---0ver 100 top amateur linksrnen are
expected to enter the third annual Morehead State University
Invitational Golf Tournament, scheduled July 3-5 at the MSU course .
The field will include the tourney's first two champs, Jody
Evans of Mount Sterling and Bill Spannuth of Anderson, Ind .

Evans

is a collegiate golfer at Mississippi and Spannuth , an MSU junior,
is the current individual champion of the Ohio Valley Conference.
Spannuth, who holds the MSU course record of nine under par 61,
will compete later this month in the NCAA individual championships

•

at Ohio State.
MSU Golf Coach Ed Bignon, tournament director, said qualifications are scheduled June 22 through July 2 at Morehead State's ninehole, 3,000-yard layout four miles east of Morehead on U.S. 60 .
The championship flight involves 54 holes of medal play with
18 holes on Saturday, July 4, and 36 holes on Sunday, July 5.

•

' '

Each

lower flight of eight players will have 54 holes of match play with
18 holes Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

•

Friday's losers move to

consolation flights on Saturday.
Awards include trophies and merchandise certificates .
tournament is open only to amateurs.

The

The $12 entry fee may be

returned to Ed Bignon, P.O. Box 253, Morehead, Ky. 40351 .

'

r
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Nov. 3 --- In pre-season polls, Morehead State University

Head Football Coach Jake Hallum picked Western Kentucky as a co-favorite for the
Ohio Valley Conference championship.
He learned Saturday at Bowling Green that his prediction had been painfully
accurate.
Western's streaking Hilltoppers broke open a close game with a pass interception and spanked Hallum's Eagles, 27-2.
The win pushed WKU's season mark to 4-2-1 and OVC slate to 3-2.

Morehead

State's s econd straight loss dropped the year's record to 4-3 and 2-3 in conference play.
"Two plays in two minutes broke our backs and we couldn't recover, 11
Hallum said.

"They are the best team we've played all year."

The loss, MSU's third in four games on the road, marked the second consecutive time the Eagle offensive unit has been held scoreless.

A bad snap by

a Hilltopper center gave Morehead State a safety in the second period.
Western and MSU battled on fairly even terms in the mud until 2:19 of the
third period when defensive end Lawrence Brame swiped a Bill Marston pass and
ran 36 yards for Western's second touchdown.
Brame had been instrumental in th e first TD in the opening period when
Eagle tailback Bill Cason fumbled on MSU's first play from scrimmage.

Brame

fell on the ball and the Hilltoppers scored six plays later.
The Eagles' defensive unit forced the safety at 11:45 of the second quarter
and the score stood at 7-2 until the disastrous pass interception.

Following

Brame's TD, the Eagles had to punt after three plays and the kick was returned
90 yards for Western's third touchdown.

The two scoring plays came within one

minute and 14 seconds of each other.
"That punt return killed us," Hallum said.
t-.hat- m11il werP nut- of -t h e qn43st-ion in the t-jme

(more)

"Three touchdowns to win in

we had left . "

msu-wku review 2222222
The Eagles lost a timely scoring opportunity in the second period when
tight end Gary Shirk apparently went 38 yards for a touchdown after grabbing a
Marston pass.
five-yard line.

However, the officials ruled he stepped out of bounds on the
Marston called three runs and tried a pass but MSU couldn't

get past the two-yard marker and had to surrender the ball.
11

A touchdown in that situation would have given us great momentum, 11 Hallum

recalled.

"Our offense just didn't do the job."

The only bright spot in the MSU attack was split end John High, the OVC's
leading receiver, who caught nine passes for 105 yards to break the Eagles' single
game record of eight shared by himself and Rico King.
Bill Marston had his second sub-par game at quarterback, hitting on only
14 of 38 passes for 169 yards.

He had been averaging more than 200 yards per

game.
11

Western has a tremendous defensive unit," Hallum said.

juries earlier in the season but the

"They had in-

team is riding high now."

Despite the muddy playing conditions, the Eagles escaped without serious
injuries to key personnel for the first time in three games.

All-OVC defensive

tackle Dave Haverdick tested his bad knee for about 10 minutes with good results.
Hallum said the big bruiser would start against East Tennessee this week.
The conference-leading Buccaneers invade MSU's Breathitt Sports Center
Stadium Saturday for a 2:30 clash .
2:00-p;m.

The game had originally been scheduled for

East Tennessee is 6-0-1 on the season and 3- 0-1 in the OVC.

"They have a great seni.o:r

b:ill C'lnb)." H:ill11m s::iid of F.'J'STI.

ing forward to the game . 11

######
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD , KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Oct. 30- - -Morehead State University Head Football

Coach Jake Hallum has good reason to be worried about Saturday's game with
surging Western Kentucky at Bowling Green.
The Hilltoppers have won three straight games and appear, in Hallum's
opinion, to P,ave reached their potential predicted in preseason polls.
On the other hand, his Eagles are coming off their poorest game of the
year, a highly disappointing 21-6 loss at Tennessee Tech last weekend.
Morehead State is 4-2 on the season while WKU is 3-2-1.

Both have

2-2 marks in the OVC and are tied for second place with Austin Peay, Eastern
a nd Tech.
"They're playing the best ball of any team in the conference right n ow , "
Hallum said of the Hilltoppers.

"Johnny Vance and Jim Vorhees are playing

superbly and that means only heartache for the opposition."
The 1: 30 p. m . CST battle in L. T . Smith Stadium marks the thir d straight
road game for Hallum's battered and shorthanded Eagles .

At least 12 of his

22 front liners will be out of action or limited by injuries when the Western
game starts.
"It's tough to get a team ready when they know they're h eadin g into the
lion's den, " Hallum said.

" Some of our boys are disheartened by the injuries

but most of our replacements did a good job at Cookeville. "
Despite their winning record, the Eagles have drawn Hallum's rebuffs
after each game for what he term ed "unnecessary a nd costly" errors.

The MSU

ball ca rriers have lost nine fumbles in six games, the team leads the conference
in penalty yardage with 448 and Eag l e pass e rs have thrown 11 interceptions .
(mor e )

msu vs . wku 2222222
His league-leading offense has escaped serious injuries lately but
win gback John Coning and tight end Dennis Crowley have been slowed by ankle
spra ins.

Quarterback Bill Marston, the OVC's top man in total offense , is

h ea lthy.

Also in good shape are tailback Louis Rogan, the fourth leading rusher

with 485 yards in 114 carries, and split end John High, the OVC's top receiver
with 606 yards on 36 catches .
"They say we still have the highest team offense , " Hallum said, "but
I don't see how after that miserable showing against Tennessee Tech.

11

Marston, the OVC's leading passer until last week, hit on only nine of
2 3 attempts in the Tech game.

He was intercepted four times .

"Bill had his confidence shaken a little bit but he'll have a good attitude
for We stern," Hallum added.
Asked about his practice plans for Western, Hallum said:
"We 're trying to plug the h o les and rebuild a winning spirit.
is a l ong way from over.

11

####
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MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Nov. 3- - -One of America's foremost authorities

on volleyball is coming to Morehead State University Saturday, N ov. 15, to
conduct a free, day-long clinic starting at 9 a. m.
Dr. J. Edmund Welch, professor of physical education at West Virginia
Tech, has written 50 articles and edited two books on volleyball and has been
honored by the U. S. Volleyball Association and Helms Athletic Foundation for
his interest in the sport.
He has conducted numerous clinics in the U.S. and in Europe.
Assisting at the clinic will be members of the Lexington YMCA volleyball
team, considered among the top five squads in the nation.
The clinic is sponsored by the MSU Division of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

Dr. Earl J. Bentley is division chairman.
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Nov. 10 --- "We made several critical mistakes.

They

didn't make any . 11
Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum was ref erring
to his Eagles' 27-7 loss to East Tennessee last Saturday .
The winning Buccaneers remained undefeated at 7-0-1 and 4- 0-1 in the Ohio
Valley Conference.

Morehead State's third straight loss dropped the season

mark to 4-4 and the OVC worksheet to 2-4 .
"Mental errors made the difference, 11 Hallum added .

"East Tennessee took

advantage of every mistake we made. 11
Aside from the record-breaking six pass interceptions by the Bucs'
secondary, the ground defenders stopped MSU three times inside the 15-yard line.
"Our offense looked good in spots but, for the third time, we couldn't
make the big play when we needed it, " the second-year coach observed .
Hallum said he was pleased "most of the time" with the running of AllOVC tailback Louis Rogan who led the Eagles with 110 yards in 24 carries .
Senior quarterback Bill Marston hit on 11 of 22 passes for 95 yards and
ran for the Eagles' only touchdown.
"Bill showed improvement over the week before but he didn't turn in a
real good effort, especially on the long passes when we broke receivers into
the open, " Hallum said.
Sophomore Dennis Crowley, converted from tight end to wingback in one
week's time, caught five passes against East Tennessee.

He als o rushed one

time for seven yards.
"Considering his newness at the position, Crowley did a creditable job
for us, 11 Hallum added.
The defensive unit, despite its mistakes, had bright spots in the play
of t ackle Dave Haverdick, middle guard Jerome Howard, linebacker Harry Lyles
and cornerback Ron Gathright.
(more)
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Haverdick, playing his first full game in three weeks, had seven tack] es,
nine assists and knocked down four passes .

He played at about hal f-speed with

an injured knee .
"Big Dave pl ayed with a lot of courage out there," Hallum said .

"He

was in pain all of the time but he never quit . 11
Hall um said the Eagles would "try to regroup this week" in time for
Saturday's 1 :30 p . m. cl ash at Frankfort with winless Kentucky Stat e College .
The Thorobreds are 0- 7 on the year .
"They are young but big ;md fast, " Hallum s aid of his team 's next
opponent .

######

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD ST A TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Nov. 13---The Morehead State University soccer team

goes on the road this weekend in search of two victories and a winning season.
Dr. Mohammed Sabie's kickers are 2-3-1 with their 1-0 win over Murray
State last Saturday but need to take Friday's match at Western and Saturday's
at Murray to post MSU's fifth consecutive winning season.
The Eagles will be seeking to avenge an earlier 4-2 loss to the WKU
Hill toppers at Morehead.
Sabie's squad took its victory over Murray on a head shot by Dan
Dougherty.
"We've never had a losing season since Morehead State started soccer,
said Sabie.

"And the boys don't plan to make this the first.

####
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11
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MOREHEAD, Ky., Nov. 18- - -"The miserable weather made us l ook

old, feeble and slow at times but it must have invigorated Kentucky State's
youngsters, " said Jake Hallum.
The Morehead State University head football coach was referring to the
Eagle·s' 13-0 win over KSC's winless Thorobreds last Saturday at Frankfort.
Hallum's Eagles, now 5-4 on the year, thawed in the second and third
quarters to punch across two touchdowns, the first on a 20-yard pass to the
Eagles' leading receiver, split end John High who had four receptions for 56
yards.
The Eagles' second TD came with 26 seconds left in the third period
when freshman Bill Cason bulled over from the two-yard line.

The backup

t a ilback was MS U' s leading ground gainer with 51 yards in 12 attempts.
Senior quarterback Bill Marston rushed and passed his way into the
Eagles' record book and into sixth place in the Ohio Valley C onfe renc e t otal
offense category.

His 17 -yard pass t o High in the fir st period moved him ahead

of forme r Eagle great Mike Gottfried who had 1, 635 yards rushing and pas s ing
during the 1965 season.
Marston, with 135 yards rushing and l, 558 yards passing, how has
1, 693 t otal yards this season.

With th e Eastern game remaining , th e scramble r

from L a ke Wales, Fla. needs only 28 yards passing to surpass the 1, 585 yards
piled up o n the throwing arm of Gottfried.
M o rehead State's defensive unit knocked three Thor o bred quarterbacks f or
losses eight times and allowed only one pass receptio n for a minus 10 yards.
was the first shutout of the seas on for th e "Gold Berets. "
(mor e )

It
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The Eagles have clinched a . 500 season but are shooting for a victory

•

over Eastern' s Colonels, now 6-3, to hand Hallum a winning season in his second
year of college coaching.
Eastern dropped Indiana State last Saturday.

•

Saturday's 2 p. m. battle

in Morehead at Breathitt Sports Center is the traditional season finale for both
schools.

•

Tailback Jimmy Brooks, Eastern' s leading ground gainer, suffered a
concussion in the Indiana State game and may not play at Morehead.
"I won't believe it until the game's over," said Hallum of the OVC's

•

second most successful rusher .
The Kentucky State win broke a three-game losing streak for the Eagles.
"We're looking forward t o playing Eastern," Hallum said.

•

•

•

•

•
•

remember last year.''

####

"Our boys

The 2 p.m. clash at Breathitt Sports Center Stadium pits EKU's three-game
winning skein against what MSU Head Coach Jake Hallum describes as his squad's
"one game winning streak . "
The homestanding Eagles dropped Kentucky State, 13- 0, last weekend to
break a three-game losing streak.

Eastern whipped Indiana State, 14-12.

Coach Roy Kidd's Colonels started slowly but have since built a 6-3 season
record and 4-2 in the Ohio Valley Conference .

The Eagles are 5- 4 and 2-4 in the

ovc.
Hallum, as usual, isn't saying much about the game but his players bitterly
recall last year's 35-7 loss at the hands of Eastern in Richmond.

The last

Morehead State victory over Eastern came in 1966 when the Eagles won the OVC
while this year's seniors were freshmen.
ft

Eastern tied Morehead in 1967.

victory would give MSU her first winning season since the champs of

1966 and hand Hallum a winner in his second year of college coaching .

Last year's

Eagles finished 3-6-1 .
"They are the most improved team in the conference and we'll have our
hands full," Hallum says of the Colonels.
Offensively, the Colonels are paced by tailback Jimmy Brooks and quarterback Bill March.

Teddy Taylor anchors the Colonels ' rugged defensive unit at

middle guard.
"We have a few injuries and s ome illness but our boys are eager to play
Eastern as always," Hallum added.
Three Eagle seniors will play their f i nal game for the Blue and Gold - quarterback Bill Marston, defensive tackle Dave Haverdick and linebacker Bill
Wamsley.
Marston, a wiry scrambJe:r from Lake Wales, Fla . , is closing out with 'the
finest year of his career.

Haverdick, a two-time ~11-0VC selection, has been

slowed by knee injurjes but, according to Hallum, "keeps going on courage."
Wamsley, the hard-nosed defensive captain, goes into the books as one of the
Eagles' best all-time linebackers .
Both Haverdick and

vJamR)~y
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football scouts.
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Nov. 21- - -The Morehead State University soccer

team brought its season record ove r the . 500 mark by sweeping a weekend
series with Western Kentucky a nd Murray State University.
Coach Mohammed Sabie's kickers defeated Western 4-2 on Friday
and took 5-2 victory over Murray on Saturda y.
The Eagles were led against Western by Mike Egan who rustl ed the
nets twice and Jim Roper who scored the winning goal.

B esides being the top

scorers for MSU, Egan and Roper a ls o were praised for their heady defensive
play.
In the Murray match, it was forwa rd T om Creasman who came through
for Dr . Sabie.

He scored three goals, including two headers on penalty kicks.

The Eagles other goals were booted by Jim Lopez and Rafael Maldonada.
"We have improved 700 per cent since we lost our opener,
Sa bie.

11

said

"The boys we were starting then were inexperienced but they have

progressed as much as some boys would during four years in school.

11

Morehead State, 4-3-1 on the year, sports a three-game winning
streak.

Asbury College is the next fo e , invading Breathitt Sports C e nter at

3 p . m . next Monday.
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky. , Nov. 24 --- "That's the perfect way to close a football

season."
An exuberant Jake Hallum, head football coach at Morehead State University,
was discussing his team's 23-11 pasting of traditional rival Eastern Kentucky
University last Saturday.
The surprising Eagles ended the season with a 6-4 mark, the first winning
record since the Ohio Valley Conference championship team of 1966 finished at 7-2 .
Last year's record was 3- 6-1 in Hallum's first season.
His young squad of 1969 finished with two straight wins
straight in the middle of the season.

a~er

losing three

The Eagles' 3- 4 OVC mark was good for

fourth place.
All three MSU seniors turned in outstanding performances in their last
efforts for Morehead State against Eastern's Colonels.
Quarterback Bill Marston had a record-breaking afternoon with 10 completed
passes in 16 attempts for 196 yards and two touchdowns.

The 5-9 scrambler from

Lake Wales, Fla . set new MSU records in passing yardage and total offense, both
held previously by Mike Gottfried from the 1965 season .
Tackle Dave Haverdick and linebacker Bill Wamsley, the only other players
scheduled to graduate this year, also were superlative .

Haverdick, a bone-

crushing defensive ace from Canton, Ohio, had 14 individual tackles and six
assists.

Wamsley, the team's defensive captain, added eight tackles ancl three

ass is ts.
11

said.

0ur seniors gave us the best games of their respective careers," Hallum

"Big Dave Haverdick was a demon out there in spite of his bad knee . "

Bill Marston again proved that desire can win football games and turn average
players into great ones .

Bill Wamsley, as usual, was as steady as the Rock of

Gibraltar."
(more)

,
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The Eagles jumped to a 7-0 halftime lead when Marston found wingback
Dennis Crowley in the end zone on a 24-yard touchdown pass late in the second
period.

Earlier, the MSU defense had held three times deep in its own territory .
Freshman kicker Kirk Andrews boosted the lead to 10-0 in the third period

with a 35-yard field goal, the only Eagle three-p ointer of the year .

Eastern

added a field goal soon afterward and the quarter ended 10-3.
In the last period, tailback Louis Rogan powered across the goal line
from the five-yard stripe and Andrews added his second conversion of the day to
send the Eagles off to a 17-3 advantage.

Rogan's scoring jaunt came two plays

after defensive halfback Ron Gathright made his sixth pass interception of the
year and returned the ball to Eastern's 10-yard line.
The inspired Eagles put the game out of r each two minutes later when
Marston hit wingback J ohn Coning with a 33-yard touchdown pass .

Eastern scored

with less than three minutes left to play but it was too little and too late .
"Our defense knocked them silly and our offense really moved the ball, 11
Hallum added .

11

We had bitter memories from last year's loss and Eastern paid

the price . "
The Eagle offense had 196 yards passing with Crowley catching five for 68
yards and the ground attack produced 146 yards with tailback Bill Cason grinding
out 64 yards in 16 carries .
Hallum added insult to Eastern's injury in the fourth period when he installed Haverdick at quarterhack, Marston at guard and Wamsley at tailback.
the 35-7 loss at: Richmond

last ~c::>as0n )
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back after the outcome had been decided.
"We waited a long year to give them a taste of their own medicine,"
Hallum said with a wide grin.
11

That's the perfect way to cloRe a football season."

#######
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Nov. 25---The Morehead State University swimming

t ea m opens a 13-meet schedule Dec. 5 at home against Marshall University with
Hea d Coach Bill Mack relying on four returning lettermen and a crop of talented
freshmen.
The Eagle swimmers face Ohio Valley Conference opponents Western
Kentucky and Eastern Kentucky universities, the University of Kentucky, the
University of Louisville, Ashland College (Ohio), Bradley, Alabama, Uni on,
Morris Harvey, W. Va. Tech, Centre, Tennessee A&I and the University of
Cincinnati.
"For the first time in several years, we have enough depth to compete
with some of the larger swimming schools on our schedule,
str ength will be in the long and middle distance events.

11

said Mack.

"Our

Our divers should be

excellent by the end of the season but our sprinters still are too slow. "
One of the outstanding freshm e n prospects is Jim Geima n of Speedway,
Ind.

Mack a nd Assistant Coach Bruce Boyer hope to use Geima n in the 200

butterfly a nd the 200 individual medley.
Steve Wiseman, a freshman from Louisvill e Trinity, was fourth in the
Kentucky High School swimming champi onships in the 100 -yard freestyle but has
been switc h ed to the l, 000-yard freestyle and the 500-yard freestyle.
Pete Russell, Wiseman' s t eammat e at Trinity, has r egained t he form
he displayed in finishing fourth in the Kentucky Uigh Sc-h0ol di ving c hampionships
l as t yea r.

The MSU staff expects Russell to be one of the top freshme n divers

in the state.

(mor e \

swimming 2222222
Back from last year's team is freestyler Bob Abell, a sophomore from
New Albany,Ind .

He shattered MSU records in the 200-yard freestyle and the

500-yard freestyle events during his freshman season.
"With Abell back and these freshmen, we have the nucleus of an
excellent team, " said Mack.

"All that remains now is the improvement of our

second swimmers in each event and we should have a good season,

####

11

Mack said.

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
1969-70 Varsity
No .

Names and Hometowns

.Position

Heigl1t

14

Jerry King, Maysville, Ky .

G

6-2

185

So .

G

5-9

175

Sr.

G

6-1

180

So .

F

6- 3

190

Sr.

G-F

6- 3

190

Sr .

G

6- 4

200

Jr.

20

*Terry Sandfoss, Silver Grove, Ky .

22

Eddie Conley, Jenkins, Ky .

23

'*Ron Gathri ght, Louisville, Ky.

24

*Don Byars, Millersburg, Ky .
John Sewell, Winchester , Ky.

25

(c)

Weight

Class

30

*Jer ry Hueseman, Dillsboro, Ind.

F

6-6

210

Jr.

32

*Jerry Um.berger, Ashland, Ky .

F

6- 5

200

Sr .

33

*Bobby Hiles, Maysville, Ky.

G

6- 2

200

Sr.

c

6- 9

220

So .

C-F

6- 8

210

Jr .

Lavon Mann, Da\Yton, Ohio

34
35

*Jim Day, Ashland, Ky.

(c)

* Denotes returning lettermen
(C) - Co- captains
NOTE S
----The Eagles are staying at the Sheraton Jacksonville on Main St .
Travel plans call. for the team to depart Jacksonville Wednesday afternoon.

We arrived Sunday afternoon.
For interview purposes, Morehead State University personnel in Jacksonville for
the tournament incJ.ude Head Coach Bill D. Harrell, Athletic Director Bobby
Laughlin, President Adron Doran and Mrs . Doran and Sports Inf'ormation Director
Keith Kappes . (Please contact Kappes to make necessary arrangements . )
WMKY-FM, the radio voice of Morehead State University, is on hand in the Coliseum
to broadcast play- by- play of the Eagles ' games back to Northeastern Kentucky.
The crew includes Larry Netherton of t he MSU faculty and student sportscasters
Tam Sollars and Ken Ferguson.
Morehead State University has a 6-5 record against Florida teams but has never
met the University of Florida in basketball.. The Eagles ' Florida record includes
Miami (2-3), Florida State (1-1), Jacksonville (l-1) and Tampa (2- 0) .
Keith Kappes, SID

FRCM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky . , Nov. 26 --- Morehead State University tangles with the
University of Florida for the first time Mondey night, Dec . 1, in the Sunshine
Classic Basketball Tournament at Jacksonville .
The schools have never met before on the hardwood but they have something
in common in basketball.
Top pleyers from each squad last year moved on to the same professional.
team - the Phoenix Suns of the National. Basketball Association.
All-American center Neal Walk of Florida's Gators was the Suns' first
draf't choice and forward Lamar Green of Morehead State's Eagles made the team
during rookie camp last summer .
Green, a 6-7 leaper from Birmingham, Ala., was the nation's third leading
rebounder for major colleges .
The "togetherness" ends at the Suns, according to Bill D. Harrell,
Morehead State ' s new head coach.
"Florida has Gary Waddell to replace Walk but we're still looking for
someone to fill Green's shoes," he said.

"They apparently have more material.

for rebuilding than we have located."
Florida finished third in the Southeastern Conference last year with an 18-9
record and 12-6 conference slate.

Morehead State, al.so 18-9 last season, was

co-champion of the Ohio Valley Conference with an 11-3 loop mark.
Each team lost three starters and returns only two regulars .

Florida

has two all-conference selections back in action but MSU lost its three from

1968-69.

The tournament meeting in the Jacksonville Coliseum will be the season
opener for both teams.
The Eagles hold a 6-5 advantage in past meetings with four other Florida
schools - Miami (2-3), Florida State (1-1), Jacksonville (1-1) and Tampa (2-0) .
Last year's championship squad dropped a 92- 91 decision to Miami at Coral Gables .

11/1######
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MOREHEAD, K;y. , Nov.

27 --- Bill D. Harrell, Morehead State University ' s new

head basketball coach, is having trouble making up his mind.
The first- year coach sends his Eagles against Florida next Monday night
in the Sunshine Classic at J a cksonville and he can ' t decide who will be his
starters .
"My

first eight men at this point are almost evenly balanced,

11

reported

the former Shelby County High School mentor who twice was named Kentucky ' s prep
coach of the year.
11

Bobby Hiles at guard is my only sure position at pr esent, 11 Harrell added.

Hiles, a 6-2 senior guard from Maysville, and Ron Gathright, a 6-3 senior
forward from Louisville , are the only returning regulars from last year's squad
which finished 18- 9 and shared the Ohio Valley Conference championship.
The team lost its two best reserves and the MSU frosh had just one
scholarship player last season so Harrell had to find newcomers to help the
varsity.

Two of them may become regulars .

Jerry King, a 6-2 sophanore guard from Maysville, joined the Eagles this
season after four years of service basketball.

Lavon Mann, a 6- 9 sophomore center

from Dayton, Ohio, transferred to MSU from Somerset Community College .
Eddie Conley, a 6-1 sophomore guard from Jenkins, is up from the frosh .
He is the younger brother of graduated AJ.1- 0VC guard Jerry Conley.
Hiles, the floor leader, averaged almost 10 points per game and Gathright,
a two- sport star who finished football last Saturday, had 12. 7 points and

10~~ -

rebounds per game in 1968-69.
11

Ron has been with us just a few days but he is coming along fast,"

Harrell said.
~er

The Thomas Jefferson High product was a standout defensive back

the football Eagles this season.

(more)

m-s-u basketball

2-2-2-2- 2-2

He is contending for a forward's job with Don Byars, a 6-3 senior from
Millersburg.

Battling for the other forward's position are Jim Day', a 6-8 junior

from Ashland, and Jerry Hueseman, a 6- 6 junior from Dillsboro, Ind.
been troubled by a series of injuries and illnesses .

Hueseman has

His latest problem is an

infected tooth.
Mann and Day are expected to platoon at the pivot when Da;y is not at
forward.

Mann averaged 18 points and 27 rebounds for Somerset last year.

saw action in 10 games as an MSU reserve .

Day

Mann is recovering from surgery and

may not be at full strength for the Florida game, Harrell reported .
King and Conley are after the guard spot opposite Hiles .

Both are good

shooters and have quiclmess, Harrell said.
"Some decisions on starters will depend on what types of offenses and
defenses we have in our game plans," Harrell added.

"We don't have any real

stars but all of our boys are hard workers."
The Eagles' traveling squad departs Sunday morning for Jacksonville .
Workouts are scheduled Sunday afternoon and Monday morning in the Jacksonville
Coliseum, site of the two- day, four-team event billed as tlie first major college
tournament of the year .
Jacksonville, an independent, and East Tennessee State, also of the OVC,
meet in the second game Monday night .
the SEC square off at 7:15 p .m. (F.ST).

Morehead State and Florida 1 s Gators of
It will be the season opener for both

schools .
MSU and Florida have never met in basketball.

!Mil'llffl#H##
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lcy.~[)e<. ~ --- Morehead State University's football team broke

22 school records while compiling a 6-4 record this season.
The new marks came in 17 individual categories and five team statistical
departments.
Senior quarterback Bill Marston, the team's top passer and punter,
personally accounted for 11 new standards .
The 5- 9 scrambler from Lake Wales, Fla. blossomed in his final campaign
and twice was named "6ffensive player of the week" in the Ohio Valley Conference.
His records include :
Most passes attempted (season) -- 278; Most passes attempted (game) -- 42;
Most passes completed (season) -- 135;

Most passes completed {game)

19;

Most passing yardage {season) -- 1,754;

Most passing yardage {game)

274;

Most yards total offense (season) -Most times punted (game) -- 10;

1,904; Most touchdown passes {game) -- 4;

Most yards punting (game) -- 375; and Longest

punt - - 68 yards.
Marston directed the Eagles to single game records for most passing
yardage, 274, and most total offense, 463.

Other team marks set for single

games were most yards penalized, 191, most fumbles recovered, 3, and most
passes intercepted,

4.

Split end John High, Cincinnati sophanore, put his name in the MSU record
book three times on season pass receptions, 54; season pass receiving yardage, 857;
and single game pass receptions, 9.
Wingback Jeff Perkins, Somerset freshman, added Morehead State ' s longest
punt return, 69 yards , and best punt return average, 16. 3 yards .
Ron Gathright, Louisville junior, picked off six enemy passes for a new
school mark on season interceptions .
(more)
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The Eagles of Coach Jake HalJ.um also finished high in several OVC
categories .
Marston ' s punting average and Perkins' punt return figures were the
best in the league.

High ' s 54 catches took second place in pass receiving.

Tight end Dennis Crowley, Ci ncinnati freshman, was ninth with 31 receptions .
Marston was third in passing and total offense .

Tailback !Duis Rogan,

Cable, Ohio, junior, finished sixth in season rushing with 695 yards in 185
carries .

His backup man, Bill Cason, Paris freshman, took seventh spot with

467 yards in lo4 attempts .

In team statistics, the Eagles were third
which better ed their 1968 finishes .

in both offense and defense

ni.e pass defense improved from eighth

to third.
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Ky., Dec. l --- Nine Morehead State University football

~ M-Ntw£
1

pl~ers

were named in balloting for t he annual all-conference teams of the Ohio Valley
Conference.

~our

Eagles were named to the first team, three to the second squad

fensive tack.le Dave Haverdick, MSU's leading candidate for Little All.-America
\..Senior _,,
honors, was placed on the first team for the third straight season.Jl'4uarterback

-

Bill Marston, the OVC' s leading punter, also was named to the defensive •

squad

ana._sackJ.e Darrel Sadowski each were named to the

(:uniar tailback Louis ~ MSU' s representative on the
second team.

He also was picke

tBiiiiiiiia offense's

-OVC last season.

a junior cornerback Ron Gathright

lJunj_or; 0
end Gary Listerm.an and
":ere selecte~
• £
' 3 for second team defense.

L:>enior linebacker Bill Wamsley and sophomore linebacker Harry (Sugar Bear)
Lyles were given honorable mention by t he league's coaches.
(Morehead State's four first team selections trailed only champ East Tennessee
State.lllil• • • l l i • • -

~among fourL
a 6-4, 245-pound bruiser from Canton, Ohio, was
SU
unanimous selections for the honor squad.
He was the biggest pl~er named.

~erdick,

lk1 eked f

0

r

the

OiO JM4b& I &

LMar;_ton, who broke~ords while leading the Eagles to a 6-4 mark
this season, is from Lake Wales, Fla.

Hi gh and Listerm.an are Cincinnatie.ns

and Rogan is from Cable, Ohio.

~am:ley is a resident of Gallipolis, Ohio. Gathright is from Louisvill~
- from Charleston, W.~a.!S3'.dowski
C1~~ .
- f rom Shamokin,
~les.

~

Pa.
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165 pounds, quarterback Bill Marston leaves a big pair of football cleats to
be filled at Morehead State University.
ler from Lake Wales, Fla.\ broke 11 ••.,_ school
In addition,

he led the Ohio Valley Conf'erence in punting and was named first team All-OVC
as a kicking specialist .

~ston,

who whipped last

year 's arm trouble with a winter

weightlifting program, came back to break

...~ and

to finish

-

~ssing records

-

-

14th in the nation in forward passing ~ with 135

completions, 1,754 yards
\S

who resisted pressure to find another quarterback before the season openedlJ
because of the team's 3-6-1 finish in 1968.
aia knew a healthy Bill Marston could make us a winner and that is

t_:

exactly what happened," Hallum added.

"Bill is blessed with loads of raw
~ Nov th.

courage and determination."

~ton

He is married to the former Charmayne Turner

fi)r1 tbc\'y\Q.$ 1 Kf;
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quarterback is majoring in

Morehead State and plans to be graduated next June.

Rare

ctV'\d.

is the son of Mr. and Mrs . R. F . Marston of St. Paul, Minn,.

formerly of Lake Wales, Fla.
of

..,P0 s ca.(

cadet.
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He is a senior
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MOREHEAD, Ky. , D ec . 2- - -Morehea d State Univers ity Head Basketball C oach

Bill Harr ell u nve ils his 1969- 70 cagers for the first ti me at home this Saturday night
·in a 7: 30 game wi th the Unive r s ity of So uthern Mi ss issippi.
T he Eagl es will b e see king r evenge for a 93-85 l oss t o Southern Miss . last
seas on at Hattiesbur g .
The Mississippians l os t th ei r o pener to Southeastern Conference membe r
Alabama, 104-74.
T he Southe rn e r s , u nder coach Lee Floyd , will be l ead b y their All - American
c a ndidate Wendell Ladner.

L a dn er a 6-5, 240 p ound strongman , has averaged 22 points

and 16. 4 r ebounds a game aft er two seasons of play .
South e rn M ississippi has bolste r ed its t eam thi s season with two graduates of
the Paducah (Ky. ) Junior Coll ege ' s n a tional c ha mpionship team.

Ri ck R agland , a 6 - 6

for ward and Tom Yachinich, .a 6-8 center a re expec t ed by Floyd t o give Ladner help on
the boards .
Triggering th e S outhe rners' 1- 3 -1 offense is s enior guard, Johnny Vitr ano .
The fifth starter for Floyd i s veteran Rich Co r set to .
The Morehead Sta t e fr eshmen w ill play Prestonsburg Commun ity Coll ege in
a pr e li minary game at 5 :1 5 .
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OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORWiATION
M O REHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD , KENTUCKY 40351
M OREHEAD , Ky . , Dec . 3- - -Rick l'viertens, Executive Secr e ta ry of the

Un ite d S tates Judo Association, will be one of the featured instructors at a
re gi o nal developmental Judo clinic hosted by the Morehead State University
Judo <:lub on Dec . 1 3 -1 4.
Mertens, a fourth degree black belt , is the founder of the tournament
e limination system and a member of the United States Judo Ass o ciati o n •s
N ational r:0 aching Staff.
Mertens and Jim Bregman, the only American to win a medal in the
1964 Oly m pics in Judo, will be honored at a banquet the first night of the clini c .
Bregman, also a fourth deg ree black belt, will narrate a film revi e wi ng
the h i ghlights of th~ 1964 Olympic Judo competition in which he w on a bronz e
m edal.

a nd Ke ntu <"'ky.
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Dec. 3---The Morehead State Univers ity football

banquet has been scheduled for Tuesday evening, Dec. 9, at 6:30 in the Ad r on
Doran Uni versity Center.
F eatures of the annual banquet will include the presentation of awa rds
a nd an a ddr e ss by Dr. Dutch Struck, former a thl etic director at Ha n over College
and now a member o f the faculty of Pikeville C o lle ge .
Serving as t oastmaster will be Bufo rd Crager, MSU Dean of Students and
a forme r Morehead foot ball star.
The public is invited to the e vent with tickets priced at $2. 50.

Tickets

may be purchased at the tic ket office o n the fi r st flo o r of the a dminis tration
building .
A crowd of 250 is e xpected t o h o nor the E agl e footballers who finished
with a 6-4 r ecord a nd a 23-11 win over Easte rn K e ntucky in th e s eason finale .
Second-yea r head coach Jake Hallum w ill make several presentations,
i ncluding awa rd s t o the Eagles 'a ll- conferen ce performe r s .

Nam ed to the Ohio

Valley Confe rence first team offensive unit were junior tackle Darryl Sadowski
and sophomore flankerback J o hn High.

Named to the firs t t eam defensive unit were

senior tackle Dave H ave rdick and senior quarterback B ill M ars t on as the kicker.
Named t o the All-O VC second offensive unit was running back Louis R o ga n,
a junior .

Making the A ll-OVC sec o nd d efensive unit were junior e nd Gary

Listerman a nd junio r halfback Ron Gathright .
Seni or Bill Wamsl ey a nd sophomore H a rr y Lyles received honorable
mention listing a t the linebacking position .
Othe r awards to be made includ e the senior awards and awards to the best
bl ocker, best defens i ve player , th e hustler award , a nd the most improved award .
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFOR!>~TION

MOREHEAD STP.TE UNIVERS ITY
MORF.llEAD, KENTUCKY

40351

MOREHEAD, Ky ., Dec . 4 --- Big Dave Haveraick has cappec:.i his brilliant
football careP.r at Morehead State University with the college griuiron's top
prize

All-America honors.
The 6-4, 240-pound senior defensive tackle from Canton, Ohio, was named to

the first team of the Associated Press .All-Pmerica squad for college divi.qion
school~, commonly called "the Little Pll- America team."

Havertlick became the first MSU gridder to reap All-America honors since
the Eagles helped form the Ohio Valley Conference in 1948.
"It was my dream and I wanted it more than anything in the world," the big,
bruiser said of his sel ection to the AP's defensive unit. ' 1

".After being named to

their honorable menti0n list last year, I thought I might have a chance i f I
worked real hard this season."
And work he did .

The four-year starter was named to the All-OVC team for

the third straight year and won unanimous recognition for the secona time.

He

was picked as an OVC All-Star by the Louisville Courier-Journal .
Haverdick haa been pessimistic about
missing two
enough.

~ames

hi~

All- America chances because of

with injuries but his presence in the other eight games was

The wrenched knee healed quickly, much to the

d i~ may

of opposing ball

carriers .
"Bes ides being a dedi cat ed, outstanding player, Dave alqo is a gentleman
and a young man with great character," said MSU Head Coach Jake Hallun: whose Eagles
finished 6-4 this year with Haverdick anchoring the defensive line.
The 22-year- old Haverdick hopes to play in an all-star game during the
Christmas holidayi:; and then turn his attention to professional football.

The pro

scouts have been wa1:c11ing him closely fo1· two years.
Haverd ick is majoring in recreation and plans to become a playground ciirector .
He is the son of Mr . and Mrs. N:i.ck Haverd ick of 3401 25th St . NIV, Canton,
and was an .All- County and J\J 1- CoufPrPnce spJ e<.:tion at Canton Glenwood High School .
His high school teammates focludeu Cleve R1y;mt, Ohio University's ftll-.Americ a
quarterback.

###

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UK IVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4:)35 1
MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 5- - -The Morehead State University wrestling

team o pens an 11-match schedule Wednesday, Dec . 10, against E3. s t ern Kentuckf
University at Richmond.
The Morehead grappl ers will also face the University of Cincinnati,
Dayton, CentrP., Ohio Northern, Marshall a n d Case Institute of Technology.
11

Wci lke r.

We only have four boys back who l ettered last year,

11

11

said coach Dan

But we have six freshmen coming in who fi n i shed in the top fo ur in

state high school championshi ps last year."
L ea ding the returnees is Dave Bostl eman, a six foot , 190- p o und
g ridiron star.

A lso back are T o m Besche r in the 15 8 pou nd class, Jim

Hillerick in the 142 pound class, a n d Jerry Gorelick in the 118 pound class.
One of the prime factors in the Eag l es• 1 -9 r ecord last year was th~
lack of depth in several weight class e s .

Howeve r , Walke r r ec ruit ed ext e ns ively

to bolster the defi c i e nt classes and has hopes of a winning s eas on if th e freshmen
progress rapidly.
One of the top freshmen is Rod Smith, who w ill wrestle in the 177 pound
cl;:i.ss.

Smith finished first in his class in the Pennsylvania High .C:t:h0ol Wrestlin g

Championships last year.
Another fr es hman Walker will count on h eavily is J ohn Do n ne lly who
captured first in h is class in Tennessee.

Alth o ugh Don n Plly g ain ed eno u gh weight

over the summer t o move up t o th e 142 poun d clas s , Walker plans on using him in
the 134 pound class if he can make the weight limit.

(mor e )

wrestling 2222222
Other freshmen the second-year coach will depend on are: B ob Warr e n
(167 pound class) who finished second in Ohio last year, Noble Beck (150 pound
class), an Oklahoma boy who finished fourth in his weight bracket in high s c h ool,
and Greg Bulone ( 126 pound class) a second place finisher in the Ohio High School
Wrestling Championships his senior year.
Walker, who guided North Hardin High School to the state championship
m 1968 and was named "Coach of the Year", is offensive backfield coach at
Morehead.

He was unable to start extensive drills with the wrestlers until

Thanksgiving, but conducted an extensive running program and says, "They wer e
in good physical condition when l took over practice.

11

"We ' 11 be a little bit unsettled at the first of the season,
11

11

said Walker,

but by the third meet we expect to have everything working smoothly.
(Schedule included)
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FROM:

OFFI CE OF SPORTS INFORMA TION
MOREHEA D STATE UN IVEH.SITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 4035 l
MOREHEAD , Ky., Dec . 8- - - Mo rehead State University's rec ord-break-

ing passing combina ti on had prominent mention when the NCAA r eleased final
college division n ational foot ball s t a tisti c s this week.
Senior quart e rbac k Bill Marst ::>n fini shed 14th in fo r ward pas sin g with
135 completions, 1, 754 yards and 11 t ouchd owns .

\\tith his rus hing ya rdag e

added, Ma rston was 16th in total offense with 1 , 904 ya rds.
His favo rit e target, split e nd John High, caught 54 pas ses fo r five
t ouchdown s and 857 ya rds. H i gh 's totals placed him 2 1st in pass receiving.
Ma rston, a 5-9 scrambler fr om Lake Wale s, F la. , broke 11 s chool
r eco r ds in his final campaign and was a first t eam selection for A ll-Ohio Valley
Conference honors.
High , a sophomore fro m Cincinnati, also was first team A ll -OVC and
set three new MSU r ecords.
The 6-4 sP.ason also produced Morehead State's first A ll-Ame ric an in
mor e than 20 yea r s .
Defens i ve ta c kle Dave Have r dick, Canton, Ohio , s enio r, was named to
t he first team of t he A ssociate d Press honor squad.

Offensive tackle Dar r e l

Sadowski , Shamokin, Pa. j11nior, r e('eived 110norable mention.

####
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FROM:

e

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 8- - -Bill D. Harrell, Morehead State University's

new head basketball coach , is fast becoming a specialist in rehabilitation.
His Eagles blasted Southern Mississippi, 84-55, Saturday night to run
their season mark to 2-1 and the effort was led by Don Byars, a 6-3 senior

•

forward who Harrell redeemed from the bench in pre-season practice .
Byars notched 25 points and added six rebounds as the Eagles opened
their home campaign with a convincing win over the favored S o utherners from
Hattiesbur g .
The Bourbon County High School product fr o m Millersburg a ls o turned in
an excellent defensive game, h oldin g A ll-Ameri ca candidate Wendell Ladner of
Southern Mississippi to only four points.
" Don had a g reat night, " Harrell said.

"He should continue t o impr ove

a nd be very important t o us. "
Bya rs has started all three MSU ga m es since Harrell c hanged his shootin g style and helped him devel o p a deadly jump shot from the corners.

He is

avera ging 13 points per game.
In two earlier varsity seasons , Byars was a little-used reserve.

His

emergence as a scoring thr eat marked the second Ha rr e ll -pr oduced surpr is e of
the young season for Morehead State fans.
Jim Day, a 6-8 junior fo r wa rd from As hland, c aus ed man y eyebrows
t o ra ise when he scored 39 points in th e Eagles' sea son-opening dctory ove r
Florida,

82-7 3 , in the Sunshin e l'l<u:s i<- a t Jacki=nnville, F la .

(more)

msu vs. usm 2.2.2.22.22
Tlae Ashland Fairview star played in only 10 games last season because
of what his coaches said was a lack of aggressiveness.

After three games, Day

leads the team in scoring with 2.1. 7 per game and in rebounding with 12. each game.
"Jim didn 1t shoot as well as we expected, " Harrell said of the Saturday
night game, "but he did a good job rebounding and on defense. "
Day and Lavon Mann, the 6-9 sophomore center, paced the Eagles t o a
75-56 rebounding edge with 14 each.

Day contributed 16 points and Mann added

10 despite playing with a broken finger.
HR.rrell liked the performance of co-captain Bobby Hiles who scored 10
points and had seven assists.
"Bobby made three flo or errors but that's a good night when you handle
the ball as much as he d oe s,

11

the first-year coach said.

Harrell also had good words for reserves Jerry Hueseman and Jerry
King.

Hu~seman had seven points and King, six.
It was King's first game since the Florida victory when he reinjured a

kr.ee hurt origin.ally in service basketball.
is a l most back to full speed.

11 •

Harrell said the 6-2. sophomore guard

11

"We played well at times,

11

Harrell said of the home opener.

our in~x.p'".r'\.~e showed itself several times.

"However,

11

The Eagles see actioJl again Thursday night when they entertain

~a:n-.~sville College at 7:30 p. m. in Laughlin Fieldhouse.

Scouting reports

indir.ate the Tigers have one of their best teams in many years.

#i##

· · . • FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STPTE UNIVERSITY
MOREHf.i\D, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEPD, Ky . , Vee. 10 --- Hl-Pmerican defensive tackle Dave Haverdick

walked off with three trophies at Morehead State University ' s annual football
awaras banquet.
The first team Pssociated P1ess All-America selection was voted the team 's
most valuable player, best defens ive player and he re ceiveu the second "President's
Trophy" in Moreheau State's athletic history.
Haverdick, a 6-4, 240-pound senior Irom Canton, Ohio, was an Pll-Ohio
Valley Conference lineman this year for the third time.

The "President's Trophy

for Pthletic Excellence" was presenteu by MSU President Pdron Doran.
Other awards went to Haverdick's two senior teammates, quarterback Bill
Marston and linebacker Bill Wamsley, and to ofiensive tackle Darrel Sadowski,
an honorable mention pick this year for AP All America.
Marston, a 5-9 scrambler from Lake Wales, Fla . , broke 11 school records
in passing and punting and was namea the most improved player.

He was a first

team All-OVC selection this season as a punter .
Wamsley, the defensive captain, received the 110 per cent award.

The

£our-year letterman f rom Gallipolis, Ohio, was honorable mention All-OVC this
year.
Sa1.10wski, a Junior from Shamokin, Pa., was presented the best blocker
award.

Res ides his .l\11-i\merka rr.ention, the 210-pound tackle also was named

first team All-OVC.
Head Coach ·fohn ( Jak~) Hal] um 'Mas recognized for producing a winning team
in only his seco11d a~ason.

The J 969 F:ag1 es finished 6-4.

Guest speaker was Dr. Outch Struck, professor of physical education at

#####

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 12- - -Morehead State University Head Football Coach
Jake Hallum has announced the signing of one of Kentucky's best high school student
athletic trainers.
Jerry May, 18, a senior at Louisville Valley High School. will attend MSU
on an athletic scholar ship starting in September.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.

Lawrence May, 10409 Casalanda Drive, Louisville.
"Jerry is a very knowledgable young man who will be a tremendous asset to
our football program, " Hallum said.
May is a member of the National Athletic Trainers Association and has
worked in his high school athletic program for four years.

He was picked as

student trainer for the Jefferson County All-Star football team.

####
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• - FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMPTION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MORF:IIEJ\D, KF.NTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 13 --- MoreheaCJ State University's rebuilding l>a8ke t ball team carries a 3-1 record against Eastern Kentucky Unfrers ity f-fo11ua.r night
in the Ohio Valley Conference opener for both schools .
New Head Coach Bill D. Harrell said he was "generally s.:itisfjpei " with
the Eagles' 77-58 win over Campbellsvill e College Thursday night .
11

Cons idering two men played with illness anc. another missed the g<tme en-

tirely, I think we made a creaitable showing," Harrell said.
Junior forward Jim Day, the team's leading scorer, le d the way again~t
Campbellsville's Tigers with 19 points and six rebounds .
Mann grabbed 16 rebounds am! addea 13 points.

Sophomore center Lavon

Senior forward Don Byars contri-

buted 13 points anu nine rebounds .
"Jim Day has bronchitis and he wasn't up to par but he still gave a good
effort," the first - year coach said.
Sophomore guarci Eddie Conley saw very little action because of a heavy
cold and scored onl y three points.
with a twisted knee .
Mississippi.

Guard Jerry King sat out for the second time

The Maysville sophomore re injured the knee again~t Southern

His status for the Eastern game is uncertain, Harrell added.

The Campbell sville win produ ced a surprise for Morehead State fans when
Ron Gathright starte~ at guard.

The 6-3 Louisville senior has been a forward

since grade school.
"Ron ciid a gooCI job defensively and his s h ooting touch i s starting to come
back, " Harrell said.

Gathright played foo tt--al 1 and jofoed the basketball squad

only a week before the opening game .
Hai:re.11 !'laid r.athri ght '~ new position was an ''experiment" anu may not have
any sig11i.i:'icance .

However, thP F.r1j!le.c: haYP li.tt]e depth at guard with King on

th"' in.i11red list .
·c)- capt;dn Rohhy IhlPs rackPo up 10 a~sists in the Campoe.llRville game ana
agajn drew praise .from Harrell as "a first c l ;:iss fl 00.1· .l eacler."
i=: e ni or g11ard

;il i::o

ad<led 10 ruj 11t~ ;i 11ri four 1·ehnnnds .
(mo1 P.)

The Maysville

ms~

vs. eku 2222222
Hile~

and Gathright are the only returning starters from last year's OVC

co-champions .
As for Eas tern, Harrell says the Colonels are "a great team and a real threat
to Western and Murray for the conference championship . "
The OVC clash s tarts at 7 : 30 p. m. in Laughlin Fieldhouse.

Tipoff tfore for

the freshman game is 5:15 p.m.

i: r•m

not going to make any excuse:~ ah0111. our inj11ri.ef:

Harrell said.

"We '11 be ready for th em. "

######
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFO.RMA TION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky. , Dec . 16 - - -Morehead State University's ba sketb<:ill

Eagles began an 11-day layoff following M onday night's 87 -79 loss to Eastern
Kentucky University .
The home court defeat left MSU with a 3-2 season slate and 0-1 in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
11

We played well in spots but there still are too many mental errors,"

was the reaction of Eagle Head Coach Bill D. Harrell.
Although the EKU Colonels were heavily favored, the scrappy Eagles
kept the game close until midway in the second half.

Eastern led 43 -41 at

halftime .
Jim Day again paced the MSU attack with 23 p o ints and 11 rebounds.
Lavon lviann, the Eagles 1 6-9 sophomore center, turned in his best effort of the
season with 19 points and 16 rebounds.
Harrell ' s greatest satisfaction was with the play of co-captain Ron
Gathright who seemed to put his football days behind him with 15 points and 10
rebounds and reserve guard Jerry King who, despite a heavily taped knee,
sparked the offense with 12 points and six rebounds.

King missed two of the

first four games with the twisted knee.
"Gathright, King and Mann gave us their best out there and Jim Day
c ontinued to develop," Harrell comme.nt e <l.
leader B o bby Hiles.
makes us go .

11

Harrell also had praise f o r floor-

Bobby had a p oor ,c ;ho0ting nig ht against Eastern, but he

He ' s o ur lea<ier."

(more)

msu vs. eku 2222222
The Eagles return to action Dec. 27 against Ma rshall University at
Huntington, V.. Va .

The Thundering Herd recently disposed of highly-touted

LaSalle and has one of the n ation's top sophomores in Russell Lee .
"Niarshall has a good squad,

11

Harrell said.

ga me."

######

"We ' re expecting a t ough

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Dec . 17 --- Morehead St at e University Head Football

Coach Jake Hallum has big plans for freshman defensive tackle Mark Sheehan
of Louisville .
He 1 s going to use him as a replacement next season for graduating
All-American Dave Haverdick .
Sheehan, a 210-pound All-Stater from Louisville Trinity, had a
starting tackle 1 s job on the same unit with Haverdi ck before illness sidelined him late in the season .
He was the only freshman to break into the Eagles 1 starting lineup
and he made one pass interception.
11

Mark is a fine young man and a dedicated football player, 11 said

Head Coach J ake Hallum .

11

Although he is not as big as most college tackles,

he makes up the difference with desire and determi nation. 11
Sheehan is the son of Mr. and Mrs . David P. Sheehan of 3137 Talisman
Road, Louisville.

He is majoring in business .

#######

FROM :

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERS I TY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Dec . 17 --- Desp ite missing four games with injuries ,

wingback Jeff Perkins of Somerset had a record- breaking football debut this
season at Morehead Stat e Un iversity .
The fleet freshman turned in MSU's longest punt return, 69 yards and
a touchdown, and he averaged 16.3 yards-per-carry on punt returns to lead
the Ohio Valley Conference and set another school record .
Perki ns returned 17 punts for 277 yards and nine ki ckoffs for 1 67 yards
and an average of 18. 6 yards.

He also caught three passes for 83

yards and

anot her touchdown.
The 5-10, 180-pound spee dster sat out four games with a shoulder
separation and saw only limited action when he returned late i n the season .
"Jeff has a brigh t football futur e at Morehead State and we're anxious
to have him at full strength for an entire year," said Head Coach Jake Hallum .
"No one knows what else he might have done this year if that injury hadn't
occurred . "
Perkins is the son of Mr . and Mrs . John B. Perkins of 219 Adam St . ,
Somerset.

He is majoring in psychology.

#######

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec . 17 --- Freshman Kirk Andrews of New Castle, Pa . ,

kicked himself onto the football team this year at Morehead State University .
The 5-8, 190- pound placekicker won a first string position midway
through the season and went on to boot eight touchdown convers ions and the
team's only field goal of the year.
"Kirk is very much in our future plans, 11 said Head Coach Jake Hallum .
"We hope to build up his range to match his accuracy . 11
Andrews' field goal, a 35-yarder, came at a crucial time in the Eagles'
final game against arch-rival Eastern Kentucky University.

Morehead State

won, 23-11, and finished 6-4 on the season.
The field goal came within two yards of t y ing MSU's school record for
the longest three- pointer .
Andrews is the son of Mr . and Mrs . William G. Andrews of 2552 Blossom
Lane, New Castle, Pa .

He is majoring in history.

#######

..
'
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FROM :

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec . 17 --- Harry (Sugar Bear) Lyles, Morehead State

University's devastating linebacker from Charleston, W. Va . , made his second
football s eason one to remember at MSU.
The 2·10- pound sophomore defensive ace from Stonewall Jackson High
School was an All-Ohio Valley Conference honorable mention pick this season
as the Eagles finished 6-4 .
Lyles, a former high school All-Ameri can, nailed two pass interceptions
to help his t eammates break a school record with 24 stolen enemy passes .
"Harry is a good, dependable linebacker who is starting to develop
as one of the best in the Ohi o Valley Conference, 11 said Head Coach Jake
Hallum .
Lyles broke into the starting l ineup during his freshman season and
figures to be a four-year regular for the Eagles .
One of the most popular athletes on campus, Lyles is the son of Mr .
and Mrs . Phillip Lyles of 1410 First Ave . , Charleston .

#######

He i s majoring in art .

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSI TY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Dec . 17 --- Four Dayt on area gr i dders were key member s

of the defens i ve unit this year at Morehead Stat e Univers ity .
Thr ee were r egulars f or Jake Hallum ' s Eagles who f i nished 6- 4 and
took fourt h place in the Ohi o Valley Confer ence after be ing picked for
seventh spot .
Strong safety Jim Bayes, a Trotwood-Madison High pr od.ict , intercepted
two passes to help the squad post a school record for s eason i nterceptions
at 24 .

The 6- 1, 190- pound j unior started all but two games.
Cornerback Mike Rucker, a 5-10, 185-pound sophomore from West Carrollton,

had one int erception and he returned i t for a touchdown.
Rucker as "the cool th i nki ng boss of the secondary . "

Hallum described

He deflected four passes

which were i nt ercepted by h i s teammates.
Defe nsive end Jim Edwards, a 6- 3, 200- pound sophomore from Beaver creek ,
was a major f actor in two MSU victories wit h h i s repeat e d beh i nd- the- line
tackles of opposing quart erbacks .
John Lemke, a 6-0, 190-pound sophomore from Chami nade, saw heavy act i on
as the No. 1 reserve end .

Hallum said Lemke demonstrat ed

11

a lot of hustle and

aggressive ness . "
Bayes i s t he son of Mr . and Mrs . Mit chell Bayes of 1430 Azalea Dr ive,
Dayton.

Rucker i s the son of Mr. and Mrs . Harold Rucker, 121 West Circle Drive,

West Carrollton.

Edwards i s the son of Mr. and Mrs . James W. Edwards of 2079

Oxmoor Drive, Dayton.

Lemke i s the son of Mr . and Mrs . Fred Lemke of 70 Fountai n,

Dayton .
All four players are majoring in physical education.

#######

- · FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATIO N
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky. , Dec. 17 - - -Marlin (Buck) Donley of Oak Hill, Ohio,

would like to forget his role in the 1969 football season at Morehead State University.
The Eagles finished 6-4 but Donley, a sophomore quarterback, had an
unbelievable string of hard luck a nd played in onl y the firs t two games.
A transfer from Wilmington College, Donley was chall enging for starting
quarterback when injuries and illnesses knocked him out of action.
He compl eted one pass in one attempt for eight yards and rushed fou r
times for 18 yards and an average of 4. 5 yards per carry.
11

Buck will get a chance at the regular j ob again next spring,

Coach Jake Hallum.

11

He would have played a l ot for us this season.

11

said Head

11

Donley is the son of Mrs. Valuria Donley, 202 North Bingham St., Oak
Hill.

He is maj oring in business .

####

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 17 --- Cincinnati turne d into a football promised

land this season for Morehead Stat e Uni vers ity .
Four Queen Cit y products were instrumental in the Eagles 1 6-4 record
and fourth place finish in the Ohio Valley Conference .
Two of them -- split end John High and defensive end Gary Listerman -were All-OVC selections.

Also making key contributions for Head Coach Jake

Hallum were defensive tackle John Slaughter and tight end Dennis Crowley .
High, a sophomore pass catching wizard from Finneytown , broke three
school records with 54 season receptions for 857 yards .

He also snared nine

passes in one game.
The 5-10, 170-pound receiver tied for the team scoring title with five
touchdowns, all on passes.

He was first team All-OVC as a flanker .

Another major asset in the passing department was Crowley, a 6-2 surprise
from McNicholas Hi gh School who came back to MSU after three years i n the Marine
Corps.

He caught 31 passes for 307 yards and three touchdowns .
Crowley was red shirted one year at MSU before becoming a Marine .

He

rushed one time this season for seven yards.
Listerman, a 6-1, 190-pound junior with a grudge against opposing quarterbacks, was a second team All-OVC pick at defensive end.
th e enemy quarterback five times for minus yardage .

In one game, he nai l ed

The two-year Eagle starter

played at Mount Healtl-iY High.
Slaughter, a 250-pound tackle from Woodward High, was a starter most of
the season in only his sophomore year .

He made the team last year as a 280-pound

walkon but got leaner and meaner this season .

Slaughter is being counted on next

year to replace All-American ta ckle Dave Haverdick .
High is the son of Mr . and Mrs . H. L. High, Jr . of 8856 Hollyhock.

Listerman

is the son of Mr . and Mrs . William Listerman of 7327 Clovernook. Sl aughter is the
· (more)

•

•

•

•

msu players f rom ci ncinnati area 2222222
son of Mr . and Mrs . John Slaughter, Sr., of 3910 Elm.
of Mr . and Mrs . John Crowley of 2350 Beechmont Ave .
All four are majoring in physical education .

#######

Crowley is the son

.
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FROM :

•

MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec . 17 --- Ron Gathright came back and Jake Hallum
is glad he did .

•

•

•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

Gathright , an All- Stater in basketball and football at Loui sville
Thomas Jefferson High School , returned to foot ball at Morehead State Uni vers i ty
this year and became an All-Oh io Valley Conference defens i ve halfback .

Hallum

is Morehead State 's head football coach .
The 6-3 junior set an MSU record for individual pass interceptions with
six and passed the Eagles 1 defens i ve secondary to a school high of 24 s tolen
passes .

Gathright's play helped the MSU pass defenders move from the OVC's

worst to third best .
His i nterceptions included a 55-yard runback for a touchdown .
11

Ron has great qui ckness and reacts to t he ball beautifully, 11 said

Head Coach J ake Hallum.

nHe made the difference this year in our secondar y . n

Gathright played two s easons of football then sat out the 1968 camp aign
to concentrate on basketball .

He was a starting forward on the OVC championship

squad of 1968- 69 and is a returning r egular for this year 1 s cager s .
He is a senior in basketball eli gibility but has another football
season to play .
11

We 1 re looking forward to h av ing Ron back with us next seas on, 11 said

Defensive Backfield Coach Larr y Marmie .
Gathright is the son of Mrs . Catherine Gathright of 3803 Newburg Road,
Louisville .

He is married to the former Sandra Hunter of Louisville, a

sophomore at Morehead St at e .

######
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•

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Dec . 17 --- Tailback Louis Rogan rushed for 700 yards

this season but it wasn 1 t a great year for the Morehead State University

•

football star .
The 200-pound junior from Cable, Ohio, was slowed by injuries early
in the season and forced to adjust to a passing-type offense later as he fell

•

below his record- breaking sophomore season of 1,125 yards rushing in 278 carries
for 10 touchdowns .
However, Rogan racked up five touchdowns on 700 yards i n 185 carri es

•

and again was named to the All- Ohio Valley Conference team.

He also caught

five passes for 83 yards and returned eight kickoffs for 117 yards and an average
of 14 . 6 yards .
1

His rushing average was 3 . 8 yards .

Louis had some injury problems this season but he still came through

when we neede d h im," said Head Coach Jake Hallum.

"He didn't get the ball as

much this year because of our new offensive strategy . "
Rogan's rushing yardage and carries from his sophomore year are school
records at MSU and he needs less than 200 yards in his senior campaign to
break the career rushing record.
He i s the son of Mr . and Mrs . Lonni e Rogan of Rt . 1, Cable, and is
majoring in physical education .

#######

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 17 - - -Gary Shirk, a sophomore from Marysville,

Ohio, is one of the reasons Morehead State University football fans are looking
forward to the 1970 football season.
The 6-1, 210-pound tight end caught 10 passes for 166 yards this year as the
Eagles finished 6-4.
"Gary is an excellent receive r and he is a big part of our plans for the next
two years, " said Head Coach Jake Hallum.
The Marysville High School product alternated at tight end and made key
receptions in several games, including a 4 3 -yard play which set up a touchdown
in the Eagles' season-ending 23 -11 victory over arch-rival Eastern Kentucky
University.
He return ed two kickoffs for 29 ya rds, an average of 14 . 5 yards per
return.
Shirk is the son of Mr. a nd Mrs. Dewey Shirk of Rt. 2, Richwood, Ohio.
He is majoring in business.

####

. . FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky. , Dec. 17 - - -Ed Mignery of Fairfield didn't repeat as

all-conference this year at Morehead State University and he still had a great
football season as the Eagles finished 6-4.
Mignery, a junior offensvi e tackle from Stephen Badin High School, was
limited early in the season by a wrist operation but the determined 210-pound
Ohioan started eve r y game.
11

Ed missed a ll conference because of his inj ur y but he was the best all

around offensive lineman on the team,

11

said Head Coach Jake Hallum.

11

unselfishness helped anothe r boy make honorable mention All-American.

His
11

Hallum referred to Darrel Sadowski, Mignery' s running mate at tackle,
who was All-Ohio Valley Conference and honorable mention fo r Associated Press
All-America.

Mignery gave him individual coaching during practice.

Migne ry was an All -OVC selection in 1968 as a sophomore and received
several votes this year .
11

We expect Ed to get national recognition next season,

11

Hallum said.

Mignery is the son of Mr. a nd Mrs. Charles Mignery of 4951 Celadon
Ave., Fairfield.

He is majoring in industrial arts.

####

FROM:

OFFI CE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Dec. 17- - -Dennis (Chuck) Moore of Radcliff, a defensive

halfback at Morehead State University, helped break a school record for the Eagles
this season.
Moore swiped two enemy passes as the MSU secondary racked up a record
24 interceptions on the campaign which ended 6-4.
The 5-11, 17 5-pound s ophomo r e corner back missed four games with a shoulder
separation but saw action in the other six.
"Chuck is developing i nto a fi rst rate defensive back,
Hallum.

11

said Head Coach Jake

"We are expecting to use him more and more next season.

11

Moore, a graduate of Nor th Hardin High School, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. V. Moore, 354 South Deepwood Drive, Radcliff.
education.

####

He is majoring in physical

'

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40 35 1

MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 17- --Morehead State University's Jerome Howard
gave his best foot ball game of the season against Eastern Kentucky University as
the EKU backfield will attest.
Howard, a hard-hitting sophomore middle guard from Lexington Bryan
Station, dropped ball carriers behind the line of scrimmage four times for minus
yardage.
His defensive prowess helped the Eagles take a 23-11 victory over the
Colonels and end the season with a 6-4 rec o rd.
Howard, a part-time starter, also sta rt ed one game at tackle as a lastminute replacement for injured All-American Dave Haverdick.

He contributed

one pass interception as the Eagles racked up a record 24 on the season.
"Jerome gave us a good effort every time he was on the field,
Head Coach Jake Hallum.

11

said MSU

''He and Charlie Arline are two of the best middle guards

in the conference and both play for Morehead State.

11

The 5-10, 200 -pound defensive ace shared the key line position with Arline
throughout the season.
week.

He was nominated twice for OVC "defensive player of the

11

Howard is the son of Mr . and Mrs. Thomas Howard, 996 DePorres Ave.,
Lexington.

He is majoring in industrial arts.

####

-
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FROM: , OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STA TE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky . , Dec. 18---John Coning of Mount Gilead has two more
football seasons at Morehead State Univ ersity and Head Coach Jake H a llum is happy
about the prospects.
Coning, a sophomore wingback from Mount Gilead High School, caught
23 passes this season for 221 yards and two touchdowns.

He also carried the ball

14 times for 22 yards and a two-point conversion.
The 6-foot, 195-pound letterman started eight of the 10 games at wingback
despite a recurring knee injury.

The 1969 Eagles finished 6-4.

"John is an excellent receiver and he is always a passing threat,
Head Coach Jake Hallum.

"We have big pla ns f o r him next season.

11

said

11

Coning, a former high school quarterback, may get a tryout at quarterback
in the Eagles 1 1970 spring practice.

He presently holds the MS U record for the

longest pass play, a 63-yarder in the 1968 season on a halfback option pass.
Coning is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert C . Coning of 180 East Cedar ,
Mount Gilead.

He is majoring in industrial education.

####

.

.
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS I NFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec . 18 --- Larry Baldridge of Shel by, Ohio, made t he

switch from running back to de fensive back th is season at Morehead State
Univ ersity and his coaches were pleasantly s urprised.
"Larry developed fas t er th an we had hoped, 11 said MSU He ad Football
Coach Jake Hallum.

uHe was a real asset in our secondary . 11

Baldridge, a 6- foot, 195-pound junior safety from Shelby Seni or High ,
intercepted one pass to help the Eagle de f ensive unit set a school record with
24 stolen passes .
11

11

The 19 69 Eagles finished 6- 4 .

We expect Larry t o continue to lead our pass defense," Hallum added.

His speed and jumpi ng ability al low h im to deflect passes other backs would

never touch . "
Baldridge, brother of former Eagle standout Bill Baldridge, is the son
of Mrs . Nola Baldridge, 61 West Rucker St . , Shelby .

######

He i s majoring in art.

'

FROM:

THE OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 19 --- Three players from the Ashland area saw heavy action
this season on t he Morehead State University football team which finished 6-4.
Steve Ward, a 205-pound junior center from Ashland, started every game for the
Eagles. Gary (Buddy) Castle, a 180-pound junior defensive halfback from Flatwoods, alternated
in MSU's secondary which intercepted a school record 24 passes. The former Russell High School
standout swiped one enemy pass himself.
Larry Johnson, a 220-pound sophomore lineman from Ashland, saw action at both
offensive guard and defensive middle guard. He was converted to offensive guard during spring
practice but was used at middle guard late in the season because of injuries.
"Steve Ward did a good job for us in spite of his troublesome shoulder," Head Coach
Jake Hallum said. "He is developing into a topnotch center."
"Buddy Castle also gave us a good effort, " Hallum added. "He has good reaction to the
ball."
Hallum said of Johnson:
"Larry is progressing satisfactorily. He should play much more for us next season."
Ward is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Kermit Ward, 1320 Sherwood, Ashland. Castle is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil R. Castle, 1502 Argillite Road, Flatwoods. Johnson is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Johnson, 3034 Shute St., Ashland.

- 30 -

FROM:

THE OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 19 -

Bill Cason of Paris is one of the reasons Morehead State

University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum is looking forward to t he 1970 season.
The 180-pound freshman tailback sparkled in his season as a part-time starter and backup
man for All-OVC tailback Louis Rogan. He rushed 104 times for 467 yards and three touchdowns.
His rushing average was 4.5 yards per carry.
Cason also caught five passes and returned seven kickoffs for 134 yards and an average per
return of 19.1 yards.
" Bill turned out to be our best surprise of the season," said Hallum. "He is a powerful,
quick ball carrier with a great future at Morehead State."
Hallum has indicated Cason may get a chance at the fullback's job in spring practice in
order to put both him and Rogan in the lineup at the same time. The 1969 Eagles finished 6-4.
The Bourbon County High School graduate is t he son of Mrs. Nannie Cason of North
Middletown . He is majoring in physical education.

- 30 -

FROM :

THE OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 19 - MAURICE (Mo) Hollingsworth of Harlan became a
specialist in his junior football season at Morehead State University.
He saw almost exclusive duty on the punt and kickoff return squad, carrying 18 punts
for 130 yards and three kickoffs for 43 yards.
"Maurice didn't play regularly until midway through the season but he gave us a good
effort," said Head Coach Jake Hallum. " His speed and quickness make him a tough return
threat."
The 5-9, 170-pound graduate of Harlan High is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Hollingsworth
of 230 Kentucky Ave., Harlan. He is majoring in business education .

- 30 -

FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Dec . 19 --- Morehead St ate University Head Football

Coach Jake Hallum likes football players from Gallia County, Ohio .
Two of them, senior linebacker Bill Wamsley and soph omor e offensive
guard Earl (Butch) McCormick -- were instrumental in MSU 1 s 6-4 season record.
Wamsley, a 5-11, 200- pound defens i ve ace, received h onorable mention
in balloting for All-Ohio Valley Conference and was awarded the team 1 s
11

hustlern trophy .

He intercepted a pass to help the Eagles set a school

record of 24 stolen enemy passes .
McCormick started every game and the 215- pound lineman was a key
figure in protecting quarterback Bill Mars t on who broke 11 school records .
nBill Wamsley leaves a big hole in our defensive unit, 11 Hallum said .
11

He always gave more than was asked . n
nButch McCormick is not as b i g as most college lineman but he made

up the difference in hustle, dedication and courage,n Hallum added .

nwe 1 re

looking forward to having him back the next t wo years . n
Both Wamsley and McCormick played at Gallia Academy High School in
Gall ipolis .
Wamsley i s the son of Mrs . Mary Wamsley, 403 Pike St. , Kanauga .

He

is married to the former Linda Humphreys of Gallipolis .
McCormi ck is the son of Mr. and Mrs . Louis McCormick, Patriot Star
Route, Gallipolis .

He is majoring in physical education.

######

FROM :

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351
MOREHEAD, Ky . , Dec . 19 --- Doug Moore of Paoli, Ind. is one of the

reasons Morehead State University Head Football Coach Jake Hallum is looking forward to the 1970 season.
Moore, a 200-pound sophomore fullback, played sparingly this season
as the Eagles finished 6-4 but he was impressive in each appearance.

The

Paoli High School product rushed 13 times for 58 yards and a 4. 5- yard average
and he caught three passes for 55 yards .
nDoug will get a shot at the first string fullback ' s job in spring
practice," said Coach Hallum.

"He did a good job for us and his progress

was very satisfactory . ''
The 6-foot letterman is the brother of former Eagle standout Dave
Moore, an All-Ohio Valley Conference lineman at MSU .
and Mrs . Kenneth L. Moore of 227 Elm St ., Paoli .
Doug is major i ng in

physical education.

######

He is the son of Mr .

.
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS INFORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY 40351

MOREHEAD, Ky., Dec. 23

The basketball shoe will be on the othe r

foot Saturday night when Morehead State Unive rsi ty's Eagl es travel to
Huntington, W. Va. to t est M a r shall

Univ~rsity.

Marshall's Thundering Herd was r e building l ast year but won both games
from the favored Eagles who l ater grabbed a share of th e Ohi o V a lley Conference
championship.

Th e situation is r everse d this season with MSU r e building and

Marshall cast as the favorite.
The Herd, 3 - 4 on the year aft er t aking third place in th ei r own tournament
l ast weekend, entertain C oach Bill Harrell' s Eagles, 3-2 overall a nd 0-1 in the
OVC, at 8 p. m. in M emori a l Field House.
L ong an intense riva lry, the game ends an ll-day layoff fo r th e Eagles and
sta rts a thr ee-game roa d seri es.

After M arshall, the MSU cage r s face Murray

Jan. 3 and Austin P eay Jan . 5 on a four-day roa d trip .
The Eagles r eturn home J an . 8 to me et t he Vikings of Cleveland Sta t e .
The MSU frosh, 2 - 2, host the Morris Ha rvey junior varsity at 5:15 p. m. in
the preliminary.
"Marsha ll has good speed and they rebound well, " said H a rr e ll who s couted
the Herd in the MUIT.
Taylor.

"I was p ar ticula rly impress e d by Russell L ee and J oe

Both are excellent shot s. "

The H e rd dr opped a one-pointer t o O klahoma in the first r ound but bounced
back to trip NYU, a l so by a singl e p oint, for third pla ce .
"Except .for some inexpe r ience a t guard, they have a sound t eam, " H a rr e ll
add e d.

"Coach W ay c a n start £i ve good shooters who a l so a r e t ough on the boards .
(MORE )

11

msu vs. mu

,.

2-2-2-2-2-2

Morehead State's first-year coach agrees with those who have t outed

Ru ssell Le e , the H e rd 1 s 6-5 New Englande r, as one of the nati on 's b es t
sophomores.

"He has a tremendous future ," H a rrell said.

The Eagle coach indica t e d he may change his sta rting lineup for the
fourth time in six games.

Co-c aptain Ron Gathright, a 6-3 s eni o r a nd the

third player t o start a t g uard opposite fl oor commander Bobby Hiles , may
move ba c k to f o rwa rd.
Jerry King , a 6-2 sophomore, is r ecover ing fr om a twi sted knee but
turned in a good r ese rv e effor t agains t Eastern K ent ucky as did J erry Hueseman,
a 6-6 junior , who is being cxmsidered a t for ward .
H a rrell sai d his only sure s t arte r s are Hiles a t g u a rd, L avon M ann a t
c enter a nd Jim D ay a t forward .

M ann , a 6-9 s ophomor e , is the t eam ' s top

rebound e r and D ay, a 6-8 junior, is the l eadin g scor e r.
"I still haven 't found exactly th e combination I want, " Harrell said of
his line up shuffling .

#######If###
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Ky ., Dec. 30 - : - Morehead State University ' s basketball Eagles
\carrying~

hit the road this weekend~o- game losing streak but Head Coach Bill D.
Harrell is optimistic .
His cagers are 3-3 on the year and
mee Ohio alley Coni'erence co-favor ite Murray State

•

"-....._

Howard Wright and the . _ Governors of Austin Peay.

~e

•

c The EagJ.es lost to Eastern

Kentucky two weeks ago in their first~Uting.
( u~~..:i
MSU travel ing squad
~ay night wil~d th; - . 1i:L iii ClarkSville, Tenn. to test high- scoring
n

•

1% : 1~3

at Murra;y. - '

looking forward to the road trip," says Harrell.

,

"Both Murray and

olo.y/

fi Austin Pea.Y have good teams and we ' re expecially anxious t~ Murra.Y.

11

(The Racers and Morehead State were co- champions of the OVC last season
but Murra.Y returned all starters while the Eagles lost three, including their
..leading "
m scorers and rebounders •

~n Pee;y is paced by Wright, one of the nation ' s top shooters, and 6-8
Terry Young, a strong rebounder from Blaine, Ky.

•

~Eagles

dropped their second

after a 12-da.Y la.Yoff .

-

with an 87- 79 win •

•

( "We

str~eekend~.farshall,

Eastern Kentucky started the losing streak on Dec. 15#

on Morehead State ' s home court .

made fewer mistakes than in past games but some of our key people didn ' t

~

~

come through," Harrell said. '7Bobby Hiles, Ronf Gathright and Don Byars turned in
strong efforts."

•

l .Tim Day ;;. was

'~

ineffective against the hot- shooting Thundering

onzy ~ points .J

1

20 . 3 points per gamer > M)u s.

~ight,
points,

•

-

his ~

~I

H~~~f\ b~ui·~

but he rallied in the second half to finish with

15 points and a team high of nine rebounds .

•

85-77,

n.f>

~raging/

The 6-8 junior forward is

etwn1;g

s{o'(e\(Gi

a 6-3 guard converted fran forward,

best output of the young season .

tt topped the Eagles With

The stocky senior also nailed

six rebounds .
(more)

20

msu cagers
...

•

I

2-2-2-2-2-2

f"

the

~s,'ll!••--•••$

had ll points and five assists.

He leads the

t eams in assists with 42 on the year and seven per game .

~s, the team ' s second- leading

111111:11a1

scorer with ll per game, had foul

troubles early in the Marshall game and added 12 -points/ and five rebounds .
Lavon Mann, the Eagles ' 6- 9 sophomore center, was bottled up most of the night
and managed only six points and four rebounds . ..Jiais:a&dlH:urta:bsts11u: iR@:a•••e

~ and Day are tied f or the rebounding lead with averages of 10. 3 per
game .

~shall

shot better than 60 per cent and beat us on the boards but we

still managed to keep the game close," Harrell said.

"We learned some things

that will help us on the road this weekend. "

~Eagles '

next home game is Thursday, Jan. 8, agai nst Cleveland State

University.
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FROM:

OFFICE OF SPORTS I~FORMATION
MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
MORF.IIEPD, KENTUCKY 40351
~OREHEAD,

Ky . , Dec. 31 --- The Ohio Valley Conference basketbalJ race

begins in earnest this weekend as Morehead State University's F:-ij?le~ hit t lie ro<>n
for games in Murray and Clarksville, Tenn.
Coach Bill Harrell's cagers are 3-3 on the year and 0-1 in the O\'C and
own wins over Florida and Southern Mississippi.
Murray State's Racers, 7-2 and a p1·e-season favorite t o cop the
returned all five starters from last season's team which shared the

Ore

or e

r1·01>'1J,

1·egular

season championship with Morehead State ano then advanced to NC.l\1' act in11 hy
winning the conference playoff game.
"We have scouted them and they're JUSt as great as everyone said they'd
be, 11 Harrell reported .

" Claude Virden apparently earned his surer star billing .

11

Viroen, a 6-6 senior forward, is one of the nation 1 s t op si.:orers and rebounders.
'

He gets ample scoring help from Hector f\londet, a 6-4 junior .

Murray has depth, experience and savvy, 11 Harrell added.

1

11

But we hope

to make the game interesting . 11
J\fter Murray, the bus-riuing Eagles move farther south to test !'ustin
Peay' s Govern0rs on Monday night.
The Govs are 3-4 before Saturaay night's game with Eastern and are loaded
with talenteo Kentuckiani:;, including high-scoring Howard Wright from louiAville,
6- 8 Terry Young from Rlairn~, 6-4 L<irr.r NohlP from Breathitt County and 6-5 Joe
WalJer from llopkinsv i Jle .
"Aus tin Peay hai:; lost some tough games, ff Harrell sci id.
good boys hack this y e ar and they' re always rough at home.

"They h;ive several

11

TI1e Mnn ay g;imn rn::irks -tlin F:cigl f'~' fir.q t <WC t est s i.nce they lost to Eastern
Ke11tuc-ky on Dec . 15 .
Harrell is generaIJ.r s;itis f iPd with the de\·elopment of his rebuilaing
te am which was pjcked for seventh in the eight- t Pcim c011fPrnuce .
Jossps

WPt·c

l1y P i g ht pni11l

rnmgin~ tn

l1P ;1v ily- fa\·o.red teams .
(More )

Two of the three

,
msu cagers 2222222
"The guar d situation still is unsettled al though Ron Gathright hai:; bee n
c.ioing a fine job for ui:;," Harrell saio of his 6-3 senior from L0uisville who
had been a forward since junior high school .
Co-capta in Gathright has Rtarteu three games at guard oppoi:;ite cn-rnptaiu

•

Bobby Hiles and talliea 15 and 20 points in his last two efforts.
only other returning regular, leads the squat! in assists with

Hi.les, the

4~ fo1·

a se\·en per

game average .
Jerry King, a 6- 2 sophomore, and Jerry Hueseman, a 6-6 junior, both turned
in strong games against Marshall in the Eagles

1

last outing and ha,·e hee 11 Reei11g

more action with the starters in practice.
The Eagles rP.turn home 'l1111rsday~ ,1;in . 8, to mPet 11£'>1v.ly-s ched11led CleYela nd
State .
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